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ABSTRACT 
RESTORNG A LIVABLE BALANCE iN A DOWNTOWN NEIGHBOURHOOD: 
THE ROLE OF VALUES AND RELATIONSHIPS 
IN WOMEN'S WAYS OF WORK 
This qualitative case study explored the role played by women in their efforts to restore a 
livable balance within their southem Ontario downtown neighbourhood. between 1989 
and 1995. Negatively impacted by the presence of crack houses, prostitution, and johns 
seeking sexual favours. the women who lived in the neighbourhood took leadership in 
ensuring that the diversity that they had previously enjoyed in their community was 
brought back into balance. The study participants included the women who were active 
in the initiative. residents from the neighbourhood, municipal oficials. and various police 
officen. Strateyies used by the women in this neighbourhood change initiative included 
the following: implementing leisure programmes resulting in community building among 
residents; becoming infomed about issues and the political process; and developing 
extensive linkages and working relationships with community organizations and 
municipal oficials. Key roles played by the women were those of protectod defender of 
their values related to chiidren, families, and their understanding of community. Central 
to the women's experience during this initiative were the fnendships and feeling of 
affiliation that they developed with each other. These fnendships served as a motivator 
in their protecting/defending roles and were a sustaining feature that supported the 
women throughout the entire initiative. The tindings also show how the women's 
fiiendships allowed them to engage in a long-term social learning process and social 
capital development . 
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 
For many years, my practitioner roles within both the public and non-profit sectors 
involved community developrnent efforts on the local, neighbourhood level. Dunng this 
time. it was my observation that it was commonly the women who resided in these 
neig hbourhoods w ho were particularl y active in various local initiatives. The types of 
concerns that these women typically addressed included political issues concems 
pertaining to safety and security, or the planning and implementation of recreation 
activities and services. 
Of interest was that the active role that women played was rarely acknowledged by 
practitionert That these women may have had particular needs, interests, or ways of 
work specitic to their gender was ignored. lt was out of these personal experiences and 
obsentations that 1 developed an interest in examining women's participation in 
addressiny issues on a local, neighbourhood level and to develop a deeper understanding 
of women's ways of work in their neighbourhoods. 
As 1 began explonng the literature pertaining to women's community activism. 1 
realized that there was a need to audy the roles that women assume in their 
neighbourhood contexts, the style of leadership they provide, the type of political action 
in which they engage, and the ways in which this community work contributes to their 
leisure expenences. 
To conduct this study. 1 chose a neighbourhood that had addressed issues pertaining to 
municipal planning policies, safety. and recreation. The neighbourhood under study had 
experienced transition in its immediate area resulting from the business activities of drug 
dealers and prostitutes-business dealings that made the neighbourhood unlivable. The 
initiative under study consisted of the women's effons to bring their neighbourhood into 
a more livable balance, so that they and their families could enjoy the neighbourhourhood 
as they had previously Lrsing a single case study, 1 conducted an in-depth examination 
of a neighbourhood in a downtown core of a mid-sized urban centre. The intent of a 
single case audy is not to generalize, but to identify findings that might be transferable to 
other neighbourhood initiatives. 
The followins study found that the key roles played by the women in this particular 
case study consisted of protecting and defending their homes, children, sense of 
community values. and their friendships with each other. As well, it was primarily 
women who were the political organizen of the action taken to address the issues in their 
neighbourhood. This study also found that the friendships developed between these 
women became the sustaining feature that supponed them throughout the entire 
neighbourhood initiative. and contributed to the development of both social learning and 
social capital within their neighbourhood. This exploration of the role of wornen in a 
neighbourhood initiative will begin with an examination of the role that women have 
historically played within their communities. 
Women's Roles Within Their Local Communities: An Historical Perspective 
Prior to the industrial revolution. al1 members of the family were customarily involved 
as an economic unit in the farnily 's  business (e.g. agriculture) (Mackenzie. 1 988). As 
such, women had an economic role to play. M e r  the industrial revolution, when families 
relocated to urban areas and men were employed in enterprises extemal to the family, 
women's role became centred in the home (Hayden. 1984). Their key function was to 
shape and sustain the moral ecoloyy of the family unit (Bellah, Madsen, Sullivan. 
Swindler, & Tipton, 1985). 
As families became more affluent, women were able to engage in educational pursuits. 
become literate. and participate in organizational activities within the church and their 
local communities. In fact. women have been responsible for the emergence of a number 
of social institutions that currently exist. These grassroots organizations include 
chi ldren's clubs for recreation and educat ion, daycare centres. settlement houses. and 
organizations for young women ( e . ~ . ,  Young Women's Christian Association (YWCA)) 
(Henderson & Allen. 1 99 1 ; Henderson. Bialeschki, Shaw. & Freysinger. 1 996; Wekerle 
& Peake, 1996). 
Histoncally. women's efforts in the community have tended to replicate the type of 
work and activity that they undertake in their homes and in their workplaces (DomineIli, 
1995; Frazer & Lacey, 1993; Susser, 1990; Wekerle & Peake, 1996). Henderson et al. 
( 1996) indicate that women are generally more motivated than men to spend time with 
their children and Horna (1994) notes that women's leisure is, in fact, often an extension 
of the famil y. Not surprisingl y then. women tend to volunteer for activities that are 
directly related to children and the family (Nelis & Hutchison, 1982; South Wales 
Association of Tenants, 1982; Wekerle & Peake, 1 9%). 
One way that women become involved in their communities is through neiabourhood 
associations. It seems that volunteering to assist with the operation of a summer 
playground programme or pre-school activity designed for their children is a common 
entry point for neighbourhood participation. Mothers may offer to act as volunteer 
drivers or committee members and in doing so, become connected to the neighbourhood 
association in çeneral. and to other women volunteers in particular. Similarly. many 
women becorne involved in the local school as an entry point into community service. 
By volunteeriny in support of an activity for a family member, they take time away from 
domestic duties and are able to meet some of their persona1 needs for leisure, 
companionship and affiliation (Piche. 1988). 
Where women have chosen more formal, political structures for their community 
involvement, their interests often reflect those of human concern. ideals of care, and 
interconnectedness (Frazer & Lacey, 1993; Friedman, 19%; Young, 1995). Women's 
campaigns at the local level have tended to centre on issues like childcare. pomoyraphy, 
family violence, community health, and rape (Milroy, 1996; Moser, Herbert. & 
Makonnen, 1993; Susser, 1990; Wekerle & Peake, 1996). Women have met with some 
success in these endeavors through their linkages and partnerships with alternative, 
women-centred, community-based projects (e-g. rape crisis centres. women's shelters). 
While some of these organizations have had national or regional afiliations (e-g. 
YWCA), the local community appears to be the level at which women feel most able to 
gain a voice in political activity while addressing women's issues (Frazer & Lacey, 1993: - 
Green, 1998; Milroy, 1996; Wekerle & Peake, 1996). 
Men seem to take up the "hard issues" like economic development. and assume roles 
where they are able to make "important" decisions. Women are generally concemed with 
"softer issues" such as school closures (Cumo. Lamming, Leach, Stiles. Ward. & ZifK 
1982). The care of others is a way for women to experience a sense of control in their 
lives (Henderson & Ailen. 199 1 ). If women were to relinquish their identity as 
caregivers. they would have fewer options to eaablish or express an identity. Their 
comrnunity involvement. in fact. can provide them with a sense of power in at least one 
aspect of their lives (Green, 1998). 
Women's approaches to community service have emerged fiom work and 
employment activities that differ from men, and the community service work that they do 
tends to reflect their social values (Susser. 1990). Rather than adapting themseives to 
roles that have been created by men for men, women involved in grassroots initiatives are 
interested in transforming social relations io be more egalitarian and inclusive-values 
that are in keeping with women's sense of gender identity (DomineIli, 1995; Iannello. 
i 992). 
The key value that guides community organizing by women is that everyone has a 
voice. Belenky, Bond, & Weinstock ( 1997) suggest that voice acts as a metaphor in two 
ways. First, it supports the growth of the individual as she claims the power of her mind; 
when she uses her voice, it is heard. Second, as members of the comrnunity articulate 
their thoughts and collaborate to solve their problems, they are also exercising their right 
to seek justice. Helgeson ( 1990) found that voice acts as a way for a woman to present 
herself to others, and to present that which she knows. In fact, women's ways of leading 
encourage others to find their voices in order to grow. 
Community work also provides an opponunity for social acceptance and fiiendship. 
something common in women's collectives. Such milieux make it dificult to 
discnminate between leisure and non-leisure (Shivers, 1985). Mile  not h l l y  understood. 
there are many meanings that can be attached to these networks of fiiendship and support 
(Green, 1998). M a t  is known, however, is that leisure as affiliation for women is 
expressed through fiiendships and interaction with others (Freysinger. 1995; Green. 
1998), providing opportunities for self-expression leading to increased self esteem and 
sense of identity (Freysinyer & Flannery. 1993). As such, if community work provides 
opportunities for fnendship, and if fiiendship provides opponunity for leisure. how does 
community work contribute to women's leisure? Research into this issue requires furthet 
exploration. 
The work that women do is ofien considered part of their natures and concomitantly 
rendered invisible (Belenky et al. 1997; Gittel, Ortega-Bustamante, & Steffy, 2000; 
Morgan. 1991). Related to this assumption about women's work is the fact that we know 
little about women as leaders. Women have not typically been seen in leadership roles. 
Ironically, as Belenky et al. have aated we likely know less about women as leaders than 
we do about wornen who have been silenced through depression and despair. 
In North American society, status is often only afYorded to the public domain. which is 
generally characterized as impartial, detached, autonomous, and lacking bias or 
emotional distortion (Morgan, 1992). As these characteristics are typically defined as 
"masculine", it is the male perspective that commonl y interprets knowledge and 
experience. As such, women's roles as caregivers and care providers both within and 
out side of the fam il y unit, have kept women marginalized and large! y invisible (Baines, 
Evans. & Neysmit h. 199 1 ; Mackenzie. 1988; Wekerle & Peake. 19%). "An important 
critical task is  to discover and render visible the hidden [public] domains of women's 
lives while establishing women's daim to the hl1 spectrum of moral action and 
character" (Morgan, 1992,323). This is particularly so as women are increasingly 
defining themselves as political actors and creating new solutions to urban problems 
(Mackenzie. 1988). Rather than regret the absence of power that women experience in 
many traditional forms of community. an approach based on the caring work that women 
do, invites an opportunity to re-imagine and create dynamic new fonns of community, 
community building, and collective action (Everingham, 1996). 
In summary, the discussion above notes several reasons why the role of women in 
communities should be studied: 
community action by women often relates directly to issues involving their 
children and their families; 
unlike males, the immediate community (being situated close to their private 
domain) appears to be the level at which women feel most able to gain a voice in 
political activity; 
women's approaches to community work have emerged fiom work and 
employment activities that differ from men's; 
d) the community service work that women do tends to closely reflect their social 
values; 
e )  women involved in grassroots initiatives are interested in transforming social 
relations to be more egalitarian and inclusive. These values are in keeping with 
women's sense of gender identity. which differs fkom a masculine perspective; 
f) women's approaches to work concentrate on cultivating their development 
throush a reflexive leaming process, which is accomplished in relationship and 
dialogue with others. As such. it is a different way of work than that common to 
men: and 
g) the work that women do is oflen considered part of their natures and 
concomitantl~ rendered invisible. Women have not typicall y been seen in 
leadership roles. By studying their roles in collective action. women's work will 
be made visible. 
Pupse  of the study 
The purpose of this audy is to explore the role of women in a community initiative. 
The focus is on understanding the leadership and action that women contribute at the 
neighbourhood level. Of particular interest is why and how women act to resiore and 
suaain their neighbourhood. Not unlike many inner city areas that have been faced with 
the "flight to the suburbs". the neighbourhood that will serve as a site for this exploration 
is one that has faced extraordinary pressures related to changes in its social, economic 
and physical composition over the past 10-1 5 years. Those people who chose to stay in 
the neighbourhood have remai ned to "fight" for its preservation as a residential 
community close to the hub of downtown. This has, for some, meant taking action into 
the political arena. Others have worked informally to keep their community livable and 
secure. It is al1 of these activities that comprise the "community initiative" with which 
this study is concerned. 
The social leaming approach to planning (Friedmann. 198 1 ; 1987) was used as a 
theoretical framework for this study because in preliminary discussions with the women 
who were most active1 y involved in the neighbourhood initiative. it became apparent that 
they had informally adopted a social learning approach to their ways of work. Developed 
in the earlv 1970's. but rooted in the work of earlier theorists such as Dewey and 
Mumford, social learning theory attempts to bridge the gap between personal, or organic 
knowledge (Rubin. 1994). and technical knowledge. through a process of mutual leaming 
(Wolfe. 1989). In social learning, groups l e m  through their actions-commonly called 
'practice'-by retlecting on what has occurred and through dialogue with each oiher 
(Wilson, 1997). Social learning has action and purposehl activity as its central feature 
(Friedmann, 1987). 
Friedmann ( 1987), interested in how social learning pnnciples could be applied to 
plannine in the public domain argueci that the correlation between practice and learning 
also occurred in a public planning context. He linked social practice to political struggle, 
suggesting that social learning results when individual s or organizations engage in 
polit ical aruggle to overcome the status quo ( 198 1 ). Social leaming, which happens 
informally, generally occurs in small. task-oriented groups, and those who act are also 
those who learn. What is done in practice, becomes what is learned by the group and its 
members. It is this learning that infonns action and how action is done in the fùture. 
Social leaming involves the following concepts: throries of reality, that are based both 
on the actor's current experiences, as well as that which has previously been leamed; 
wsion a d  ~ ~ a i w s ,  that inspire the actors to act: political stra~egi., and tactics. to overcome 
reststance or to transfomi the reality into what is desired; and actio~i. the interventions 
that change the reality being transformed (Friedmann, 1982; 1987). Friedmann goes on 
to suggest that without vision and values. there is no radical practice. Without practice, 
there is no theory Without theory. there is no political strategy. Finally, without strategy. 
there is no action. Each of the concepts interact with the other, and the process is fluid 
among them. The following schematic provides a visual outline of how the social 
leaming process occurs. While the schematic appears linear in form, the process itself is 
iterative 
Thcones of Rcality 
(that whic h is being experienced. 
and that which has been previously 
leamed and experienced) 
Vision and Values 
(that which inspires and directs actors to act) 
Political ~tratkies  and Tactics 
(that used to overcome resistance and 
to transform reality) 
Social Practice 
(interventions that change the reality being transformed 
ka-ming 
(that which is learned from the action taken) 
Tbcorics oî' Rcality Political Strategics and Tactics Vision/VaJues 
Figure 1. A social leaming approach to planning (Friedmann, 1987) 
The social leaming approach to planning is appropriate for this study for a number of 
reasons. First, as mentioned, social learning commonly occurs in task-oriented groups 
and in a planning context, these task groups are typicdl y involved in some fonn of 
political nruggle (Friedmann, 198 1). Often, these groups are situated in local community 
settings, with the participants being the neighbourhood residents and acquaintances. 
Because the work of the group is based in large pan on people's everyday experiences, 
the neighbourhood level is the ideal setting for social leaming to occur (Dewey, 1927; 
Hill, 1985). As the initiative being midieci in this thesis relates to neighbourhood-based 
political activism the social learning approach to planning can be appropnately applied. 
Second, social learning primarily occurs in small groups and is experienced through 
personai contact and dialogue among members of the group. Much of the interaction is 
done in a face-to-face manner (Friedmann, 198 1, 1987). Characteristic of women's ways 
of leaming is a process of constant evaluation, experimenting, and discussing (Belenky et 
al. 1997). As well, women tend to create opportunities where community issues can be 
discussed, thereby creating space for the type of dialogue characteristic of social learning 
(Gittlel et al. 2000). The relevance of women's community work emerges through a 
defining of problems reflecting their reality, a questioning of systems and social 
institutions to solve problems, and a concem for the empowerment of residents within 
theû local context (Andolsen, Gudorf, & Pellauer, 1985; Dominelli, 1995; Piche, 1988). 
Because dialogue is characteristic of both the social leamhg approach to planning, 
women's ways of leanùng, and women's ways of work, social leaniing is an appropriate 
fiarnework in which to embed this study. 
Another characteristic of social leaming is that it tends to occur informally. Social 
learning is rarely systematically designed or intended, and is not usually articulated into 
any formai language or discourse (Friedmann, 1987). Similarly. women involved in 
advocacy work have informal ways of leaming, and typically rely on their personal 
experience to guide them through their work. Fomal education is not necessarily 
required to do advocacy or activism work and women, in pariicular, tend to leam by 
watching others (Mattison & Storey, 1992). As such, the social leaming approach to 
planning is a rnodel that closely reflects women's ways of learning. 
As rnentioned. the women who were involved in the neighbourhood initiative under 
midy ofken spoke of the leaming that they were required to do in order to be effective in 
their political activities. During the preliminary focus group discussions with them, 
numerous references were made to their leaming. This leaming included becoming 
educated about such issues as policing policies and procedures; municipal govemment 
structure, roles. and responsibilities; and political activism. When asked what advice 
they would give to other women attempting to start a similar initiative in a different 
neighbourhood, Marilyn, one of the women involved in the initiative, responded by 
saying "learn, leani, learn" (March 7,2000). It became readily apparent that leaming had 
been a key requirement and strategy for these women in their political efforts. As well, 
the women ofien spoke about their values and how central they had been to their problem 
solving discussions and their choice of strategic approaches. As values and learning are 
key features of the social leaning approach to pianning, this is an appropriate theoreticai 
fiamework for this study. 
Last ly, during my 25 years of professional practice consulting with neighbourhood 
and cornmunity bas& volunteer groups, 1 saw that these types of groups had informal, 
organic ways of learning. Rarely did we talk of organization theory or social action 
theory or other types of theory that may have applied to the task at hand. ïhese group 
members-primarily women-simply shared their knowledge, made observations, 
expenmented with strategies and approaches, and evaluated what occurred. Social 
learning was a common process in these groups-groups that were similar to the 
neighbourhood group being studied in this thesis. For dl the rasons noted above, the 
social learning approach to planning was used to guide the development of the research 
questions and assist in my acquiring an in-depth understanding of the role played by the 
women in the neighbourhood initiative under study. 
Research Ouest ions 
The research questions that the study explored were organized around the features of 
the social leaming process and addressed theories of reality, values, and political strategy 
and tactics. As Figure 1 indicates, the actions that were taken in the neighbourhood 
ernerged Rom these features and identified the role that women played in the initiative. 
The principal research question was: 
Whrt w is  the rolc of women in i community initiative situatcd in th& 
rtsidential aeighbourûood? 
Sub-questions that allowed for a fiiller exploration of the grand tour question were: 
Theories of Realitv 
In what context did the leadership provided by women emerge? 
What was the leadership provided by women? 
Vision and Values 
Why did the women involve themselves in political action? 
What was the context within which this emerged (e.g. forging community 
pmnerships, participating in policy development, fonnal municipal politics)? 
Political Strateav and Tactics 
In what political action did the women engage? 
What community organizing activities did the women develop (e.g., mobilizing 
comrnunity in citizen's meetings, community safety walks. festivals. recreation 
programmes)? 
Did this community work provide a site for resiaance by the women to the tendency 
of traditional planning processes to tender them invisible and voiceless? 
Did these community activities contribute to women's leisure? 
Social Practice 
What action was taken by women to transform the reality in their neighbourhood? 
Leaming 
What learning has resulted fkom the women's participation in the initiative? 
Given that this research was concemed with a community initiative in a specific 
residential neighbourhood, a case study method (Stake, 1994, 1995; Yin, 1994) was used 
to explore the rexarch questions. A case study is a fonn of empirical inquiry that 
examines a contemporary phenornenon within its real-life context. The case study 
attempts to examine interventions made within a situation, and to explain links bnween 
the intervention and its result. As well, case studies describe the real-life context in 
which the intervention has occurred (Yin, 1994). 
Case Studv Site: The Demoara~hics of the "River Valley" Neiahbourhood 
Situated in a southem Ontario community, the case study site is located in the core 
area of an urban centre. Adjacent to the city's downtown, 'River Valley" is an 
established neighbourhood that is largely residential but includes some commercial 
development as well. 
The following demographic information characterizes the composition of the River 
Valley neighbourhood. Data were drawn from two sources: the 199 1 census and the 
19% census conducted by Statistics Canada (Canada, 199 1, 1996). These data are 
introduced to indicate the changes occumng in the neighbourhood, which itself was 
under transition, during the time frame exploreci in the study. t 
The total population in River Valley decreased from 2270 residents in 199 1 to 1890 in 
1996. These data suggea a considerable demographic change. However, it is unknown 
whether the decrease is a result of the tumoil being experienced in the neighbourhood or 
other factors related to statistical data gathenng dificulties given the language 
differences presented by a signifiant immigrant population in the neighbourhood. 
The following table identifies the educational levels in the neighbourhood, in 
cornparison with the city overail. 
'lt sbarld be d that not all categories pwided by S(atisPla Caaada in rem to eâucation inaime. 
and eihnic origin are indudeci in the above discussion. chly ~tegones considered to t# pwlmdar~ 
sigdiunt to the n e i ~ o o d  and the stu& were selatesi. 
Table 1 
Education Lcvels in River Valley and City Totah and Perccntagc Differenca 










IncreaseDecrease -8.1 % 
Secondary School University with Depee 
With Certificate 
The nurnber of people in River Valley completing secondary school decreased by 
3 1.1% from 199 1 to 1996, while city wide, the number of people completing high school 
showed only a very slight decrease. The number of people in River Valley who had 
graduated with a university degree, while indicating an increase, did not compare with 
the more dramatic increase, which occurred city-wide. In general, the level of education 
in River Valley is low, compared to the city in total. 
Average incomes for the River Valley neighbourhood and the city are identified in the 
following table. 
Averant Incomt In Dollars 
Average Income Average Income Average income Average Income 
Males 15+ Females 15+ Family Income Household Income 
River Valley 
1991 22.044 15,969 37,164 31,157 
1996 21,218 1 4,722 37,897 28,899 
C ity-wide 
1991 30,654 17,682 52,24 1 47.1 15 
1 996 3 1,135 19,696 54,629 48,769 
Family income is defined as the total income of a census family household (defined as 
a married couple, cornmon-law couple, or single parent with at least one child in the 
household). Household income includes total incomes of al1 members of the household, 
regardless of relationship. With the exception of average family income, the average 
income for males. females, and households in River Valley have al1 shown decreases 
since 199 1. In both 199 1 and 1996, di income levels in each categoxy were lower in 
River Valley than the income averages for those categories city-wide. 
Of interest are the data regarding housing tenure. Home ownership over the study 
period indicated a slight increase of S. 1%. which indicated some continued investment in 
the neighbourhood. Concurrently, the data also indicate a decrease in rental units from 
199 1 (n = 780) to 1996 (n = 645). 
Dunng the study period, the 199 1 census information indicated a fairly diverse 
neighbourhood with the major ethnic ongins reponed as follows: English (n = 305), 
German (n = 205), Canadian (n = 105), Vietnamese (n = 100). Portuguese (n = 75) and 
Polish (n = 65). in addition to smaller representations of various other ethnic ongins 
such as Spanish Yugoslvian, Croation, and Jewish, 235 residents were grouped by 
Statistics Canada in 199 1 as coming from "ûther" ethnic origins. The divenity of River 
Valley was similar to the trends indicated for the city, with the exception of the 
Vietnarnese population. While Vietnarnese was the fourth larges group in River Valley, 
it was the 1 O~ largest group throughout the rernainder of the community. 
Recent History of Neinhbourhood issues 
In the early l98O's, the River Valley neighbourhood was selected by the local 
municipality to be part of the Ontario Neighbourhood Improvement Programme (ONIP), 
a provincially funded programme. (Key Informant. personal communication. March 3 1. 
2000). As a result of this fbnding, some members of the cornmunity formed a cornmittee 
to plan the development of a local neighbourhood park. 
In the mid-1 9807s, a secondary planning process was initiated by the local 
municipality. One of the icey concerns of the neighbourhood residents during that time 
was a land use issue related to the zoning of an apamnent housing development. The 
concem was that the housing being proposed was high density, inexpensively 
constnicted, and located on an established residential areet where the housing stock 
consiaed of detached dwellings. Further resident activity occurred in 1987 with the 
threatened closure of a public school in the neighbourhood. ïhis initiative, in particular, 
brought a number of the neighbourhood women together to advocate against the closure 
decision by the school board. 
By 1989, some residents w a e  increasingly concemed about two additional issues. 
First, a number of rental units owned by absentee landlords failed to mea  the municipal 
property standards regulations. Residents believed that this situation created problems in 
the neighbourhood such as transient tenants and poorly maintained homes. Second, the 
residents perceived a noticeable increase in crime in the neighbourhood (Key informant, 
personal communication, March 2, 2000). 
A meeting, organized by one of the residents, was held with the local police, a social 
worker, a representative from the local municipal Council, and a representative from the 
municipal Parks and Recreat ion Depart ment. Approximatel y 40 residents fiom the River 
Valley neighbourhood also attended. Held on July 11, 1989, the meeting served to 
identify the following issues: property standards enforcement, zoning by-law 
amendments, crime, and downtown revitalization. At this meeting, the River Valley 
Community Group officially formed (Anonymous repon, undated). 
In approximately 1992, the prevalence of crack cocaine and prostitution became 
apparent to residents in the neighbourhood. Residents began to liaise informally with 
other partners within the broader community (e.g., police, court system, municipality) in 
an effort to leam al1 that they could. By 1995, a positive change in the property standards 
of the housing in the neighbourhood was aident, two apartments buildings were being 
rnanaged responsibly, and people were moving into the neighbourhood once again 
(Anonymous report, undated). 
While some political activity in the neighbourhood commenced with the ONIP project 
in the early 198OYs, 1 have defined the tirneframe explored in this study as the formal 
community initiative that occurred with the inception of the River Valley Community 
Group on M y  1 1, 1989 to approxirnately 1995. By 1995, members of the Community 
Group felt that they had begun '90 see the light at the end of the tumel" (Anonvmous 
report, undated). 
With the formation of the River Valley Community Group, the residents of the 
neighbourhood pushed forward in their attempts to address property standards and safety 
issues. They were also active in community-building effons through such leisure 
initiatives as youth recreation programming, an annual community music festival. a 
community garden initiative, and collective kitchen programmes (Anonymous report, 
undated). 
Over the period from 198% 19%. River Valley became a neighbourhood where the 
Community Group joined with local institutions to improve the quality of the 
neighbourhood-an approach that is congruent with the definition of a healthy 
communit y (Boothroyd & Eberle, 1 990) 
What was quickly evident when reviewing the River Valley initiative was that women 
who lived in the neighbourhood played an active role in addressing the issues that had 
emerged. The motivation, the form, and the realization of this role was further examined 
over the course of this research. In addition to Friedmann's (1987) social leaming 
Framework, theories and sensitizing concepts that informed the development of the 
research process included: definitions of community; women's moral developrnent; 
women's leadership approaches; social capital development; pimicipatory planning 
processes; social mobilization strategies; community change strategies and tactics; the 
role of women in planning initiatives; and the role of leisure in community building. 
The study used qualitative methodology. Respecting the reflective learning process 
typical of women (Belenky et al. 1997; Dominelli, 1995), the research approach used 
feminist research techniques (Reinhan, 1992) in that the research involved the women 
who were moa active in the neighbourhood initiative as community advisors (Patton, 
1990; Reinham. 1992). As such, the research process commenced with in-depth 
discussions with the community advisors during which the specific area of inquiry, some 
initial research propositions (Reason. 1994). and the process to be used to inform the 
research activities were determined. 
Ethics clearance for this project was received from the University of Waterloo, 
Ofliice of Research Ethics on November 18, 1999. 
CHAPTER W O :  LITERATURE REVlEW 
In qualitative studies. panicularly those using case method, literature is used 
inductively-consistent with the exploratory nature of the inquiry. In fact, in some 
qualitative case studies, literature is not introduced until the findings have been 
articulated. Therefore, literature is used less to "set the stage for the study" (Creswell. 
1994. 7 1 ) and more to provide some sensitizing concepts to guide the development of the 
research questions. Respecting the inductive nature of qualitative inquiry, then, the 
literature pertaining to this study was reviewed to help "fiame" the issue, provide a 
context or a backdrop for the issue being explored by reviewing in a general way what 
has been written about the topic, and who has been explonng the topic under study (22). 
As noted previously, two focus group interviews were held with the women involved 
in the River Valley initiative pnor to my decision to conduct a case study of the roles that 
they played in their neighbourhood. In reviewing what had been discussed during these 
interviews, it was apparent that there were various themes or topics that emerged and 
were of specific interest to this exploration. While literature was primarily used to 
compare and contrast the findings that ernerged inductively fiom the data (to be discussed 
later in this thesis), a review of the literature used as sensitizing concepts in the 
development of the research questions will now be presented. 
The social learning approach to planning was discussed at length in Chapter One, as 
was literature pertaining to women's approaches to learning and theu ways of work. 
Other topics that emerged out of the focus group interviews related to the values that the 
women held in the work that they did, their understanding of "neighbourhood and 
LLcommunity", and the resident mobilization and political action that they implemented 
over the years. As such, literature relating to concepts about community, women's moral 
development, women's leadership approaches, participatory planning, and social 
mobilization were reviewed. Because the focus of this study was the role of women, 
literature penaining specifically to women was highlighted within each of the topics 
areas. For example, leisure theory related to gender and women will be highlighted as 
will women's participation in planning. Women's roles in collective action, their ways of 
work, and the values that are reflected in their approaches will also be discussed. 
Understandings of Communitv 
Communitv as Unitv 
The term "community" can be understood in numerous ways: as context, as a 
geographic or tenitonal area, as a symbolic community, moral community, as a problem, 
or as a vehicle. It can embody concepts wch as tradition, class, common interest, and 
connections between people and where they live (Grant, 1994). Community can also be 
discussed using political, social, cultural, or psychological perspectives. Hillery's (1955) 
commonly cited study, which attempted to define the meaning of "community", found 
that the points of agreement regarding a definition of community consisted of persons in 
social interaction, within a geographic area, and having one or more common ties. 
Tonnies (1963) identified two concepts to distinguish forms of community: 
gemeinshafi and gesellschaft. Focusing his work on the shidy of mutual affiliation, a 
simple definition of gemeinshafi refers to the private and intimate p a s  of life, which he 
calls "community". Gesellshafi, by contrast, is public life, which he calls "society". 
Tonnies goes on to say that gerneinshaft consists of "language, of folkways or mores, or 
of beliefs; but, by way of contrast, gesellshaft exists in the realm of business, travel, or 
sciences" (p. 34). Gemeinshafl can exist in ownership of pasture, fields and forest. "It is 
old. . . it is a lasting and genuine fonn of living together. . . it should be understood as a 
living organisrny (p. 35). It is best understood in rural life, unlike gesellshaft that is 
"transitory and superficial.. .a mechanical aggregate and artifact". Tonnies focuses less 
on geography and more on the sociological concept of relationship in his analysis of 
community . 
Also using a sociological perspective, Poplin ( 1972) discussed community in three 
ways: as a synonym for collectives like rninority groups or religious organizations; as a 
moral or spiritual phenomenon, implying involvement with others; and lastly, as units of 
territorial organization like villages or cities. In regard to moral communities 
specifically, he proposed the following four defining characteristics: identflcution-a 
deep sense of belonging to a significant, meaningful group; mord imity-members have 
a sense of pursuing cornmon goals and feel a oneness with other community members; 
involveme~it-members are submerged in various groups and have a compelling need to 
participate in these groups; and ~holmess-members regard each other as whole persons 
who are of intrinsic significance and worth (p.6). 
Cox (1987) considered community "as context". He discussed community in the 
following ways: as a locus of daily activity; as shared institutions (values7 noms, 
traditions); as a social system; as exchanges among people and institutions; as a 
distribution of power, and as a problem (e.g. citizen apathy). 
Walter ( 1997) refers to community as a functional unit, multidimensional in nature. in 
her understanding, community is characterized by people, organizations, consciousness, 
actions, and context-al1 related to the other and ail forming a whole. It is the 
relatjonships that exist, both vertically and horizontally, that allow community to exist. 
The tenns used to descnbe community thus far have included: social interaction, 
common ties, mutual affiliation, common goals, sense of belonging, moral unity, and 
wholeness. Cox (1987) is the only author of those cited above who refers to community 
as a problem-a contrast to the description of harmony that the other definitions imply. 
Community as Difference 
Young ( 1995) suggests that the desire and attempt to find the mutuality and unity 
described above results in an exclusion of some individuals or elements within society. 
By its very nature, any definition of "categocy" creates an inside/outside dichotomy. For 
example, masculinclferninine, publidprivate, or community1individualism imply 
opposition. Community as hannony, implied by the authors cited above, is defined as 
unity. Young argues that this understanding of community denies the "difference" that 
exists between and within people, and posits fusion, rather than separateness, as the social 
ideal. In fact. cornmunitarians share a belief that the current focus on individualism-the 
Vwe dichotomy-is out of balance (Etzioni, 1995). The sense of xparation and isolation 
that many people experience is manifesteci by the "'thenpeutic quest" for community 
(Bellah et al. 1985). 
Haworth (1 966) explored the concept of diversity within an urban context. He 
identified that while the city offers countless oppominities for self-expression, 
community becomes withered and gets lost, in part, due to this vast diversity available to 
people. Rather than the human settlement being a comrnunity of people, it becomes 
instead an "organization of hnctionaries" (p. 54) and an individual's involvernent with 
organizations-either through work or leisure-requires one to accept, and act out, roles 
prescribed by those particular institutions. As such, the very institutions that provide 
opportunities for expression and accomplishment, are the sarne institutions that limit and 
channel an individual in hidher pursuits. 
The nature of the vertical and horizontal interactions that exist in community need to 
be examined, particularly as ihey relate to the distribution of power (Cox, 1987). One 
must examine how these interactions function and operate in communities, partkularly 
between families and neighbours on the neighbourhood level, and between political and 
social institutions on a broader community level. Metzger (1996) asks who has access to 
power, who hm a part in the decision making that accompanies power, who is excluded 
fiom decision making, and therefore who lacks control over their immediate situations? 
These considerations beg the question of whether freedorn and diversity can even fit 
together within communities (Fowler, 1995). 
Mason ( 1996) suggests that confusion exists in defining the term "community" due to 
the variety of theoretical and ordinary uses that exist. He suggests that comrnunity cornes 
in degrees, that it is besed on whether members share values in a significant, 
encompassing way. This concept of "degrees" explains people's differing experience of 
social cohesion, as well as aiienation and social conflict. Mason's views incorporate 
possibilities for unity, as well as difference, in his understanding of community. 
The reality of contemporary Iife is that individuals exist in multiple communities at 
any given time (Labonte, 1998). Family attachments are one community for many, 
neighbourhoods are another, and a community of faith may be experienced by others as a 
moral, spiritual community, to name a few. Belonging to several communities protects 
an individual fiom being pressured to adhere too closely to a particular set of values. 
beliefs, or social noms. As a result, moa people are able to comfortably co-exist within 
their multiple communities (Etzioni, 1995). 
Detining the concept of community is exirernely complex as is apparent in the 
discussion above. The question emerges: what ideals of community might be developed 
to provide individuals with a sense of control over their lives and the fieedom to express 
their own individuality, while allowing them to maintain social attachment and affiliation 
in their lives? 
Ideals of Communitv 
Bellah (1 998) suggests that community should actually be perceived as a continuum, 
where conflict and argument exist, but not to a greater degree than community values and 
goals. He encourages a reflective process, whereby social consensus emerges in an 
inductive manner, changing over time to fit various social contexts. in this way, common 
values and goals can be identified and supporteci by individuals in the community. 
Friedman (1 992) suggests that community be "grounded in shared interests and 
values, mutual affection and possibilities for generating mutual respect and esteem.. . For 
women, sisterhood has been the cernent of various feminist or change movements" 
(p. 1 14). OAen, these communities are voluntarily chosen, or discovend. "Chosen 
cornmunities" differ fiom those typically defined by family, church, or neighbourhood 
attachments. While these latter muy be included, individuals in urban settings have 
numerous opportunities to seek out other communities that provide opportunities for 
social support, understanding, and personal growth. In a similar vein, Frazer and Lacey 
(1993) suggest a concept of an idealized community as "a vision of secure and committed 
networks of people, to an extent like-minded, rwted in a geographic ma,  offering 
fluidity and flexibility. unconstrained by biological kinship or marriage" (pp. 120-12 1). 
Young ( 1995) suggests fonning a vision of the good society that is based on 
relationships that respect one's own history, as well as the other's. Opportunities exist at 
every tum to celebrate an individuai's own space and values, as well as find new 
expenences. Termed "aesthetic iricxhmssrii/ity.. . [tlhis is an experience of difference in 
the sense of always being insened . . . City life is the "being-together" of mangers.. . They 
are externally related, they experience each other as other, different, fiom different 
groups, histories. professions, cultures, which they do not understand (p. 252). Thus, 
people can interact in public spaces as individuals or in groups. They can interact within 
their immediate locales of work settings or neighbourhoods or they can venture into the 
broader community to enjoy amenities that contribute to leisure, leaming, and growth. In 
doing so, there is always the possibility that groups, based on interest and values, may 
form. In this ideal community, differences are celebrated. 
Pedlar ( 1996) interprets community as a place that allows both individual and 
collective interests to come together. Individual interests can exist in the community, 
reflecting an individual's attempt to secure one's rights. Yet, when faced with common 
concems, people can come together in support of those common interests in a way that 
supports the welfare of the group. As such, both individual rights and collective interests 
can find space in the community. 
It appears that one ideal of community suggests that both harmonized values and 
goals, und conflict and difference need to be embraced. Depending on the level of 
'hommunity" (e.g. societal, regional, or neighbourhood), this dichotomy might present 
itself quite differently. For example, the societal level could quite conceivably contain 
conflict and difference in a way that could be fairly removed fiom many people. On a 
neighbourhood level, however, confiict and tension could be expenenced acutely on a 
daily basis. The question emerges as to how this conflict would be resolved and what 
values could be used to address this issue on the neighbourhood level. 
The notion that the development of shared goais would evolve fiom a reflexive 
process, where community consensus would be flexibly shaped, begs the question as to 
how this consensus would be developed. For exarnple, issues emerge such as who would 
be involved in the planning process, whose reaiity would be adopted, and how would 
individuals be encouraged to maintain individuality and be able to participate in a 
collective consensus building process? Of particular interest to this study is how the 
neighbourhood residents rnanaged conflict and difference within their neighbourhood, 
particularly when criminal activity had gaineci a foothold in the community. 
Lastly, the ideal community would respect and explore differences and celebrate the 
diversity and uniqueness of all. This ideal suggests a balance between the politics of 
difference, and the residents' human neeûs for social support, affiliation, and mutual 
goals. These, then, are just some of the issues that require further examination, 
particularly at a neighbourhood level, such as that in River Valley, where tensions such as 
these, are more apparent and pronounced. 
Women's Moral Develo~ment 
The Ethic of Care 
When exploring the caring work that women do, the work of Gilligan (1993) is 
commonly cited. In her discussion of women's development and its relationship to 
identit y formation and moral development, Gilligan examined the relat ionships that 
children have with their mothers as their primary parent. She suggests that females, in 
modeling the sender identity that they have learned tiom their mothers, are moa 
comfortable in relationships, taking case of others, and maintaining a web of human 
connections so that no one is lefl alone. Males, by contrast. need to separate From their 
mothers in order to define their gender identity and as such, tend to value autonomy, 
separation, and individuation. Situations charactenzed by cornpetition, aggression, 
achievernent, and conflict are comfortable for males, but pose a moral dilemma for 
females. In these situations, females fear that someone will get hun, someone will 
become isolated, or that the needs of some will be ignored or denied. According to 
Gilligan, a female is defined as a moral person when she helps others and is in service to 
others, so that no one is lefi alone. The development of a female's gender identity results 
in a role typified as caring for others and it is in this role that a woman is generally moa 
cornfortable. 
With much of the female perspective rooted in the "ethic of care" (Giliigan, 1993; 
Sherwin, 1992), of interest is the question of its influence on women's ways of work, and 
their approaches to social action and change initiatives. In particular, if there is tension 
and conflict within a community, does this moral concern for women extend to who 
would be alone or alienated and who might get h m  in the process? Sirnilariy, in 
choosing political tactics and change strategies, to what extent does the ethic of care 
suggea that women would choose strategies that foster relationships and which are less 
conflictual or oppositional than those which might typically be chosen by males? 
Influence of Values on Women's leaders hi^ A~~roaches 
Rejai & Phillips (1997) define leadership as: 
Lije experiemes ami lije cha~ms  rhat 1) imbw a person with u vis io~ cuui 
a set of gwls. 2) endow that person with the shll to articulate the vision 
and the g d  i ) ~  such a w q  as to attruct u sigr~cficantjoIlowing, 3) 
provide that persun with the ski# tu specify the mema and to o rgdze  and 
mobilke the followers toward the reukatio~i of the vis~ons md the gw1.s. 
m d  4) give thar person suflcient imders~ding of the foliowers in order 
to devise d p t ~ r s u e  goals that me rywarding to bah the leader and the 
Jollowers (p. 9). 
Like many definitions of leadership. the notions of "leader" and "follower" suggea a 
power difference between the two, and as such could be seen as a patriarchal or a 
hierarchical definition of the concept. 
In her study exarnining black, working class women active in grassroots activities, 
Sacks (1988) found that leadership tended to be both a collective and a dynamic process 
involving a complex set of negotiations and relationships. Leadership is often shared 
among women in a group, based on who has the skills and knowledge needed at the time. 
In contrast to the patriarchal model, power is used with others, rather than owr others 
(Frazer & Lacey, 1993). with efforts made to share power, and thereby empower. al1 
members of the collective. OrganUational structures tend to be non-hierarchical and 
informal, and an emphasis is placed on mutual support and expenmentation (Helgeson, 
I W O ;  Piche. 1988; South London Community Health Projects, 1982; South Wales 
Association of Tenants, 1982; Zepatos & Kaufman, 1995). Words such as "jh~, 
it~feractrio~. access, co,pduif. i)~volveme)~t, ne~ork.  mach " (Helgeson, 1 990, 28) are 
descriptors used by women to descnbe their leadership styles. 
Women's leadership, then, tends to focus more on the relationships among people and 
emphasizes the pracess of doing things, rather than the accomplishment of getting things 
done (Gutierrer & Lewis, 1998). Rather than a hierarchy, women see themselves 
positioned in the middle or the centre and the connections that they develop with others 
create a "web" which radiates out tiom that centre. Through their emphasis on 
community participation and capacity building, women-led groups are effective in the 
development of social capital and civic engagement by others (Gittel et al. 2000). 
Women tend to reject the competitiveness that oflen cornes with individualism, and 
the networking that women d-this web of reiationships that they developacts as a 
strategy for change in that it also builds a base of solidarity (Howe, 1998). Typical of 
women's leadership is the transparent discussion of the issues at hand, providing others 
with the oppominities to share ideas, and dweloping the networks and trust required for 
civic action (Gittel et ai. 2000). 
Women's collectives are like public "homeplaces", and jua as a family seeks to 
nurture the developmental needs of its members, so do women-led, locally-based 
organizations (Belenky et ai. 1997). lust as a famii y has a set of common goals and 
values, so do these community organizations. Being "value full", rather than "value fiee" 
enables these organizations to develop common thinking to animate and guide the 
community 
in a study of women organizing to protect a Chicago public housing development, 
Feldman Stall, and Wright (1998) found that it was through their "social reproduction 
work" that the women involved in that ptoject were able to develop a community identity 
and sustain the social fabric of their community. Social reproduction refers to: 
the r veryday rotitirre uctivities of maintcu'nirrg iridividliaI househdic mrd 
comrn~~t~ities as weff ar socid arrangements t h  protect, e t ~ h c e .  a11d 
prrsenle h u  citltrirul experierîces of al1 mernbers of the c o m m w i ~ .  Social 
reproditction activities irrclude, for trrst~~~îce. th  birth and c m  of 
childrril. hm~sework, the rnai~~tenurrce of physicul and merttal healrh, 
cwhng, persorrai services, and edrccation (p. 2 77). 
Krauss ( 1998) found thai much of women's leadership emerges out of their matemal 
roles in the pnvate sphere, particulariy when they realize that public policy issues are 
negatively affecting or threatening their children and families. Out of their values base of 
preserving their family units and their traditional role as protector of their families and 
the community as a whole, they are compelled to act in order to effectively fulfill the 
responsibilities attached to their mothering role (Fox & Murry, 2000). When they do act, 
Mattison & Storey (1992) found that women apply an ethic of caregiving. They use 
noncombative means to achieve their victories, particulatly in the policy arena, and tend 
to use their values as well as their intellect in their effons to affect change in public 
policy. The ideologies that women attach to their roles as mothers, then, become 
resources that they use in their political endeavors (Krauss, 1998). 
hfluence of Vision on Women's Leadership Amroaches 
Hegleson ( 1990) found that women tend to take a broad perspective of issues and 
retain a focus on the future rather than just the immediate task or issue at hand. 
Identifying the public realm as being in a "pewasive cultural crisis.. .the integration of 
ferninine principles into the public realm offers hope for healing this condition, returning 
a concern for the nununng and fostering of life to our public sphere" (p. 255). Because 
women are able to see solutions to problems using this broad perspective (e.g., juvenile 
delinquency that results from a lack of recreation prograrnming for youth), they often 
become active in attempting to change institutions that are responsible for the conditions 
which impact their families and work settings most significamly. Their concems extend 
beyond their immediate families and their eflions are motivated by their values of 
wanting to make the world a better place for themselves, their families, and society's 
members as a whole. Women are able to see and understand the issues facing society, 
and their training as problem solvers in family settings enables them to a a  on behalf of 
societal change (Zepatos & Kauhan, 1995). 
Feminist research into social movements hm identified the role that subjective beliefs 
play in collective actions. Politicization is a term used "to describe the ways in which 
individuals develop a fiamework of meanings and beliefs that challenge ideologies and 
empower political action" (Krauss, 1998, p. 13 1). Of importance in this process of 
politicitation is how individuals create an ideal or vision out of their everyday 
experiences to develop an "oppositional consciousness" (p. 13 1) to guide them in their 
approaches to political activity. 
Social Capital Development 
Social capital refers to aspects of social organization that have been shown to facilitate 
the collaboration, cooperation, and coordination of community resources to the mutual 
benefit of the individuals who live within the community. These features include such 
things as community noms, trust between individuals, and the development of networks 
between individuals and organizations, organized to effect change (Putnam, 1993; 1996). 
One of the outcomes that has emerged from the accumulation of social capital has been 
civic action and change in public policies due to the networks that groups and individuals 
have been able to develop among themseives. Acting out of the strength of these 
relationships, the ability of residents to influence decision-making and public policies has 
increased (Gittel et al. 1000). When a network of individuals involve themselves in an 
act of civic engagement and meet with sorne success through their collaborative effort, 
the culture within the group shifis to an understanding that more successes are possible, if 
a similar template is u d .  In this way, capital creates more capital. As such, social 
capital becomes self-reinforcing, and therefore cumulative (Putnam, 1993). 
A key feature of social capital is community building. Individuals are considered to 
be in "individuals-in-community" (Wilson, 1997, 756) , seeking to be part of something 
larger. This definition of community can relate to family structures or, in a broader 
context, to one's neighbourhood. It is ofien families that teach individuals how to build 
social ties and how to tmst  others, and as such, women play a role in this regard. The 
skills learned in families are the ones that individuals bring forward, then, into their 
broader neighbourhood or community. As such, families have an active role to play in 
building social capital - a concept that makes visible the work that is done in families by 
both women and men (Fox & Murry, 2000). 
This concept of women having a key role in the development of social capital on the 
neighbourhood level is of particular interest to the River Valley study, especially given 
the active role that these particular women tended to play on their local level. A question 
emerges as to if, and how, social capital was developed in the River Valley 
neighbourhood and the role that these women may have played in its development. 
Partici~atorv Plannina Processes 
Wallis ( 1994) suggests that "new capacities for governance have emerged in at least 
three areas: 1 ) significantly increased and direct involvement of the pnvate and nonprofit 
sectors.. 2) a new type of elected leadership that is willing to negotiate and partner.. . and 
3) increased use of facilitated decision-making processes to help establish shared visions, 
resoive conflicts and develop consensus" (p. 291). Public participation can include a 
range of activities nom the simple sharing of information with the public prior to the 
decision-making phase, to more in-depth critical inquiry, where the public assumes a role 
of CO-researcher, allowing social action to emerge from the research. (Fals-Borda & 
Rahman, 199 1 ; Henderson, 1 99 1 ; Reason, 1994). 
The developmem of public policy has hiaorically been the outcome of politicians and 
their political campaigns, rather than a collaborative effort with the public whom the 
policy impacts (Putnam, 1993). Since the 196û's, the emergence of various social 
movements has encourageci a public voice (Metzger, 19%; Morris, 1996). Uhan 
govemance is increasingly being understood to involve both forma1 govemments and 
civic engagement (Beall, 1996). Pianners now have a number of approaches in which to 
involve the public, including advocacy planning, community participation, grassroots 
planning, and equity planning (Friedmann, 1995). In particular, approaches such as 
transactive planning, a process of mutual learning between actor and planner to mate 
knowledge relevant for action (p. 402) and radical planning (Grabow & Heskin, 1973) 
involving mutual learning and finding solutions, provide planning models for community 
change initiatives. Necessary for the active involvement of the public in the planning and 
developrnent of public policy however, is the development of social capital. In fact, 
Putnam ( 1993) suggests that social capital-often seen as a substitute for effective public 
policy-is actually a prerequisite for it. and ofien a consequence of it. 
Beall(l996) uses 'participation as entitlement' (p.9) in reference to how individuals 
assume responsibility for. and contnbute to, their households and their communities, and 
the types of resources they command in order to do so. Participation as entitlement refers 
to the process whereby individuals and groups identify their issues, negotiate for the 
changes they seek, and transfomi the organizational life that exists with their 
communities, as well as their individual roles within it. 
The involvement of residents in planning processes and policy-making still involves 
professionals in the process-an involvement which o f h  presents challenges and 
tensions on both sides. Miiofsky (1988) found that professionals are often concerned 
with protecting their areas of responsibility, and intent on maintaining control over 
various resources. Funher, when professionals and bureaucrats become visible within 
community organizations, and as the organizations become more fonnally struchired. the 
cornmunity voice is lost. 
To counter this tendency to distance the planning process from the public, it has been 
suggested that planning professionals need to understand that public participation 
involves ail aspects of the planning process. Al1 too often, the public is only brought into 
the process after the plan has been developed and they are asked merely for comments 
and reactions. Rather, the public should be involved from the beginning of data 
collection through to its application and implementation (Agger, 1979). 
Several issues must be considered when involving individual citizens and citizen 
action groups in various planning processes. First, planners must understand that the 
planning context is significantly impacted by a community's sense of values (Le.. 
heritage, farnily) and its own hiaocy, and civic participants will attempt to protect these 
elements of their community (Grant, 1994). Second, citizen participants want to ensure 
that their own political objectives, around which they have organized, are not 
undermined. Planners must understand. when involving constituents in planning 
processes, that there is no guarantee that constituents will be able to commit the 
necessary time and resources to a joint planning effort, especially since the hours that are 
committed are voluntary and in addition to other time demands in people's lives (Day, 
1997). Models for participation need to be developed to meet the needs of both citizen 
volunteers and professional planners so that joint problem solving can occur (Susskind & 
Eiliott, 1984). 
Milofsky (1988) notes that there are four key challenges that participatory 
organizations encounter: defining goals and maintaining consistency between the demand 
for action and the need for services; maintaining control over decision making; defining 
boundaries and constituents; and, maintaining organizational autonorny by avoiding 
being taken over by larger, more powerful organizations with which they interact. 
The role of planners is currently in a state of re-definition. The traditional 
expert/technical/authoritarian role of professional planners is now being questioned as 
citizens increasingly participate in planning processes (MacGregor, 1995; Sandercock, 
1 999). More appropriate roles for professional planners are those of facilitatodcatalyst. 
Where in the past, the professional planner had the power to plan the urban environment, 
residents must now be empowered to make changes and to shape the space where they 
live. "The 'power paradigm', which is based on market competition, individualism, 
sexism, racism, and anthropocentrism, mua be replaced by a new paradigm based on 
more cornmunitarian and Iife-afiming values" (MacGregor, 1995, p. 165). 
Social Mobilization 
The social mobilization movement originally emerged around 1 820 with the industrial 
revolution, and was a counter movement to social refonn (the management of change 
"frorn above"). The purpose of the social mobilization tradition was human liberation 
and social emancipation, with specific conceni directed towards the poor and the lower 
classes (Friedmann, 1987). 
In the 1960's. citizen's groups began to fonn as a result of the distance that tended to 
exist between those making decisions and the people who were to be served (Grabow & 
Heskin? 1973; Greed, 1994; Hodge, 1998). Planning processes like the rational approach 
(Banfield, 1955), had typically stressed eficiency, but what people were seeking was 
'democracy, open decision-making and [community] integrity" (Wolfe. 1989, p. 74). At 
the root of the social mobilization tradition is that people have a "fundamental right to co- 
determine their own destiny . lmplying not only political stniggle and collective self- 
empowennent; it also frequently involves sorne sort of planning from below" 
(Friedmann, l987.255). 
Radical planning theory (Grabow & Heskin, 1973) emerged as a response to the social 
mobilization tradition. Philosophically, radical planning suggests that decisions and the 
impacts of decisions must be within the reach ofpeople. The function of effective 
planning is to encourage learning by doing. People leam fiom their experience through a 
process of experimentation and subsequent reflection. Both practitioners and citizens are 
involved as leamers. While the radical planner can play an educator role by providing 
resources, (s)he is also a leamer through interaction with the knowledge and 
consciousness of others. 
Social mobilization activities are informed by social leaming and like social learning, 
the goal is to unite that which is leamed in practice with that which is known 
theoretically. Critical to any action taken is an understanding of theory. To be effective, 
grorips that engage in political activism or stmggle must engage in the leaming process 
that ernerges out of any action taken to change their reality. What is being suggested is 
that the action taken must be more than simply "mord fervor combined with spontamous 
reflex" to be effective.. . Embedded with a strategy of action, radical practice must be 
saturated with theory" (Friedmann, 1987, 257). It is apparent fiom the discussion above, 
that social mobilization attempts to link knowledge (acquired through a social learning 
process) with action. 
Communitv change strateaies and tactics 
In her audy of the evolution of women's and racial-ethnic organizations from the 
penod of 1955- 1985, Minkoff ( 1995) found that the majority of organizers would first 
form advocacy groups that also provided some level of direct services. A smaller number 
of groups took on a service agenda only, while still fewer decided to organite around 
action or protest only. 
Women commonly have the ability to make connections between various issues that 
oAen stand in isolation. For exarnple, 
M q v  wotnen activists tciirirrstand t h  decreasing the iricidence of crime 
repires attacking it from a mrmber of mgles -job creation, adepate 
wages, prn cort~ol, punishing dumestic violence, pw-natal and childre~i s
healrh c m ,  andfucilitatin~g the mrms for the have-nets tu connibrite to 
the cornm~miry. mis strategy h~volves a le~gihy timeline for adJressing 
the issue &y providing comprehensiw fmily stipporî systems to replace 
crimirial behavior. It does riot treat crime as a sicbtess t h  c m  be 
expedtiiotrsly cured with ci simple answer or solution (Zepatos & 
Kaufman, 1995,8-9). 
Mobilizing strategies are specific to and appropriate for the actual circumstance at 
issue, and must be decided in the conlexl of  the particular situation (Friedmann, 1987). 
Choice of organizatiooal fonn and tactics mua be carefully considered, as the more 
visible and prevalem an organization is, the more Iikely it is to be seen as having 
legitimacy, serious actors, and to be noticed (Minkoff, 1995). Questions typically 
considered when selecting a strategy include who are the actors (allies and foes) involved 
in this circumstance, what are the objectives, and what are the preferred outcornes? 
Zepatos & Kaufman (1995) identify three steps that allow a group to become an actor 
in the decision-making process. The tira step is to leam the roles and responsibilities of 
those the group needs to influence. Second, identiS, allies, understanding that they can 
be from diverse backgrounds and can actually be located close to the neighbourhood or 
the issue. Third. lobby and encourage others to participate in the lobbying activities. 
Friedmann (1987) discusses the various organizational forms that are used in social 
mobilizing activities: spor,tuttems uprisirigs, such as general strikes or riots that are 
nenerall y short-lived in nature; I o d  actio~z gm~ps ,  that have extensive face-to-face 
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dialogue and first-hand knowledge of the issue and the politics; twtworkittg, which are 
informa1 arrangements used for information sharing or local issues; coalitiom, which are 
formally organized, focussed on specific issues; and in pursuit of a joint efErt; and 
forma1 orgmtizatiot~s, such as labour unions or political organizations. Funher, the 
amount of activity and the type of activity camed out is influenced by others who share 
the area of interest (Minkoff, 1995). Examining the broader social and histoncal context 
in which action i s  occumng is essential. For example, the civil rights activities of the 
1960's also led to an increase in social action and advocacy in regard to the women's 
movement and environmental rights. 
Checkoway (1995) identifies six strategies of community change: m m  rnobili:ation, 
such as demonstrations, boycotts, saikes, ad acts of disobedience; popular edùcation, 
suc h as participatory action research strategies; lma~ services developrnmt to rnake 
services accessible, acceptable, and available to the people; social action, where powerful 
organizations are built at the community level; citixti partici@tiorri. where citizens are 
involved in policy planning and programme implementation; and public ahoçacy, 
involving research, coalition building, and advocacy with legislative and administrative 
institutions. Checkowa y suggests that no single strategy embraces all approaches or 
universally addresses al1 needs. When communities have the knowledge that difierent 
strategies exist, the possibility of choice is enhanced so that communities can be 
strecgthened. Also. while each of these strategies can be applied separately, some 
overlapping commoniy occurs. 
One of the questions that comes under consideration when choosing a strategy is 
whether aggression or violence to any degree should be employed in mobilization 
activities, under what circumstances, and for what objectives (Friedmann., 1987). 
Feminist ethical principles embrace theories committed to social justice issues and as 
such, criticire patterns of dominance, exploitation, or oppression of one group over 
another (hdolsen et al. 1985; Sherwin, 1992). Again, as noted, women's activism tends 
to be inclusive, relational, and an expression of egalitarian values (Dominelli, 1995; 
Iannello, 1 992). 
The Role of Women in Planning Initiatives 
Women define communities as human communities (e.g., sisterhwd, support groups) 
rather than geogaphic or territorial terrain (Dominelli, 1995). As such, communities 
consist of social relationships and networks. When women are in positions where they 
are negotiating with others, specifically those with power, they tend to address the neeâs 
of the human community (Piche, 1988; Wekerle & Peake, 1996). In doing so, they are 
able to Fulfill their obligations that nurturing others places on them. This aspect of how 
women approach a planning process differs from the form of planning that commonly 
occurs. 
The issues that concem women do not aiways fit the issues that are being acidressed in 
public consultation processes, and the issues that do interest women are sometimes swept 
aside as irrelevant (Fox & Murry, 2000; Piche, 1988; Wekerle & Peake, 1996). As a 
result, women do not always feel that their interests are regarded as imponant. 
Increasingly, women's work involves both the domestic sphere and the wage sector, and 
planning concerns for women involve how public space accommodates such needs as 
child care, women-focused housing, safety, or health senices so that the intersection 
between home and work is facilitated (Eichler, 1995; Hayden, 1984; Jacobs, 196 1 ; 
Mackenzie, 1988; Michelson, 1988; Milroy, 1996; Sandercock, 1999; Wekerle & Peake, 
19%). in their cities. women are concemed with the elimination of violence, pedestrian 
tnendly areets, efficient and affordable public transit, public an, a wide variety of 
services for children and families, a healthy environment, and a close physical 
relationship between workplace, homes, and necessary services (Eichler, 1995). 
Participation in public planning processes requires a substantial knowiedge and 
understanding of municipal planning policy. To speak on beMf of an issue in a political 
forum, residents participating in a consultation process mua possess some degree of self 
confidence, and have the necessary argumentative skills that would enable them to 
present their views in such a way as to have them understwd and heard (MacGregor, 
1 995). Further challenges for rnany citizens consist of understanding the technical 
language, being able to converse in the official language being used in the planning 
process, and for women, to believe that their issues are important to address (Fox & 
Muny, 2000; Piche, 1988). 
The rational planning process (Banfield, 1955), as the name implies, would approach 
planning and problem solving in an objective, value-free way. This is in sharp contrast to 
women's styles which are interactive and inclusive, and where the worth of each 
individual is valued (Rosener, 1990). Women's interest in values rather than "hard facts" 
could create tension in a community planning process that tended to be bureaucratic and 
technical. 
Women prefer not to work in conflictual relationships and to that end empioy 
interpersonal approaches such as consensus building and active listening-both of which 
are congruent with the ethic of care. In this way, conflict can be resolved using a 
strengths-based approach, resulting in the dialogue and analysis essential for social 
change. A feminist approach to planning suggests working wdh, rather than for, the 
population (Eichler, 1995). The question emerges, however, whether professional 
technicians are typically willing or able to cake the time necessary to move a planning 
initiative through this consensual process. 
A further consideration when involving women in participatory planning processes is 
that women's traditional roles in their homes and with their families place constraints 
upon their abilities to get involved in community service on either a neighbourhood or 
local political level. Usually, this involvement is either delayed or prolonged @adson, 
1997). Hendenon et aL(1996) state that women are increasingiy participating in paid 
work activities and therefore lack time to devote to leisure or volunteer activities. Yet, 
women have traditionally been those involved in volunteerism. Any public planning 
process of a participatory nature, then, needs to adapt the process to the reality of 
women's lives, namely the constraints on their free time versus the energy required of 
volunteer leaders. 
The Role of Leisure in Comrnunitv Building 
Community building has been defined as a process where the people who live in a 
comrnunity engage as a group in a community change initiative (Kretzmann & 
McKnight, 1993). Focusing on community growth, community building is characterized 
by an increased sense of goup identification and mapping of the strengths and assets of 
the community and its residents (Minkler & Wallerstein, 1998). Community and the 
people who live there are central to the community building process. As such, those who 
contnbute to the process include a diverse range of people such as neighbours, students, 
and volunteers (Walter, 1997). 
Little research has been done into volunteering as leisure within a context of 
comrnunity building and citizen participation. Arai (1996) and Arai & Pedlar (1997) 
found that participation in community work does provide individuals wit h an opportunity 
to leam new skills, experience a sense of balance in their lives, develop camaraderie, and 
develop a sense of connectedness to community. Reid & van Dreunen (1 9%) suggest 
that leisure can be defined as a transforming mechanism in neighbourhoods by 
encouraging people to redefine and improve their communities through aaivities that 
address negative social conditions. Further, neighbourhood groups that use leisure to 
involve themselves in their community, develop a sense of ownership for their 
community, as well as the capacity to address comrnunity problems that are encountered. 
Davidson ( 1996) states that involvement in neighbourhood associations lads to social 
suppon for residents, restoring a sense of community, and self-help mechanisms to assia 
friends, families, and neighbours. 
Community development within recreation and leisure services is ofien seen as an 
approach to local or individual change through citizen participation. It is based on the 
philosophy that through involvement in local affairs, the needs and preferences of 
citizens can be met. resulting in a greater sense of control over their lives (Hutchison & 
Nogradi, 1996). Those involved in community development are concerned with assisting 
individuals and groups to initiate a process of change in the most selfdetermining way 
possible (Pedlar, 1 996). Communit y building occurs most effective1 y from the "i nside 
out'? by identifying and building upon the assets that exist in the residents and the 
neighbourhood. Identifying a neighbourhood's capacities and abilities provides an initial 
step toward community building in a strengths-based manner (McKNght & Kretzmann, 
1997). 
Stebbins ( 1999) identifies volunteerism as a fonn of serious leisure. Serious leisure 
pursuits are those that are characterized by a level of perseverance, a significant degree of 
personal effort, feelings of accomplishment, and a mong identification with the chosen 
pursuit. One such type of volunteerism is civic or community action, including such 
activities as advocacy. When one considers the definition of community building as a 
process where residents engage in an actionkhange initiative, it is apparent that those 
involved in community building activities on a voluntary basis could be participating in 
serious leisure. This is of particular significance given that serious leisure has far- 
reaching effects upon the general welfare of a community through the contributions of 
volunteers in the change initiative. 
The literature reviewed above identified themes that were usefùl in the exploration of 
the neighborhood under audy The River Valley neighbourhood was not homogenous. 
It was characterized by diversity, conflict and some may suggest, deviance. 
Understanding the various perceptions about "community" encouraged an exploration of 
how the diversity and differences that existed within the River Valley neighbourhood 
found both voice and expression, particularly since what was considered livable for some 
residents, was unlivable for others. Questions about how neighbourhoods balance 
elements that make a neighbourhood livable with those that make it unlivable are 
informed by this body of literature. 
In regard to the River Valley neighbourhood, the women who have been involved in 
the initiative have maintained their commitment over the course of many yean, in spite 
of numerous demands upon their tiee time. What became a reality for the women who 
were active in the River Valley initiative, however, was their inability to manage, on their 
own, the diversity that existed in the neighbourhood. The literature related to social 
capital development invites an exploration of how these women managed to amass the 
various resources and capacities within their neighbourhood and the broader community 
to manage this diversity. As well, the manner in which these women navigated through 
the demands placed upon them by their careers and their families, while still managing 
their community work as volunteers, can be informed by this literature. Of particular 
interest is their motivation for this continued involvement, and the personal strategies that 
they have used to enable them to remain committed and active in the process. 
The women who were involved in the River Valley neighbourhood change initiative 
had no formal training or knowledge of community building practices. Nor had they 
significant experience with political action or mobilizing strategies. The literature 
pertaining to community change strategies, social mobilization, the role of women in 
planning initiatives, and the types of leadership approaches that women develop will be 
usehl in exploring how these women addressed the political issues in their 
neighbourhood. 
The literature that has been cited has served as sensitizing concepts towards the 
research questions and the research process, while trying to maintain an openness and 
flexibility typical of case method and qualitative research (Creswell, 1994; Stake 1994, 
1995). The research design that was used to study the River Valley neighbourhood 
initiative follows. 
CHAPTER THREE: METHODS 
Researc h Design 
The study used case method to explore the role of women in a cornmunity initiative 
between 1989 and 1 995, and to identiq strategies used to mobilize residents to keep this 
inner city area a safe and livable residential neighbourhood. The case study was an in- 
depth qualitative exploration of the River Valley initiative-methodology typically 
characterized by an in-depth type of examination (Hamel, Dofour, & Fortin, 1993). 1 
chose to conduct a single case study, with the role of women comprising the embedded 
analytical feature on which I wanted to focus. The reason that I selected a single case 
rather than multiple cases was so that 1 could gain the depth of understanding 
characteristic of qualitative research. Conducting multiple case studies bears the inherent 
risk of diluting the ovwall analysis (Creswe11,1998). Funher, I was particularly interested 
in understanding the case in depth so that over time, 1 could research other cases to 
detemine if the findings are transferable. Ofien multiple cases are conducted with an 
interest in "generalizability", a concept that departs from the intent of qualitative 
research. As such, the purpose of this case study was to gain an understanding of the 
River Valley case itself. It was its particularization that was of specific interest, rather 
than any intent to generaiize the findings to 0th- cases (S take, 1 995). 
In regard to the case study approach specifically, it cm be argued that it is "not a 
methodological choice, but a choice of object to be studied.. . . As a form of research, case 
study is defined by interest in individual cases, not by the method of inquiry used 
( Stake, 1 994,t 3 6) .  Otten the terni case method is used w hen refemng to the 
methodological approach (Hamel et al. 1993) and may present a more accurate 
differentiation between the object of study (the case) and the research method (the case 
rnethod). Methods that are commonly used in case method research are interviews, field 
studies, document review, and participant observation (Hakim, 1987; Hamel et al. 1993). 
In the River Valley case study, two methods in particular were chosen: document review 
and interviews. 
The study participants were categorized into four distinct groups. These groups were 
as follows: women who were directly and actively involved in the community initiative; 
representatives from the municipal govemment including both sta f f  and elected oficials; 
representatives from the local police services commission; and other residents who lived 
in River Valley during the study's tirneframe and who were either involved in, or aware 
of. the initiative. The study participants included the following: 
Communitv advison: Marilyn, lane, Gwen, and Sue, the women who were rnost 
actively involved in the neighbourhood initiative. 
Re~resentatives from the local municioal govemment: Three bureaucratie staff, and 
two elected oficials familiar with the initiative. 
Re~resentatives fiom the local ~olice services commission: Three police officers, al! 
at various levels throughout the organization. 
Other residents who lived in the neighbourhood: Seven residents who had varying 
levels of involvement in the initiative. 
It was this variety of evidence that made the case study different from simply an 
historical account of the phenomenon (Yin, 1994). 
Three types of qualitative case study are common: intrinsic, instrumental, and 
collective. Iritrir~sic aw sftcrly is undertaken because the researcher wants an 
understanding of the particular case. Irwwrnerml case sttîdy attempts to provide insight 
into an issue or to develop or refine theory; and collecfave c m  snc+ attempts to extend 
what is learned to other cases (Stake, 1994; 1995). This project comprised primarily an 
instrumental case stud y wherein theories suc h as Gilligan's (1 993) "ethic of care" 
provided sensitizing concepts in the conceptualization of the study and the "social 
leaming" planning tradition (Friedmann, 1987) served as a guiding framework for the 
conduct of the study. 
The study employed a naturalist paradigm in order to obtain the depth of information, 
and therefore understanding, that characterizes case method. As such, qualitative 
methods, as suygested above, were used to gather the data. Particular to the naturalist 
paradigm is that there can be multiple realities, or perspectives, experienced and 
presented by those being researched. The context is mutually shaped by the people 
involved (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). 
In addition., the study reflected a feminist research approach. Feminist methodology 
"is a perspective, not a research method.. . [It] grives to represent human diversity; 
frequently includes the researcher as a person; [and] attempts to develop special relations 
with the people studied" (Reinhan, 1992,240). At the root of this perspective is a 
concem for gender inequality, and researchen who work out of this perspective attempt 
to ensure the inclusion of women's voices and their stories in data collection and 
analysis. It attempts to explore the lives of women in their everyday contexts and ofien 
includes those king studied as active participants in the research process. Reflexivity on 
the part of both the researcher and those being studied is a source of learning, 
understanding, and insight (Harding, 1 987; Henderson, 199 1 ; Olesen, 1994; Reinharz, 
1 992, 1 993; Taylor. 1 998; Wasserfall, 1 993). 
In this case study, four women who lived in the case neighbourhood and who had been 
active in the neighbourhood change initiative agreed to act as community advisors to 
provide counsel in the design and the findings of the study. It was the lives, activities, 
and situations of the women themselves that were under study. As such, in the interests 
of not "exploiting women as research 'subjects' and of empowering women", those being 
studied were invited to pmicipate in the research process and to explore issues of interest 
to them (Olesen, 1994, 166). By involving the women who were the actors in this case 
study, their points of view were considered and their knowledge and experiences 
included in the investigation (Harnel et ai. 1993). These four women provided input and 
guidance at each phase of the research process, including generating ideas. suggeaing 
study participants 1 might wish to interview, research design, and data interpretation 
(Reason, 1 994). 
One feature of feminist research ofien discussed is its emphasis on action as an 
outcome (Fonow & Cook, 199 1 ; Reinhan, 1 WZ), be it social action or public policy 
changes and initiatives. In the current study of the River Valley neighbourhood, action as 
an outcome was not necessarily anticipated. More centrai to the project was the l e d n g  
that was anticipated through the participation of the women in the research process that 
would inform funire political action undertaken in their neighbourhood. 
As noted, the neighbourhood chosen for this study-referred to as River Valley-is 
located in southem Ontario. As a downtown core neighbourhood, it consisteci of both 
residential and commercial developrnent. The name of the study site was changed to 
allow participants' anonymity, the opportunity to speak freely (Punch, 1994)' and to 
allow critical data anal ysis to occur. The other reason that the identity was changed was 
to prevent funher stigrnatization of the neighbourhood, similar to that experienced as a 
result of local media coverage during the time period being studied (Key Informant, 
personal communication, March 2,2000). 
The first step that was taken was an informal discussion with one of the women 
actively involved in the neighbourhood initiative. The intent of this meeting was to 
introduce myself, outline my interests in regard to my doctoral dissertation, and l e m  
more about the activities that the group had undertaken. One of the suggestions that 
came out of this meeting was that 1 review the group's written accounts of their activities 
during the tirneframe under investigation. 1 subsequently contacted the woman who 
coordinated the administration of the River Valley Community Group and received 
access to the Community Group's records. My intent was to conduct a preliminary study, 
not unlike a pilot (Janesick, 1994), to determine the exact nature of the initiative, to gain 
an understanding of its saiient features, and to assess whether the project would allow for 
interdisciplinary research of the sort I hoped to conduct within my two disciplines, 
RecreationlLeisure S tudies and Planning. 
Document Review 
i conducted my preliminary review of records on September lsh and l f ,  1999. 
These records included: historical reports written to sumrnarize "The River Valley 
Story"; various memos to members of the community group regarding activity updates 
and requests; background files and reports fiom the group's neighbourhood folk festival; 
promotional brochures for social events such as the folk festival and the community 
garage sale; and various notices for neighbourhood meetings and other political activities 
in which the Community Group was invoived. The author's name was not generally 
specified on the various documents, dthough most of them were written by one or other 
of the community advisors. After reviewing the documents and detennining the 
appropriateness of the case, 1 consulted with my academic CO-advisors and was given 
their approval to proceed with a research proposal. 
Ethics Clearance 
Due to the advisory role that the neighbourhood women assumed during the inquiry, 
ethics clearance was requued at an early stage in the development of the project, prior to 
further contact with memben of the community group or residents in the neighbourhood. 
Ethics clearance was provided by the University of Waterloo, Ofice of Research Ethics 
on Novernber 1 8, 1999. 
Gainina Access and Neaotiatin~ Consent 
Two items that required early attention included gaining entrée to the site and seeking 
the consent of the women who would be involved as comrnunity advisors (Lincoln & 
Guba, 1985; Patton, 1990). Feminist research methodology assumes that deliberate 
thought and response be given to how those whose lives are impacted by the study will be 
affected. In an aîtempt to minimize this impact, ferninist scholars are particularly 
conscious of issues such as exclusion and inclusion (Fox & M w y ,  2000). As such, the 
task of making contact with individuals who were to be involved in the midy had both 
formal and informal aspects (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). While 1 had made an initial contact 
with the goup regarding access to their records and documents 1 followed up with a 
letter to formally express my interest in conducting a study of the River Valley initiative. 
In this correspondence, I also requested an opportunity to meet with the River Valley 
Community Group to formally introduce my research project to them, determine if some 
women were willing to act as community advisors, and to request a letter fiom the 
Community Group indicating that they agreed with a project being conducted about their 
goup and its activities. Because the "gatekeepe?' was being approached in her f o d  
position as the coordinator for the group, the letter acted as a formal contract of our 
understanding (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). 
My decision to seek forma1 consent from the Cornmunity Group also originated from 
an ethical value of a personal nature. i, as a researcher, am an outsider to the community. 
River Valley had experienced a preat deal of intrusion fiom "outsiders" over the past- 
elements iike the negative press nom the local media, the municipal planners making 
plaMing recommendations without consulting with the residents, and the johns (men who 
pay for sexual favours fiom prostitutes) circling the neighbourhood. 1 did not want my 
presence to be regarded as yet another intrusion. As such, 1 believed it important that 1 be 
invited into the neighbourhood and have the Comrnunity Group's consent to investigate 
and explore their realities. 
Relevant literature supported this approach (Punch, 1994). The political balance is 
almos? always disrupted when a researcher enters the field, and asking the Community 
Group to provide their forma1 consent provided them with an opportunity to wnsider the 
risks, the potential advantages, but also the possible losses that may have emerged as a 
result of the research (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). Requesting formal approval also ensured 
that the group had control over their research activities in a number of ways. Fira, it 
clarified their role as a Community Group and mine as a researcher. Second, it ensured 
that the control of their Community Group remained in their hands as a result of their 
decision to participate in the study (Labonte, 1993). Third, it increased their level of 
empowerment in that they had control over their own decision-making (Anistein, 1969). 
Fourth. it supported the ethic of openness and reciprocity intnnsic to feminist research 
(Punch, 1994; Reinhan, 1992). 
A letter from the River Valley Community Group dated December 1, 1999 confirmed 
their agreement to participate in the research study and identified four women tiom the 
cornmunity who were interested in working as community advison on the project. The 
agreement letter also indicated that the Commu~ty  Group was willing to contact any 
additional women to participate as community advisors, if 1 so chose. 1 decided to limit 
the community advison gmup to those recornrnended, but saw the offer as assent from 
the f o d  gatekeepers to my entering their neighbourhood (Creswell 1994; Lincoln & 
Guba, 1985). The letter invited me to attend the December sociaheeting of the 
Community Group. 1 subsequently attended the meeting, during which 1 introduced the 
project, discussed the nature of the research, and the process involved in conducting 
academic researc h. 
Individual visits were then made to the four women who ultimately becarne the 
community advisors for the study. These individual meetings provided an opportunity to 
inform the women of the study and the nature of the research, to review ethics and 
consent procedures, and to answer any questions that they had regarding the research 
itself or their participation in it. While 1 had received forma1 agreement from, and access 
to, the community advisors through the correspondence fiom the Community Group's 
contact person, it was necessary to repeat these discussions and ensure that al1 of the 
community advisors were agreeable to their personal involvement in the snidy. The four 
women were also gatekeepers, and so the process of reaching a mutually acceptable 
understanding was necessary (Lincoln & Cuba, 1985; Patton, 1990). 
The women each identified the location for their individual meeting. Feminist 
research techniques suggest that specific consideration be given to where interviews 
occur and who decides (Reinhan. 1992). 1 wanted to make study design decisions that 
would help facilitate the development of rapport and trust with the community advisors, 
knowing that this needed to be eaablished early in the relationship. Esiablishing tnist at 
the beginning facilitated the candid sharhg of information and experience in a complete 
and honest rnanner (Janesick, 1994). One woman chose to meet in her own home, and 
the other three suggested meeting at their work settings, mainly due to ease of scheduling. 
Each participant was given a letter of introduction that outlined the nature of the study, 
the purpose of the inquiry, their role in the project, who at the university to contact if they 
needed to seek recourse, data management plans, and the meaning and purpose of 
"consent" (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). Al1 four wornen subsequently signed the "Consent 
Form to Participate in Project" and the "Consent to Use Quotations for Research Study" 
forrns previously approved through the ethics clearance process. 
Initial Data Collection Activities 
To begin the data collection process, an initial meeting was held with the community 
advisors at the home of one of the members, at her invitation. Al1 four women were in 
attendance. As this was the first meeting of the community advison group, the issue of 
building trust required attention (Fontana & Frey, 1994), particularly since "the ultimate 
credibility of the outcomes depend[ed] upon the extent to which trust has been 
established" at the outset (Lincoln & Guba, 1985, 257). 1 twk considerable time to 
introduce myself and describe my background, outline the purpose and nature of the 
study, as well as the ethical concerns that are typically considered in academic research. 
I then introduced the issues that 1 suggested be the focus of the meeting's discussion. 
The focus group interview method (Fontana & Frey, 199) was used, where members 
of the community advisors group were able to share their own comments as well as remt 
to each other's cornments. The goal was not to reach consensus necessiuily, but rather to 
data on their penonal views and experiences during the River Valley community 
initiative (Patton, 1990). 1 had developed a semi-structured interview schedule (Fontana 
& Frey, 1994) to guide the discussion so that specific topic areas could be explored. The 
semi-struaured approach provided freedom to build conversation and dialogue within the 
group (Patton, 1 990). 
One of the specific issues discussed with the community advisors was which research 
issues or questions interested them as participants in the study. Again, my interest in 
their views stemmed fiorn a persona1 value regarding reciprocity. 1 wanted to ensure that 
these women, as research participants, were not exploited (Olesen, 1994) and that they, 
having given their time and effort, found something of interest to them (Patton, 1990). 
In preparation for the next meeting, 1 reviewed my notes and using the social leaming 
framework that 1 had adapted from Friedmann (1987), summarized data that the 
participants had provided. My intent was to use this summary as both a member check of 
what had been discussed at the previous meeting, as well as an introduction to the next 
meeting's discussion (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). The use of the social leaming framework 
helped to guide the discussion, especially as it had included concepts that were familiar 
and accessible to the cornmunity advisors-words that they, themselves, had articulated 
at the previous meeting. 
The second meeting with the community advisors was held on March 7 ,200  at one 
of their homes. The meeting location had been discussed at a previous meeting. It was 
the consensus of the group that the meeting location rotate around the four members' 
homes, so that hosting could be s h e d  and so that 1, as the principal researcher and 
someone unfamiliar with the neighbourhooâ, could experience p m  of their 
neighbourhood fust-hand. 
Researc h Issues 
Stake ( 1 995) suggests that when doing case method research, it is usehl to organize 
the study around one or several issues. This helps the researcher define various data 
sources and inform the data coilection activities. Even when research issues are 
identified, it is common for new issues to emerge, and for the original issues to be 
reconsidered as the nudy progresses. When this occurs, the organizing concepts are 
considered to be "progressively focused", changing as the audy moves fonvard (Stake, 
1995; Yin, 1994). Stake (1995) suggests that the examination of the phenornenon should 
be guided by a set of issues that are substantively comected to the contexts of the case. 
Called etic issues, t hese questions reflect those of the researcher and as such, are imposed 
on the study as a fiame of reference (Silverman, 1993; Stake, 1995). The following 
questions were those identified for the study: 
The principal research question was: 
What was the mk o f  womcn in r community initiative situatd in thtir 
residential neigh bourhood? 
Sub-questions that allowed for a tùller exploration of the grand tour question were: 
In what context did the leadership provided by women emerge? 
What was the leadership provided by women? 
Vision and Values 
Why did the women involve themdves in political action? 
What was the context within which this emerged (e-g. forging community 
partnenhips, participating in policy development, formal municipal politics)? 
Politicai Stratesg and Tactics 
In what politicai action did the women engage? 
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What community organizing activities did the women develop (e.g., mobilizing 
community in citizen's meetings, community safety walks, festivals, recreation 
programmes)? 
Did this community work provide a site for resiaance by the women to the tendency 
of traditional planning processes to render them invisible and voiceless? 
Did these community activities comribute to women's leisure? 
Social Practice 
What action was taken by women to transform the reality in their neighbourhood? 
Learni ng 
What leaming has resulted fiom the women's participation in the initiative? 
Subsequent to identifying the broad issues of interest for the study, Stake (1995) 
hrther suggests that additional questions be identified to help stmcture the various 
methods used to collect data. Informed by Gilligan's ( 1993) theory regarding the "ethic 
of care", as well as the social leaming mode1 adapted from Friedmann (1987), the initial 
research questions also reflected topics that had emerged from the document and 
literature review. These topics included considerations such as understandings of 
community, participatory planning, social mobilization, the role of leisure in community 
building, and women's ways of work. The research activity that subsequently occurred 
wiil now be discussed. 
Case Studv Interviews 
As mentioned, the data collection consisted of three key activities: the document 
review previously discussed, group and individual interviews with the community 
advisors, and individual intewiews with four stakeholder groupings of people. As noted, 
the comrnunity advisors' "inside knowledgeY7 assisted in identiQing some of the key 
community members who were intetviewed. These individuals had a relationship with 
the River Valley neighbourhood and were able to provide oral testimony on the initiative 
that formed the basis of this case study . Mon interviews were face-to-face interviews. 
On two occasions, a telephone interview format was used. The following groups and 
individuals were interviewed: 
Community Advisors 
Two focus group interviews were held as described above to identify key issues, 
generate ideas, and make suggestions on the study's design. 
One focus group interview was held as a member check to discuss the study's 
preliminary findings and to assist in data interpraation. 
Each of the community advisors was intetviewed individually. Subsequent interviews 
were held from time to tirne with specific advisors to gain further clarification or 
elaboration, as required. The instances when additional individual interviews with the 
community advisors were conducted proved to be especially usefùl. As an example, each 
of the four women acted as informal informants in differing ways. One of the women 
was particularly knowledgeable about the municipal planning and political process. 
Another was rnost directly involved with the police in addressing the issue of cornmunity 
safety and had an in-depth understanding of the Community Group's liaison effons with 
the police, the drug dealers, and the prostitutes. Each of the four women had an "inside" 
and partïcular understanding of certain aspects of the initiative and the study itself 
(Fontana & Frey, 1994; Lincoln & Guba, 1985). As such, these additional inteMews 
were usehl as part of the iterative process oFcase method data collection and to increase 
credibility of the analysis (Huberman & Miles, 1994). 
In addition to the interviews, members of the comrnunity advisors group were mailed 
reports of findings or texts of analysis for individual comment and feedback. Their 
feedback oflen came in the fonn of telephone conversations and e-mail messages and al1 
of their comments were considered data for the study. 
Munici~al Government Officiais 
Five individual interviews were conducteci with oficials involved with the lower-tier 
municipal Qovernment structure. Three of those interviewed were staff within the 
bureaucracy during the timefiarne under study. and two were elected oficials at the time 
of the initiative. 
Members of the Police Services Commission 
Three members of the local Police Services Commission were interviewed. AI1 of 
those interviewed were active and knowledgeable about the River Valley initiative during 
the tirnefiame being explored. 
Residents within the River Vallev Neighbourhood 
Five residents of the neighbourhood were interviewed with face to face interviews. 
Al1 were aware of the River Valley initiative. Three of the residents had been directly 
involved in some facet of the initiative, while two of the residents lived in the 
neighbourhood dunng the tirneframe being explored. Two additional residems were 
interviewed over the telephone due to their curent geographic location and pressing time 
schedules. The telephone interviews did not have the depth that was possible in the face- 
to-face interviews, but included questions that were asked of the other residents. 
In all, 70 individual interviews were conducted , and three focus groups were held 
with the community advisors. 
Data Recordho Procedures 
Since the raw data in qualitative inquiry are the actual words spoken by those 
interviewed, it was essential that their words and phrases be recorded for subseguent data 
analysis. One recommended method for ensuring that data are complete and accurate is 
to tape-record the interviews (Creswell, 1994; Lincoln & Guba, 1985; Silverrnan, 1993; 
Stake, 1995). As part of the infomed consent process, each of the study participants 
consented to being audio-taped so that the data could be collected in the most accurate 
way possible. 
In addition to audio-taping, notes were taken during and afier each interview. Two 
kinds of information were noted. Descriptive notes, that reconstmcted the dialogue, were 
maintained during the interview, and r f lm ive  notes, that reflected my impressions, 
ideas, and personai feelings were recorded both during the interview, as well as 
immediately after the interview was completed (Creswell, 1994). While the descriptive 
notes included observations of what was heard and seen, the reflective notes tended to 
identifi methodological issues on how or where data should be collected; theoretical 
notes on interpretations; and personal notes about myself and my concems or feelings 
that 1 had as the researcher (Richardson, 1994). These notes served as a log or diary of 
the sequence of activities, and stored relevant information nich as dates, contact names, 
telephone numbers and e-mail addresses (Stake, 1995). As well as this information, a 
number of documents were generated for the community advisors to review. Having 
been generated through the use of a computer, these computer files also sewed as a log of 
the various research activities. 
Interview Guides 
An interview guide was developed for use during the various individual interviews. 
As mentioned, the format for the interviews was semi-struchired (Fontana & Frey, 1994) 
in that open-ended questions and probes were used to obtain the data. Principles of 
feminist interviewing were ofken evident during the interviews, especially in the 
community advisors' focus group and individual intewiews. As an example, because of 
the active role that the women played in the design of the study and the data 
interpretation, the social relationships that were developed provided a sense of trust, 
rappori, and ease that allowed for the use of anecdotes and the mutual disclosure of 
personal experiences during the various interviews (Neuman, 1997). As well, many of 
the nudy participants were people 1 had met in my professional work over the years and 
so developing rapport was relatively easy to accumplish. For those 1 had aot met 
previously, the women who were acting as advisors often assumed a role of gatekeeper- 
a method cornmonly used in case study (Creswell, 1998). The comrnunity advisors fiom 
time to time made telephone cails to potential infonnants in advance of my contact with 
thern, in order to introduce me as the researcher and to discuss my study. Gaining access 
to the idormants who participated in the midy was easily facilitated as a result. 
The interview guides were deveioped using sensitizing concepts that were identified in 
both the literature review and the initial document review. The questions were also 
organized around the social learning fiamework with direct relation to the research 
questions that had been identified. While al1 questions in the interview guide were asked 
of each informant, be they a resident or a comrnunity official, they were asked in a 
conversational manner and in whichever order seemed most appropriate to the flow of the 
discussion. Two interview guides, one for the community officers and oficials, and one 
for the community residents, are attacheci as Appendix A. 
Records and Document Review 
In addition to the review of the community group's documents that was done at the 
early stages of the study design, other document sources were used throughout the study. 
Municipal files and local media reports were reviewed to inform an understanding of the 
historical. social, and political context of the River Valley neighbourhood prior, during, 
and since the 1989- 1995 initiative. Data fiom the local planning department provided a 
demographic snapshot of the River Valley neighbourhood. As rnentioned above, the 
document reviews provided a source for the deveiopment of descriptive questions that 
defined the values, beliefs, and. in this case, some of the activities and practices of those 
involved in the community initiative (Janesick, 1994). 
Data  anal^ sis 
Ml interview data, with the exception of the two telephone interviews, were audio- 
taped and transcribed using verbatim transcriptions. One of the challenges, especiall y 
because case method was being used, was data reduction due to the amount of data that 
was collected (Stake, 1995). N-VIVO? a data organization and management software 
system, was used to manage the data. Data analysis was organized around processes (i. e. 
resident mobilizing approaches; consensus building processes) and ismes (Le. the role of 
women, relationships with comrnunity institutions and partners) (Patton, 1990). h 
process of coding, identifying themes, making cornparisons and contrasts, and clustering 
assisted with the analysis (Creswell, 1994; Guba, 1978; Hubemian & Miles, 1994; 
Marshall & Rossman, 1989). The use of detailed coding greatly assiaed in distiiling the 
data into thernes and proved to be a usehl data reduction technique in my attempt to 
illuminate the central meanings of what the various informants were saying (Luborsky, 
1 994). 
Having the four categories of informants (community advisors, municipal oficials, 
police services personnel, and neighbourhood residents) provided the opportunity to 
condua cross-cat egory anal y sis to detemine the di fferent perspectives on the central 
issues of the study (Hubennan & Miles, 1994; Patton, 1990). Huberman and Miles 
( 1994) recommend a "loose, inductively onemed design" (p. 43 1) for single case studies 
due to the complexity of the data, and the intent of the case method as exploratory and 
descriptive. In this process, "a theme, hypothesis, or pattern is identified inductively, the 
researcher then moves on into a verifkation mode, trying to confirm or qualify the 
finding. This then keys off a new inductive cycle" (p. 43 1). Similar to that described, the 
data analysis design incorporated an inductive process characteristic of the fluid, 
exploratory nature of case method. 
Guba (1 978) suggests that recumng pattems be identified by reviewing the transcribed 
data. The development of categories was infonned by the recumng patterns that had 
been identified by the study participants. These categories were then used as a 
classification and organizing system for the data. Data were continually reviewed to 
ensure that the categories under which they had been organized were appropriate, 
accurate, and meaningful. The data were priorized according to both their salient 
features, as well as their uniqueness. 
Because 1 was working in case method 1 sought new information throughout the 
process as an understanding of the case unfolded (Stake, 1995). M e n  al1 the data 
collection and sources of information were complete, no new data were available, and no 
new categones were ernerging, 1 considered the analysis process to be complete. At this 
point, the theoretical literature was reviewed to determine if the findings pushed the 
existing theory funher in a substantive way. or if theory had emerged fiom the data itself 
to create grounded theory (Glaser and Strauss, 1967). 
Verification Procedures 
Because case study is intended to examine the particularity of the specific case (Stake 
1995; Yin, 1994), researchers using case method attempt to present their case in 
suficient detail so that readas can make cornparisons with other cases. Verification of 
findings with other cases is not a goal of the researcher, however (Stake, 1994). 
Triangulation of the data was used to assist in verification (Demin, 1 989). F b t ,  multiple 
data collection methods were used including group interviews, individual inte~ews,  
document review, and media accounts of the River Valley initiative. Accordingly, a 
variety of data sources were used including members of the adviwry group, 
representatives fiom the local municipality, representatives fiom the Police Services 
Commission, and residents from the neighbourhood. The many perspectives and 
experiences that were collected through the study participants' narratives allowed for 
verification of 'recall' where individuai stories connected, capturing the social and 
institutional memory (Harrison, 1985). In addition, my academic co-advison 
periodically reviewed my data analysis, and meetings and correspondence with my 
community advisors ensured an ongoing member check of analysis and interpretation of 
findings. This follow-up was required to clarify the data that were provided, or to 
elaborate on what was discussed. 
Finally, the journal which 1 kept as part of my reflexive practice served as an audit 
trail. Of particular significance was its use as a check on myself, as the rffearcher. The 
reflective process ensured that my first impressions got borne out by evidence, and that 
the information 1 t w k  as '8eing given" was reliably provided by the particular data 
source (Hubeman & Miles, 1994). The members of the community advisors group were 
particularly helpful in this regard. They remained committed in their advisory role until 
the study was completed and were conscientious about giving me their candid reactions 
to questions of clarification. 
Researcher Role: Ethical Issues 
Case study research is highly personal in nature. Participants are studied in depth, and 
the researcher is encouraged to include personal refîections, observations, and 
perspectives into the interpretation of the data (Stake, 1995). Access to the raw data was 
limited to my two academic CO-advisors and me. Three interviews were transcribed by 
others. As pan of introducing them to the task, the importance of respecthg ethical 
procedures was discussed. 
To protect their anonymity, the community advisors granted their permission to be 
given a pseudonym that would be used in verbal or written references, such as journal 
entries, transcription documents, or reports of the data. 1 am the only person who has 
knowledge of which study participant provided which specific data, except for the focus 
group data, which was heard by ail the participants in the group interview. The tapes 
used to record meetings and interviews and al1 consent fonns that were completed by the 
infonnants were stored in a locked filing cabinet (Punch, 1994) that 1 own. Once the data 
were uanscribed, the tapes were erased, and the written information destroyed. 
Feminist ethnography has, as two of its goals, understanding women fiom their own 
perspectives and understanding them in their social context (Reinhan, 1993). 
Researchers are considered active participants in the process and not merely value-free 
observers (He- 1996). Getting closely involved in women's lives. and in their social 
contexts, leads to an ethical dilemma common in ferninia qualitative research, namely a 
concern for and involvement in the lives of the women participating in the study (Olesen, 
1994). 
ln conduaing a case study, the researcher must make role choices. These can include 
king a neutrai observer, a participant, or a critical d y s t  (Stake, 1995). Clearly, 1 was a 
student, doing academic research for a doctoral dissertation. Yet, 1 as the researcher, was 
doing research with women with common pinciples and values, and during the course of 
the study, I grew to know them fairly well. 1 regularly used refiexive time to help me 
understand my various roles and to ensure that I was maintaining my ethical integrity and 
my subjectivity as a researcher (Olesen, 1994; Wasserfall, 1993). In addition to my own 
reflections both my journals and discussions with my academic CO-advisors were used as 
reflexive opponunities. Reviewing related literature, par~icularly that related to feminist 
research, was also helpful in articulating the felt experiences in the field and adding 
context and understanding to the issues involved in qualitative inquiry. This process was, 
of course, ongoing. Also, in accordance with the interpretive paradigm, literanire was 
revisited as part of the iterative process of qualitative data analysis, interpretation and 
veri k a t  ion. 
CHAPTER FOUR: FIM)INGS 
Resident involvement in planning related activities pertaining to the River Valley 
neighbourhood dated back to 1979 when the municipality initiated a secondary planning 
process. The purpose of this particular planning activity was to develop a more detailed 
neighbourhood plan than that provided by the Officia1 Policy Plan and to make any 
necessary changes to the existing land use policies. The secondary planning process 
spanned a ten-year period until its completion in 1 989 (Municipal planner, May 3 1, 
3000). 
During the 1980's. the municipality introduced a fiirther initiative that involved the 
River Valley residents. The neighbourhood was designated as a proje* site for 
provincial funding assistance under the Ontario Neighbourhood lmprovement 
Programme (O.N.I.P.). A number of long-time residents, some of whom were bom in 
River Valley, became active with the municipal oficials and consultant assigned to the 
project so that they could panicipate in the decisions regarding the improvements to be 
implemented. Some of the successes that resulted from this initiative included improved 
infrastructure for sewage treatment, the development of a neighbourhood park, and the 
acquisition of a community center for recreational use (Jane, March 2,2000). 
Both of these planning initiatives, the secondary planning process and the O.N.I.P. 
project, provide some background about previous political activity in River Valley, and 
the residents' experience with citizen participation. 
The discussion will now focus on the specific research questions that were explored. 
To am, the reality that these women expenenced within their neighbouhood will be 
discussed to provide an understanding of what motivated these women to act. 
Context for the Emeraence of Women's Leadership 
One of the neighbourhood zoning changes that resulted fiom the secondary planning 
process was a reduction in the amount of land designated for high-density development. 
The intent of this zoning change was to preserve single, detached buildings and to protect 
the residential features of the neighbourhood. However, even with the change in zoning, 
provision for some higher densities in the River Valley neighbourhood ail1 existed 
(Municipal planner, May 3 1,2000). 
In anticipation of this high-density housing development, some landowners were 
assembling properties in the area so that they would be able to develop, or sell, large 
bodies of land. There was a perception that there was money to be made through 
anticipated land sales. Rather than these parcels of land king developed-which was the 
intent of the zoning-in fact a number of these landowners were merely holding ont0 
these properties and putting minimal effort into their maintenance. These landowners 
tumed their properties into rental units, therefore becoming absentee landlords. As a 
result, the neighbourhood had a number of rental properties that were in a state of generai 
deterioration, which became a concern for horneowners in River Valley. As Jane said, 
"We had aiready identified the issue that if the absentee landlords didn't keep them 
decent, you couldn't rent them to decent people and you had crime. 1 mean, that link you 
made very fast" (March 2,2000). 
By this time (1989), it was also apparent that the neighbourhood housed residents who 
could be termed "vulnerable". A number of residents had mental heaith issues, and 
alcohol and substance abuse was a serious problem. Prostitution was openly practiced on 
some of the neighbourhood sueets and drug dealing was common. This, coupled with the 
lack of action b y the municipal property standards enforcement oficers, caused 
homeowners in the neighbourhood to become increasingly concemed about the general 
state of the neighbourhood. As Marilyn said, "We realized that by god, we were sitting 
on a precipice here and we could go one way or the other real guick if we weren't 
careful" (March 2,2000). 
Marilyn was concerned enough to hoa a meeting in her backyard to which she invited 
residents, the local municipal councilor, the local police commander, a social worker. and 
a representative fiom the municipal Parks and Recreation Department. This meeting was 
held on July 1 1. 1989 with 40 residents in attendance. The key issue that was identified 
at that meeting was the lack of property standard enforcement and the need to leam about 
property standards, zoning, and land use policies pertaining to building (Unpublished 
report. undated). 
By 1997, crack houses used for dealing crack cocaine, flop houses for the use of crack 
cocaine, and prostitution were even more visible within the neighbourhood. One study 
participant said it was: 
CJnbelievubie! [Tne neighboi~rhood] became m absolute supermarket for 
dmgs and hookrrs. R~ght in frout of m r  hume! L i k  il, the simmertirne. 
p u  cotcldri 't keep the wimiows open for vmtiiatior~ or the screen dwr. 
nere were people in the h c k  yard doing dmgs, CU prostimtes. 1 
remember Qing to go to work 7ney'd be doing &dg deds in our 
Wveway ! (September 2 7, 2000) 
The local media had begun to publicize the issue, and the local newspaper in 
pmicular, ran a series of articles on a daily basis describing the changes in the downtown 
core ( 1992). One resident described what was going on at the time: 
It wmdd h m  been late '92. Ym'Ilfind a serjes of articles cafled ''Crack 
in the Core ': It went o,i for @s and days and I tbitrk JM the end. weekr. 
It ~ . a r  the mnin headlJiie. Peoplt. bortght the paper tofind ortt what hell 
the dowiitowii was goirrgrhrough next. Business dopped 08 and 
h g e  Iy... ai/ types of businesws downtown People avoided it like the 
plague brcatts~ the media wrre dohg this. It was mwherr near as bad es 
they mude if I d  It wm' t  gwd. but yuid weren't goirig to get mbbed in 
the back i fym came downtmn for dinner and go to a movie. but peoplr 
thought t h ' s  whar war going to hqppen (Jzme 13. 2000). 
As well, some of the banks and trust companies were refbsing mortgages for rental 
housing in the area and some insurance companies were refusing to supply tenant's 
insurance for those living in rental units in the neighbourhood (Marilyn, March 7,2000). 
For one child living in River Valley, school fnends fiom other neighbourhoods were 
not allowed to corne over to her house. She had the impression that her fkiends' parents 
thought the a m  was dirty, dangerous, and disgusting. When her fnends did visit, they 
were concemed about even sitting on the front porch for feu they might be shot. They 
had this sense of fear about where she lived (October 20,2000). 
One of the police officen admitted that: 
We had toforce ofleers downtown because ir wasn 't the desired hty. 
7k downtow~~ wakng beats, al t h  tinre. were seen as apurgato~~ you
had to go thtotigh as an iriexperiencedymng oflcer. Everybody hod to 
go down ami wulk a bem. Like I sqy. i f  wam 't a duv w k r e  people 
relished it, bec- yorr 're nrbbing e fbms  wirh these people al1 the time 
(July 23. 2OO0). 
Residents, recalling that penod of time, have describecl themselves as "t?ightend9, 
"overwhelmeû", b'desperate" and "an&'. n t  seemed to motivate the women on the 
community advisory committee was a sense of anger. During one of the focus group 
interviews, the women recalled the following incident, which one of them described as a 
defining moment: 
Jme: " Yorr know what bothered me? . . . f i n  a local dentist in 
r o w ~ . .  . @te a p m g  m... h # v e bubies ut home.. .fiw babies and the 
p w ~ g e s t  was a year ... wus cnrisirig the mea for a hwker. î%at inobili-ed 
mu.. . this jrrst sheer anger . . . t h  someom wouM mah this commrinity nrch 
thut I could~i 't /ive hem rf I wmted to. 
J m :  Jirsrfirry ut t h .  
Murily~i: [These kit& of sitrratio~~ssj made 14s lemi. It made rrs lean> 
(Uarch 7, 2000). 
Of prime concem was that the women who becarne involved in the initiative al1 had 
young children and wanted to continue to live in their homes with their families. While 
they al1 had the financial ability to move if they had decided to, they did not want to 
move because they were commined to the area and to move would have hurt their dignity 
and pride. As Jane described it, they "developed a real bloody mindedness and were 
going to make River Valley work!" (March 2, 200) .  
By this time, the residents had been notifying the local police detachment of what they 
had been observing, but the police had no evidence to support the residents' complaints. 
Oflen, by the time the police artived on the scene afier a cal1 fkom a resident, the drug 
deal had been completed and those involved had already lefi the neighbourhood. Marilyn 
was the group's key contact with the police and she tells of a time when the staff sergeant 
finally understood what was happening in the neighbourhood and said, 
Jrdst tel/ me what the hell y m  wani! " I said, "I wunt rny own pdicejorce. 
I do11 't w m  anothet s q a d  cm on this street. rfyou want t o m  out whal 
the hell is going un. you get t4s an rrt~marked vehifle. " Well to his credit, 
he did. He pho~ed me back alid he said, "I Le got good news and 1 've got 
bad news. The good nuws is, y m  're right. 7k bad news is. [the sihdation 
111 the r l e i g h b ~ ~ r h d  is] a tho11smId times worse than y m  think. And the 
rroliy bad rwws is that we don 't h m  a cltie what to do with it " (Mzrch 2. 
2000). 
Marilyn descrîbed her reaction to the news. "1 can tell you exactly the first thing we 
learned, cause I remember it as if.. - 1  remember it like a cannon (long pause.) &re ai11 't 
no white knight cornit1 ' (long pause). . . And then we came to the conclusion real quick 
that this was it. It was [dl up to] us" (March 2,2000). 
Out of this context, the leadership demonstrated by women residents in the community 
emerged . 
Leadenhiv Provided bv Women Residents 
As noted above, Marilyn had taken the leadership in organizing the initial meeting that 
brought the residents and some community offkials together in J d y  of 1989. During the 
data collection interviews, when the question of leadership was asked, each of the study 
participants indicated that they saw Marilyn in a key leadership role in the River Valley 
initiative. One resident referred to her as the "Queen of the [Valley]" (June 13,2000). 
Other residents called her a "motivator" (June 4, tûûO), "our shining light" (May 24, 
2000). Those working in the community agencies with which the Community Group 
liaised referred to Marilyn as a "hero.. .a champion" (Municipal planner, June 7,2000), 
and the "hub of the wheel" (Police officer, July 2 1,2000). Many of the street patrol 
oficers refemed to her as 'Wom" (Oaober 20,2000). 
While Marilyn was clearly identified as the leader of the initiative, many of those 
interviewecl also suggested that J a m  played a key role in the Community Group's 
activities as well. Jane is credited with having verbal skills, the ability to be the group's 
spokesperson, and especially conversant on land use issues (Municipal planner, May 3 1, 
1000). One of the municipal representatives called her the "champion of equity across 
the city" (June 14,2000). 
Jane thought that perhaps Marilyn could more accurately be called a champion, 
particularly in regard to the organizational structure that the group had chosen: 
Y&, becmse the whole notion of leadership and organizatior, and 
stlategc thinking ... like when we fonned the River Valley (Comrnunity 
Groirp), we d e  ma absolute delibetate ducision, right from &ry one. thût 
we wereu 't interesrd CI havittg positions, orgm~izatio~~. . . ya 'biow, rolrs. 
records, a~~thirrg. Didh 't c m .  It WQS mi action group. Mainfy becmm l 
think we jrisr couldn 't cope with one more thing likv that, whar with al1 
fhat was happening ut the finir (hm 5, 2000). 
Regardless of the precise term to define Marilyn's role, it is apparent fiom the 
cornments made by study participants that the major responsibility for the Community 
Group fell on her shoulders during the early yean of the initiative. It was Muil yn who 
got the Community Group started initially. She sat on numerous cornmittees related to 
the downtown as it was her belief that problems could not be solved without the 
neighbourhood residents being involved. Dunng those early years of the River Valley 
initiative, Marilyn worked long hours doing community work. Jane talked about this 
dunng her interview: 
I mecut. whut ymr 've got to tmderstand. is that M m d p  fi fera& Iived this 
24 hwrs a &y. She would bu gone for 7:OO meetings [in the rnoming] 
and she would be home ut about I1:00 at ni@. At times I 'djust get so 
fiustrated by her because I cmdd rtever get hold of her (Match 7, 2WO). 
Marilyn's home seemed to be the fust point of contact when an issue arose in the 
neighbourhood (Resident, Sepember 25,2000)- Residents would regularly phone, 
asking for advice on how to handle situations that emerged. In time, attempting to spread 
leadership among more residents Marilyn welcomed someone wanting to take some 
initiative, outlining verbally what should be done and encouraging them to follow-up on 
the issue. This approach was effective in relieving Marilyn of some of the burden of 
leadership. One of the agency representatives who worked closely with the group said 
that it was quickly identified that Marilyn was special. She was there because: 
Shr war choseic by the rreighbourhoaû to lead and they reinforced her cod 
rncoccraged her ar~d fed her. n e  more she did, the more they wmted her 
to do. which 1 think couid have bueri extremely drair~ing. me  dnvnsidr O/ 
al! of this is that it becam an impossible tmk ... and everything was on her 
shmdders (hm? 7, 2000). 
In time, the tasks of the Community Group becarne shared by various residents 
involved in the River Valley initiative, and a practice of shared leadership, panicularly 
among the women involved in the Community Group, eventually emerged. 
Shared Leadershi!, Amoncc Women in the Neighbourhwd 
One of the comrnunity oficials who participated in the study suggested that Jane was 
always involved in any of the writing required for the Community Group and in making 
various presentations while Marilyn would represent River Valley at various cornmittee 
meetings (May 3 1, 2000). Marilyn was also active in working with the police or City 
officiais to push for a pmicular issue on the Comrnunity Group's agenda. It appeared 
that Sue had a different contribution to the Community Group. 
Sue had the ability to plan programmes and activities like the art festivals, garage 
sales, and plant exchanges. Marilyn described the roles of the various women. She said 
that Sue did al1 the things: 
that take away the 'edge ' of the ~ i u i g b r .  The nice thmgs. The sofr 
ihirigs. Thut g e d e  side of a neighbourhood. The political mm of the 
Commt~~~i@ Group then dues al1 the horrible. disgusting stu8 like tell 
evevone ihey 'd better clean irp their act, yu' knnu. or we 're coming 
(larghter). So wheri yot~ put that together then. y m  have a ba1.11ce. Atd 
that 3 why we 'te created it that way. So t h y m  've ahuays gut a balance 
wùy 19, 2000". 
Marilyn went on to describe one of the other women saying that there were cenain 
things tnat Gwen did and the Community Group members would never interfere with 
that. Gwen would be the one who would make suggestions on how to deal with issues 
"from a perspective of heaiing. Ya' know, Gwen would be the person that would help us 
to get through some of that kùid of stuff" Jane agrees, saying that Gwen "kept us on the 
gound" (March 7,2000). 
.41 one of the focus groups of the community advison (March 2.2000), the women 
talked about how power within the Community Group "ebbed and flowed depending on 
who had the expertise on the particular topic. Power was never in one individual's hands. 
Jane had the political and legal understanding of the issues and wouM advise the 
Community Group on what should be discussed with City Council, but Marilyn was the 
one who could mobilize residents to attend the City Council meeting in support of the 
group's presentation. Both Jane and Gwen made presentations to City Council, but Jane 
typicall y took leadership on what each speaker should say . Jane also provided input on 
what should be included in any correspondence to comrnunity officiais, but Sue did al1 
'the gnim work". Sue ensured that letters got written and sent, and that notices were sent 
out to the.residents in the neighbourhood so that the information comrnunicated was up to 
date and regularl y distributeci. 
Each of the women in the Community Group had a different approach and personal 
style and this very often detennined the roles that the women assumed. Marilyn 
descnbed the difference between her style and Jane's: 
Jmw c m  Y raik zo the police Iike 1 do. Jme c m  't go a d  w d k  up to a 
police oflcer mid sqv, "Look. ym asshole. Ym h w  that region ymî 
clid11 't impregnate? You Btm) whut the resîit was? This! " Jane couldh 't 
do that. Jam woirld be in rhere and she 'd be dl nice d sweet o m i n g  
the cop a h u t .  But she cm go to City Hall mdshe c m  say, "O.K.. t h  
rs what yoii did. Btck ". Whereas l c m  't do t h t .  ihey 'd look al me and 
go. " H ~ I ? "  Blît when Jww wouid walk in. they 'd Iisten to whut she wmdd 
say and they 'à go. @ ' M W  we 'd better pay attention to this" and they @â 
do it 19. rooo). 
Likewise, the women in the community advisors group described how others were 
willing to do things for Sue just because of who she is. Sue is well liked and has a 
persona1 style that appeals to people. As Gwen said, "everybody loved her. So people 
did things just because it was Sue" (May 14,2000). 
The tasks that the various women in the Community Group alpeed to do were based 
on the amount of time that they were personally prepared to give. As well, their 
involvement related closely to their pmicular area of interest (e-g. political issues, 
recreation programmes, policing), and their personal values in regard to what they 
perceived to be important for themselves, their families, and their community. Two of 
the women had full time jobs outside of the home during the tirnefme being explored, 
and two had chosen to stay home while their children were Young. As Jane ofien said, 
she had no interest in the recreation programming level. She was involved at the politid 
level and that was her only interest. The rest, she had little time for because it was of no 
interest to her (June 5,2000). 
Whv the Women Involveci Themselves in Politicai Action 
There appw to be two major reasons why the women in River Valley became 
involved in political action within their neighbourhood: 
a) A strong sense of community values. As individuais, these women valued their 
families and wanted a safe place for their children to live. 
b) Frustration and anger towards bureaucrats as the residents attempted to address 
issues wit hin t heir neighbourhood. 
These will now be exploreci. 
Strong Sense of Cornmunitv Values 
One of the key staff people involved with the River Valley neighbourhood in the 
implernentation of the secondary plan commentai about the neighbourhood wornen. She 
said, ''If 1 could think of one thing that stood out [about these women], it was their 
wanting to make the neighbourhood a place where their children were free to walk 
around the Street and not have to worry about anything" (June 14,2000). She went on to 
Say that school closures were another major concem of the Community Group and they 
would make presentations to the school boards, to city council, as well as anybody else 
that they could mobilize to try and stop the encroachment on city schools. 
During one of the focus group meetings with the community advisors, Jane said: 
Even thaïgh we 're ail pretty "Bolschie " und corne oitt of the '60 's 
movement, basically. we 're omery. In t ems  of community vufues. we 're 
v e v  consrrvorive. We w m t  a stable area. We want it kopr the smne wriy 
with the diversity that wr respecr. so it 's not gertmflcatio~~ (uarch 7. 
2000). 
During an individual interview, Gwen said that the members of the Cornmunity Group 
"have the same basic philosophy of Iife. It's al1 wrapped up in the care giving and in the 
future and what our place is in society" (May 24, 2000). 
Similarly, one of the police officers who worked closely with the Community Group 
said that he felt the Group had a common purposethat they believed in themselves and 
their neighbourhood. Their commitment to making their neighbourhood a pleasant place 
to live with their families and their children was absolute. They were not going to be 
driven from their homes or give in to the problems in the downtown core (July 2 1,2000). 
Fnstration and Anaer Towards Bureaucrats 
As the women in the River Valley Community Group began to approach various 
community agencies and institutions regarding the issues in their neighbourhood. they 
encountered a number of experiences that led to a level of hstration and anger. This 
reaction was caused by the following attitudes, behaviours, and obstacles: 
a) Arrogant attitudes held by various professionals in the municipality and in the 
police services; 
b) Attitudes that resulted in ~igmatizing the neighbourhood; 
c) A lack of resources or commitment to the River Va!ley neighbourhood; 
d) A lack of recognition of the unique nature of the neighbourhood and resident 
concems; 
e) Lack of access to public officiais. 
Arrogance of ~rofessionals. The secondary planning process is cited as one that was 
highly offensive for the residents involvecl in that particular planning initiative, and was 
the start of the neighbourhood's hstration with the municipal plamers. Jane oeen 
commented that the long-time residents who were involved in the secondary planning 
process at that time were often humiliated by the city planning oficials. As she 
describes, these particular residents had basic education, or little education, and so were 
not always able to argue their points and articulate their concems. In Jane's view, the 
city oficials would play intellectual games with these residents. As a result, the planners 
could always win. because out of hstration, the residents would lose their tempers at the 
planners who taunted them (March 2,2000). 
One of the things that was partiailady fnistrating for the women in River Valley was 
the language which City Hall bureaucrats and the police would use when the women 
attempted to address their issues. Sue recalled, "It was really hard to speak the language. 
They were talking way over Our heads. What they were saying was foreign. They talked 
a language that we didn't understand." Marilyn agreed and added that finally the 
members of the Community Group got angry and insisted that things be explained in a 
way that could be understwd by residents who lacked the professional background of the 
bureaucrats involved (March 2,2000). 
One of the police oficials recalled the hstration that he witnessed in the women's 
efforts to deal with the municipal Planning Department: 
lhey woirld go to City Hall and suy, "Look, we 've got biddit~g code 
viofations here cud these are the smiw people who are prostihtting 011 the 
stteets and selling h g s .  "City Hall would tell them, "Don 't tell rrs how to 
do acr job. " So they got the samr respmrre fron t h  level of 
govemment . . . that facet of government ... as they gotpom the police (Julj 
23, 2000). 
Attitudes that resulted in stinmatizinp the neinhbourhood. Maoy examples in the data 
describe negative comments about River Valley made to residents by municipal statf, 
members of the police service, local columnists and school officiais. Jane believed that it 
was this type of experience that sustained the members of the Community Group during 
those years. 
II 5 kmd of mazing. Thar 's whut I thirik uhuuys guve us arr fight. How 
people w r e  su prrpmed to tell y m  to ymcr face about h m  bad the mecl is 
that yorr % living in. II's the rnost respectable, solid. stable area yorr 
cmld livr in but it 's diverse. I mean, the perception Rom outside is thol 
thqv 're all crack &cts ... or at Zeast arr c h i k h  me (M4rch 7, 2000). 
Marilyn descnbed her fnistration with one of the columnists from the local newspaper 
who was insistent on writing a story about the problems in the neighbournood. When 
challenged about why another micle was necessary, the columnist insisted that people 
had a right to know. Marilyn replied, saying that River Valley was a neighbourhood 
where people lived, and that no matter what condition they were in, they were d l  human 
beings. Marilyn went on to say, "You don't have the right to destroy their life by 
plastenng it al1 over! Who in the public needs to h o w  about their life? Who in the 
public needs that kind of information?" To which the columnist allegedly replied, 'Dh, 
screw the neighbourhood!" (May 19,2000) 
Lack of resources or cornmitment to River Vailev neighbourhood. A number of the 
residents interviewed shared the sentiment that they felt as if the municipality had 
'Lvritten off" the River Valley neighbourhood (September 27,2000). While funds were 
being spent in other parts of the downtown cure, there were few efforts to beautiQ the 
River Valley area. As well, one of the residents recalls the dificulty the Community 
Group had getting the municipality to jump in and do anything to help the 
neighbourhood. The residents of River Valley feh like they were always having to push 
and that their experience was that of "kicking and screaming al! the way" (June 13, 
The women in the River Valley Community Group expenenced a number of obstacles 
to the changes that they were interested in initiating. One of the first political activities 
undertaken by the women was to approach the Chief Administrative Oficer of the 
municipality to requea that propeny standards enforcement be implemented in the 
neighbourhood. The intent of the women was that the owners of those properties in 
disrepair would be required to comply with the property standards bylaws. What 
resulted. however. was that al1 owners were forced to comply and as one resident said, 
So those cf ILS who were Jghti~g so hard tofi~id a solution got caughr icp 
hi this propery stmiciards crackdouw. We received these long oflciul 
letiers giving ils 30 &ys to shqe irp ow propwties tm. We h d  tofi~id 
ihot~sarrds of dollars to ger this work done wd so wc were penwlized at the 
samr rime that we were m g  to m e  our rreighbmwhd! Lmking back. 
it was o11e of the most irnfair, trrikitid things the Ciîy cmdddo. Sure. none 
of orir properties were per$kct. brtr we were workmg on thm. We were the 
ktd t h  rlon 't k t  them sit and faif apart. We do contirne to work on them 
as we c m  afford to, not like the absentee Im~dilwdr who were allowing the 
Jnrg dealers NI (Jme 13, 2000). 
The police described their experience being approached by the Community Group to 
implement changes. For the police services, what was k i n g  proposed by the River 
Valley group was very new to policing, pmicularly the discussions held in the early 
stages. The police were being asked to work with the neighbourhood in a way that was 
taking typical enforcement strategies in a direction that created some resistance from the 
police. It was a new way of doing business and it departeâ significantly from 
conventional police enforcement methods (July 2 1,2000). 
What is apparent is that the women in River Valley were pushing the bureaucratie 
institutions into new ways of liaising with the neighbourhood and as a result, were 
forcing these agencies to consider changing their traditional ways of work. In addition to 
various institutional regdations and policies that were experienced as roadblocks to the 
Community Group's efforts, resistance to change experienced by the bureaucraties 
involved proved to act as an obstacle to the effons of the Community Group, and the 
vision of what they wanted their neighbourhood to be. 
Lack of recomition of the unique nature of neischbourhood and resident concems. The 
Community Group had been particularly fnistrated over the years by the municipal Parks 
and Recreation Department's lack of recognition of the unique characteristics of both 
River Valley and the Community Group that represented it. For example, the residents 
had an interest in developing neighbourhood recreation programmes that were afïordable 
and accessible for the residents. At times, they had been criticized by municipal 
recreation staff for offerhg a programme at a cost which was cheaper than that charged 
by other neighbourhood associations or commercial suppliers elsewhere in the city. This 
proved hstrating for the women in the River Valley Community Group, as they were 
committed to offering programmes at a cost that neighbourhood families could afford 
(Sue, May 24,2000). 
The women in the community advisors group ofien made references to the stniggle for 
control that seemed to exist between the neighbourhood and the municipal recreation 
staff This power struggle between the two bodies had resulted in the residents feeling a 
lack of trust for the municipal staff. At times, the midents had wanted to develop 
programmes that addressed the issues in the neighbourhood, but had experienced 
resistance h m  municipal recreation staff  Using a Park and Recreation community 
facility for the John School is one such example (Municipal bureaucrat, September 1 5, 
1999). 
Johns are the men who pay for m a l  favours h m  prostituta. Through Marilyn's 
advocacy work with the Crown Attorney's office, part of the court sentencing that 
convicted johns received was compulsory attendance at "John School". Offered by the 
women in the River Valley Community Group under Marilyn' s CO-ordination, the John 
School was an al1 day workshop addressing the impacts that the presence of the johns had 
on both the families in River Valley, and on the prostitutes themselves. When Marilyn 
began setting up the workshop, its logical location was the municipal community centre 
located nght in the neighbourhood. The impression that the Community Group got from 
the Parks and Recreation Department aafTat City Hall was that the John School would 
give the centre a bad image. The municipal staff was rather upset about offering a 
progamme like the John School in a citysperated neighbourhd center. men, the city 
recreation manager would cite concems about liability as the reason to retùse a 
programme that was not svictly recreationai in nature. In contrasf the view of the 
women in River Valley, expressed by Marilyn, was that "They wanted us to be doing, 
ya' know, reccie miff and we didn't want to do reccie shiE We'd had enough of reccie 
stuc thank you very much!" (March 7,2000). 
At the root of the Community Group's fnistration with the Parks and Recreation 
Department staff was their perception that the municipality wanted dl  neighbourhood 
associations to operate in a similar manner. They wanted consistency in regard to the 
types of programmes offered, the constitutional documents by which they were govemed, 
and the pricing formulas used. Jane pointed out that each neighbourhood was different, 
and to impose this type of Lkookie-cutter" approach across the entire city was unrealistic 
due to the unique features of each neighbourhood. She reminded everyone, Taton's 
went bankrupt trying to do that!" (March 7,2000). 
One of the planning staff members, who worked closely with the group, recalled a 
struggle that the women in River Valley had as they attempted to secure some funding 
from a provincial programme for their neighbourhood. The province was insisting that 
the Community Group comply with eligibility cnteria to receive fùnding. The cnteria 
required that the group be incorporated, submit their constitution and by-laws, and have 
executive positions. The women in the neighbourhood decided to resia this pdicy. One 
of the local planners who was assisting the group with the gant application process said. 
We got strcbbonr about it <ad said [to the proviwe], " Thar 's not thu way 
rhis pticrtiar association works. It 's a more injanai ~~~sociation bitt 
that i~formafity uIfms it to be whar tt is, so don'! impae a stnctrtre OH us 
and the11 force rcs in10 thut stmcticre to get a grant. It *s just not worth it " 
(Jrcne 7, 2000). 
Lack of access to ~ublic bureaucratie oficials. As noted, the women in the Community 
Group experienced frustrations in gaining access to appropriate bureaumats who would 
take action on a neighbourhood concem. Because the residents lacked the knowledge of 
how govemment organizations were structured, they found that they would end up 
talking to several people within an organization before getting to the person who was 
responsible for the issue. The residents would phone the municipal Planning Department, 
the Police, the Fire Department and others - al1 in an anempt to find a solution to a 
problem. What commonly occurred when the residents spoke to a bureaucrat was that 
they were told that it was someone's else's problem, and so the phone cails would begin 
again (Marilyn, March 7, 2000). 
Iane described a time when she contacted the municipal planning department 
regarding an illegal rooming house next to her residence. The rooming house had been 
partially converted and was nonîompliant with the local zoning by-laws. When Jane 
called City Hall, she got to talk to someone after approximately five phone calls (March 
7,2000). In time, the group succeeded in gening a "one stop shopping" programme 
implemented where a resident could cal1 one agency or depanment within local 
govemment and that department took responsibiiity for disseminating the information to 
the other relevant agencies. While it took approximately four years to institute the 
programme, it proved to be an effective remedy to the problem. 
What has been explored thus far are the motivations that prompted the women in the 
River Valley Community Group to engage in political activity. What will now be 
discussed are the values held by the women and the context within which this political 
action emerged. 
Values of the River Vallev Communitv Group 
The political actions that the women initiated were inforrned by their values as 
individuais, and subsequently by their values as a Community Group. One of the 
municipal staff that worked with the River Valley Community Group throughout the 
initiative reflected on the difference that he had perceiveci in working with various 
neighbourhood groups over the years. In desaibing typical male approaches, he said that 
men tend to achieve theu objectives with more overt types of actions. As an example, he 
said that if men did not like something happening in their neighbourhood, they might 
threaten to go to the Ontario Municipal Board-a provincial dispute settlement agency. 
In describing approaches that he had obsewed being used by various women, however, 
he said: ' 4  think women use a aronger approach in terms of what are the values we're 
trying to preserve here. They use a more value-laden approach as opposed to one that's 
more direct" (May 3 1, 2000). 
One of the residents interviewed suggested that it is not just what you are defending, 
but how you go about defending it that mua also be considered. This resident went on to 
say that "how you go about defending is about the values" (October 20,2000) and she 
suggested that the River Valley Community Group could not do the kind of work that 
they did without being very clear about their values. 
Fundamental to the Community Group's values was a respect for others, whether the 
person was a bureaucrat, a member of the drug culture, a resident fiom an ethnoniltural 
group, or a resident considered vulnerabie. In regard to politicai action specifically, the 
bureaucrats interviewed indicated that they were treated with respect by the women in 
River Valley, even though they were initially on opposing sides of the issue. One of the 
municipal staff said, 
At IK> tirne in worhng rith thut grmp did I rver feel thai they would corne 
out and riail st@for doing something, and I k h d  titat happct in other 
nuighbot~rhood grmps. I thirik they sincerely appreciated h t  the 
department was trying to work towards the same objectives thai they were 
worki,ig towmdF. î k t  doem 't mean thaî we di& 't haw mr dt#ierences, 
Art at no tirne wheri we woirldpresent materid to Cot~~icil or Plmnirtg 
Committee did l rver have my kird of feehg t h  they were going to 
c h t i s e  stfl(Mqy 31. ?UOO). 
.4rtother municipal staff person mentioned that the Comrnunity Group members 
tended to be very open-minded. They listened, thought things through, and did not come 
in with c l o d  minds (June 14,2000). 
In refemng to their approaches with political bureaucrats, Jane recalled the 
Community Group's frustration with one of the municipal staff members responsible for 
property standards. "The worst thing was chat he was the focal point for us. &cause he 
was the only person we could tum to, to try and get action. And nothing happened. And 
1 hated the way we had to go afier him." When asked if the group had ever gone afier 
him publicly, Marilyn replied: "We never did anything public. Ever. We never did the 
nasty nuff public", meaning that if they had to confiont a staff member on an issue, they 
would do that within the confines of a pnvate office rather than in any public forum. 
Marilyn went on to say that 'We rnight al1 whine" and Sue added, "and really want to" 
but the women agreed that they kept those sentiments within their Community Group 
meetings rather than go to the press or publicly embanass a staff member at a meeting. 
Marilyn concluded by saying, "That would never happen. Never" (March 7,2000). 
As mentioned previousl y, one of the Community Group's key approaches to political 
activity was to develop linkages and build relationships. This focus on relationship 
building was a result of the values that guided the Community Group's actions. To 
maintain the respect for others-the foundation of their values base-the Community 
Group processed issues with staff within the various bureaucraties, outside of the f o d  
meeting stmctures, and pamiered in the planning activities of the municipality and the 
police services. The term "web" is an image that repeatedly emerged to describe the 
context that River Valley developed for their political activities, and this web consisted of 
numerous relationships and partnerships with agencies, committees, and others within the 
broader community (Marilyn, March 2,2000). 
Political Action in which the Women Engaaed 
The political activity of the group involved various government bodies and included 
the following: 
a. Local government departments, including Planning, the Fire Department, 
and Parks and Recreation; 
b. Regional municipal govemment departments, including the Police Service 
and the Community Health Department; 
c. Advisory Cornmittees to the municipal Council, including the Downtown 
Business Improvement Committee and various other committees 
addressing downtown issues; and 
d. Local school boards. 
The initial context within which some of the women on the community advisors 
committee became involved in political action occurred in 1987. At that time, residents 
from the downtown neighbourhoods joined forces to Save a public school from being 
closed. It was tluough this school closure initiative that some of the women fiom River 
Valley initially met each other. Jane maintained that the school closure project is one that 
cannot be ignored for its contribution to the River Valley initiative (March 2, 2000). As a 
result of that particular involvement, the women in the Community Group developed 
some political expertise, became acquainted with the various city councilors, learned how 
to lobby, and became politically sawy. 
The political strategies that the women used to address their issues of concem in River 
Valley were: 
1. Developing networks and building linkages; 
2. Becoming infonned about the issues and the political process; 
3. Mobilizing community residents to action; and 
4. Developing programmes. 
Develo~in~ Networks and Building Linkaaes 
The key political approach that was used in the River Valley initiative was building 
linkages and relationships with members of the broader community, be they the 
neighbourhood residents, community oficials, or others interested in similar issues 
within the community. 
Marilyn was the group member most active in developing these networks and 
relationships. In describing what she learned through the neighbourhood initiative, she 
said that she realized that everything is interconnected and that it was necessary to take a 
systems approach to understanding an issue and to find solutions. To only use one 
resource to address an issue would only move the solution one sep. In order to resolve 
issues. it was necessary to go the next aep, and the next, until the solution was found 
(May 19,2000). As a result, the Community Group developed a degree of expertise in a 
number of areas such planning, zoning, and policing. 
Mari1 yn was skilled at bnnging people together and mobilizing them around an issue. 
She was able to "get the*Fire, the City, the Police, everybody together and have a 
meeting. "So how do we solve this?" she would ask. She was able to coordinate them dl 
into a cohesive group. In other words, she took the hand and tumed it into a fist" 
(Resident, September 25,2000). One of the police oficers described the approach that 
was taken: 
ENorcement w m  a cornmon theme thrmgh this cad it 's rlor a gicestion of 
any one thing works cind m e  thirtg dmsn '! work. it 's a mattet of doing 
rverythirlg . . . [ïkJ h g  dealers thenselves were fe-/ of prosecution 
becairse we wmld seize their dmgs, seize their n>omy ... thme type of 
things. îken we thought, O@ thor in and of itself is not g d  enmgh. 
We huve to close these [crack] houses down. So t h  's when we thought 
of the hethhrr optior~s-goi~g thro~igh C i v  Hufl, gotng through the ier~di~~g 
in~stitiitior~s thai werePrm1cirig thuse places, goirig to the Fire Services, 
ar~d jotrdy goi~ig aro211td and doing these thi~rgs. Getting the local 
coic~iciiors iwolwd Getting thtm down there (Jiiy 2 1, 2000). 
The officer went on to say that it was an evolution and not something that was initially 
understood. The members of the Community Group initially went to the police and saw 
this as a police issue. The police did as well. The police officer continued saying, ''1 
think the transition occurred over time whereas the end result, when you're looking at 
'93, '94. '95 was this multi-pronged approach. [The River Valley initiative] didn't start 
as that" (July 2 1, 2000). 
Through their participation on various cornmittees throughout the broader wmmunity, 
the women learned to make contacts with other people who were active on 
neighbourhood issues. In developing relationshi ps, over time the women fiom River 
Valley got to know these other people well. Eventually these acquaintances became 
individuals the River Valley Community Group members could count on for assistance. 
One municipal officiai said that one of the most effwive ways the group had of 
communicating with others was figuring out who knew whom, and simply asking for 
favours. The Comrnunity Group asked a lot of people for assistance, and in her view, 
people agreed to help because they liked the way they were being asked. She went to say 
that the Community Group had a way of rnaking people feel great simply because they 
had helped out (June 7,2000). 
Becornina Inforrned about Issues and the Political Process 
A m e r  political strategy that the Community Group used to addms their 
neighbourhood issues was to become as informed as thcy could about the problem et 
hand, the bureaucratie system through which they were trying to navigate, and the 
policies and regdatory measures that exiaed. They would gain an understanding of the 
municipal committee that was dealing with an issue, how the committee was structured, 
who the ward councilors andor staff members assigneci to the issue were, and how the 
public could access the committee. 
Marilyn talked about the haration that the members of the Community Group 
experienced as they attempted to get the information they needed. Using property 
standards enforcement as an example, she said, 
l3ey [ciy hall s t m  woctld s q ,  "1s this lot mai~itenmce or proprty 
stmc&rd enforcmnrrit? " Which mewit the outside or the Iirrde [of t h  
hotcsul. Whar the hell! We Jidn 't know ihere was a diflermce! We didn *t 
biow whut constitr~te J a firr infraction. We jmt knew tha tkre were 
w ires harrgir~ * JOWI Yorr how, that 's al1 wu knew . Wrlf, lhe expctatio~l 
was that y m  bloody w d  beiter ~ I O W  that because you haJ to get tu the 
right perron befoe the job w J a r  done! (Murch 7, 2000) 
The women in the Comrnunity Group leamed by trial and error depending on the 
issue. Again, their participation on various community-wide committees gave them 
access to significant information and people. Marilyn., as the member most actively 
involved in community-wide committees, would teach the other women involved in the 
River Valley initiative what she learned. As Sue said, "1 still phone Marilyn al1 the time 
and say, "Who do I cal1 again?" (May 24,2000) Even Jane, the group's political 
spokesperson agreed, saying she would always listen to Marilyn, because Madyn could 
educate her on things that she had found out thtough her wmmunity-wide contacts (lune 
While some of the Cornmunit y Group' s learning pert ained to policies, zoning b y -1aw s, 
and regulations, there were a number of issues related to the political process that 
required their attention. Gwen thought it was a case of Ieaming how to get what they 
wanted, how to manipulate the system. She felt that they had to l e m  that there were 
politics involved in everything and toes in high places that could inadvertently be stepped 
on. In her view, rather than be intimidateci by it, they had to lem to work with it (March 
13,2000). Consequently, the approach that the women in the Community Group used 
was to approach the bureaucratie official and Say: 
We think this is the problm fhat we 're seeing. We 're not exactly m. 
Do yoti bnd of think t h  this is the problem. and ifyou do. .. " We never 
orrce said. '* This is your f i d .  '* God knows we wunted to, 1'11 tell ya : but 
we wcre smart eiiorq$ to h o w  that if we did that. we 'd [ose. 7ney 'û 
mver hulp lis. They *d never he$ us. So we wrnt i r ~  and we said. " Thrs is 
the problm. What do y m  think we cm do?" So they 'd rhrow m t  
something mrd we wmldti't h m  u a h n  c lw  w h t  the k l l  they were 
! a l h g  aborit. so wr 'J h m  to I tm .  And we ùïd (Murch 7, 2000). 
Mobilizina Communitv Residents to Action 
One of the ways that the neighbourhood residents became involved in the River Valley 
initiative was through their attendance at the Community Group's monthly meetings 
(Municipal elected official, October 20 ,200) .  The purpose of these meetings was to 
educate the residents about the issues impacting the neighbourhood and the political 
context surrounding these issues. Agendas would be circulated to the residents pnor to 
the meeting, identifying what was to be addressed. men, representatives From Police 
Services or the municipality were invited to the meetings to speak with the residents 
about various issues and to give the residents an oppominity to vent their concems. This 
proved panicularly helpful to the people who lived in River Valley becaux they were 
ofien highly hstrated and angry about the situation that existeû in theù neighbourhood. 
The meetings provided an oppominity to bnng the relevant local officiais to t h ,  rather 
than the residents having to track down the nght people within the various bureaucracies, 
The neighbourhood meetings resulted in a number of benefits for River Valley. First, 
the meeting structure established a group entity that not only functioned on a normal, 
regular basis, but also could, as Jane said, 'be plugged into at any time. We just gather 
the troops and off we go" (lune 5,2000). 
Second, the Community Group meetings provided an oppominity to have current 
information fed into the their members on a consistent basis. Updates on what was 
happening on a particular block or a specific property would be shared with the residents. 
The residents could, then, be aware of and alert to the issue as they moved throughout the 
neighbourhood in their daily lives. One of the strategies that the Community Group used 
was to increase visibility on the Street and to observe what was occumng in the 
neighbourhood. Without any fomal organizational stnicture, the residents were watchers 
(Gwen, March 7,2000). Having updated information helped them in that role. Dunng 
the course of their day to day activities such as walking their dogs, walking with their 
babies, or out jogging, the Community Group membas would observe what was going 
on in their neighbourhood. If they saw anything of concem, they would pas  the 
information along to others so that they were alerted to a potential problem in the 
neighbourhod. 
Third, by informing and educating the residents about the issues, people were 
encouraged to take ownership of the problem and therefore feel empowered to act. The 
residents were advised of the specific municipal department to call, the phone numbers to 
try, with whom to speak, and what to Say. While some residents did not have the 
confidence to follow-up with public officiais, others would. As a result, the number of 
residents involved in political action expanded over time. 
Develo~ina Programmes 
The women in the community group were instrumental in developing a number of 
programmes that were used as political action strategies. 
177 plice patrols. Through Marilyn's liaison efforts with Police Services, an 
innovative fonn of community policing was initiated in the Division responsible for 
River Valley. One of the Gustrations that the residents were expenencing when they 
phoned to repon an occurrence was that they would get a difierent oficer each time they 
called. What the members of the Community Group thought was needed was some 
consistency in policing - a team of oficers who understood the problems of the River 
Valley neighbourhwd and what the residents were trying to accomplish. One of the 
oficers who became active in the neighbourhood descrîbed what eventually became 
known as the 177 team: 
So the idea was to hmte a team fhat rcnderstood the problems. hbww the 
players, thu people that were dowrt there. Sumeone who would be fmiliar 
with the residents and commw~ity menibers thut were calliirg so thev couid 
bu on afirst nmne &sis, as oppsed tu reacquui~~ti~tg themselves euch 
rime they catled Also that the oflcers were mailable IO respond to fhose 
things in a tinvly fahoon" (Jdy 23. 2000). 
To assia the 177 officers in their efforts, the River Valley residents were educated to 
request a 177 oficer when they called the detachment with a complaint - a practice that 
became known and well-used within River Valley. Assigning specific officers to a six 
block area on a routine basis was uncornmon in the Police Service at the time, but as Jane 
said, "our argument [to the police and the municipal officiais] was always, if you don? 
learn how to handle that one block fiom this experience, you haven't got a hope in areas 
where there are large tracks of rental properties. ïhat was always our argument" (June 5, 
2000). 
Citizens on Patrol programme. The Citizens on Patrol (COP) programme was another 
police innovation that was prompted by the liaison that Marilyn and the Community 
Group had with their local police division. The purpose of the COP programme was to 
involve the residents in patrolling their own neighbourhood and reponing issues of 
concem to the police detachment. Volunteers formed teams and used either their own 
vehicles or ones provided by the police. The patrols had scheduied shifis and either the 
police would request surveillance of a particular address or the volunteers wouid do a 
general patrol of the neighbourhood and report any occurrences they observed. 
The COP programme was developed in part because the police feared that ressdents in 
an adjacent neighbourhood might be endangering themselves by attempting to take their 
situation into their own hands (Police officer, July 2 1, 2000). Some of the residents in 
the adjacent neighbourhood had begun to stand out on the sue*s in an attmpt to 'take 
back the st red '  and the group active in the adjacent neighbourhood was taking an 
agpessive approach to handling the situation. Om of the municipal oficials recalled: 
Thar 's why the CûP programme in pmi war set up. To provide a more 
organized outler to ail that. We needed somethtng orher t h  whar war 
perceived to be potentiafly a v ig ih te  group on tk street [in the adjrtce~~t 
neighbourhood]. nie COP programme was goud on its own merits, but 
was a means to have sorne order to whor war happening, bucmw in order 
to go in the CûP progtamme. you had to go through a police check. Ym 
had migned sh~fis Ym hrid to plày by the d e s .  (Au* 29, 2000). 
KICK advocacv/educational campaign. Advocacy and education campaigns, while not 
specifically targeted to government bureaucracies, were political actions directed toward 
bankers, real estate agents, residents, and landlords. A programme called KICK was 
designed to educate residents about effective strategies to deal with crime in the 
neighbourhood (Municipal elected officiai, August 29,2000). A door-to-door canvass of 
the entire neighbourhood was implemented and brochures and information fkom the 
police penaining to dmgs and crime were distributed to each home. A seminar was held 
for landlords to alert them to the risks of renting to dmg dealers and the impacts that this 
would have on the River Valley neighbourhood. In particular, the potentiai damage or 
loss of property that commonly resulted was stressed. In a separate initiative, a campaign 
was directed to real estate agents <O determine how best to market the neighbourhood and 
to whorn to direct the marketing efforts. 
One Stop Sho~pinq, As mentioned. the One Stop Shopping programme was 
developed to cmrdinate the govemment departments responsible for enforcement, and 
emerged out of a sense of haration that the residents expenenced when trying to get an 
issue in their neighbourhood addressed. When there were problems and the residents 
attempted to contact one of these departments, they were often referred to another phone 
number or another department. As Marilyn said, 
Y m  had to phone the Fire Depurtment. Yo>r had to phone the police. Ym 
had to phone then, ail, but everyone said if war sornebo& else 's problem. 
Birt ym di& 't always know where to go. me expectation wcrs t h  the 
citizen was the friggin ' e p r t  ! (Much 7, 2000). 
What the One Stop Shopping programme did was coordinate cornplaints so that no 
matter where a resident mtered the system the department receiving the cornplaint would 
circulate it to al1 the regulatory bodies. In this manner, the cornplaint was coordinated to 
get a response from the department responsible for that type of issue. 
Neighbourhood recreational activit ies. Another fonn of politicai action through the 
development of programmes was the various recreational activities planned and 
organized for the neighbourhood. The intent of the programmes was io make a statement 
about community ownership to both the residents of River Valley, as well as those in the 
community at large. An elected official, active in the River Valley initiative, made a 
cornparison to other urban areas like New York City: if nothing is done to address 
problems of crime, what eventually occurs is that the neighbourhood is left with a park, 
for example, without anyone in it but the people who are ausing the concem as no one 
else feels safe going there. He went on to explain that the River Valley women attempted 
to plan activities that would normally occur in a neighbourhood, such as areet parties or 
community picnics so that residents were publicly visible (Augun 29,2000). Whiie there 
continued to be police-related solutions, the River Valley Cornmunity Croup also 
developed community solutions where the neighbourhood residents worked together to 
get people out and enjoying their neighbourhood. In describing the intent of one of these 
events, a resident said: 
I remember w k n  fhis ail h q p e t ~ d  Especiaily t h  big strecf party. We 
let the world biow and ewry dntggie w i t h  miles of hem ha t  yuu hetter 
sîep IightQ becutccsr t h m  wpas a s m g ,  vibrant commmity h m  and ifyot~ 
did anythtng to deshoy if .  there were enacgh people here to do some fhing 
abour it. And there was. 'Case the police were here. n>ej?re were here. 
Everybody wm here. Childien. . t h t  there were childien invofved, ami 
look m. And I think fhat was the message îhar we pied 10 send (hr , iu  13. 
2000). 
A funher example of a programme planned so that residents could participate in their 
neighbourhood was a Christmas tree deoorating party for families and children. A 
donated tree was erected in one block of the neighbourhood that was typically active with 
dnig dealing. Consequently, it was an area that residents would normally avoid. The 
children made their own decorations, decorated the tree, and then the neighbourhood 
residents sang carols and enjoyed refreshments. Again, the intent of the programme was 
to make a statement about cornmunity ownership (Gwen, March 13,2000) and as such. 
the programme successfully brought the residents out of their homes to enjoy where they 
lived. 
Relationship web. During one of the focus groups, the women discussed the concept 
of a web consisting of various relationships developed throughout the neighbourhood. 
Jane wondered if one of the reasons why the Community Group was viewed as a success 
by community organizations is because of their ability to link up various pmners (March 
7.2000). River Valley had managed to link a number of organizations that had 
previously been isolated, unable to make their own interconnections. One of the police 
officers who participated in the study described the multifaceted approach that the 
women used. He credited the women invoived in the River Valley initiative with 
bringing the Fire Depanment into the solution, as well as City Hall, and the police. In his 
view, the same women advocated with al1 three (July 23.2000). 
In descnbing the web, Marilyn said: 
This is how you deal with massive issurs. Like a w w k  of art. Ym how. a 
pliant is made up of al1 d~ferent shrqws, so that 's d ym do. You figure 
mt how those shcgws are going to corne together to make a ieuf So I huve 
rhis big vision of what it should look like. and l huve to divide the visiorl 
icp into the liitle shapes, and so y m  pic& oflthe shupes* put it h c k  into the 
p u d e  so it fits together. To me. fjiigunng out sohtionr to thse problems 
IS/ j r ~  logtc. a d  l c m  't ii~tderstand why cm 't t h  people see it? 
'Cacs~ if's so clem to me. It 's so clkm (May 19, 2000). 
1 explored this concept later with Jane, asking her how Marilyn would know this. Jane 
replied by saying that it becomes apparent &er awhile. Al1 the interconnections become 
quite obvious (lune 5,2000). 
At one of the final focus group meetings (November 18,2000), the community 
advisors attempted to articulate the various groups and organizations that were part of the 
relationship web which River Valley had developed over the years. They identified the 
following: 
municipal Planning Department staff 
municipal recreation staff 
municipal Pire Department s t a f f  
City council, pa~ticularly their local council representative 
regional Police Services Commission officers 
regional Community Health Department officials 
provincial Crown Attorney' s office 
local public schools and local high schools 
local school board staff' 
10. local business owners 
1 1. various community-wide cornmittees, such as the Downtown Advisory 
Cornmittee 
12. other neighbourhood associations within the downtown core and elsewhere in the 
broader comrnunity 
13. other community agencies such as the Social Planning Council 
1 4. residents within the River Valley neighbourhood 
1 5 .  social service agencies wit hin their neighbourhood (e. g. men's shelter, group 
homes). 
Out of the relationships in the web emerged programme partnerships such as the COP 
programme or the areet party; joint planning ventures such as the secondary plan; joint 
problem solving, such as issues of the downtown addressed by the Downtown Advisory 
Cornmittee; and joint political initiatives such as closing crack houses through the 
combined efforts of the Police Services, municipal Fire and Planning Departments, and 
the regional Community Health Depart ment. 
One of the municipal planning staff said; 
mere's a lot of regdations written into our roning by lm thut actually 
came otct of isstces of River Valfey. n e y  were issues of fiver Valley but 
they were regrîlutiom tIMI m tiow applied citywide. It's just that River 
Cülley wus rxprriencing certain ihings that other iwighborhoods weren 't, 
so in developing regulationr to deai with their issues, they wete equally 
applicable to ofher neighborhd. l h g s  like distunce sepatio11 
bctwee~~ fodgmg hafses so that y m  wmf/ah't get a concentmtioti in orrv 
neighborhd. Tiying to pian belter for lhat tra~sitio~~. We wo<tlrli> 't 
have even thought about it >ct~less they realiy hit t h  point home. So a lot 
of things like that. h z t  ceme out ofRiver balley, were a benefit to the 
whok city. It really made us t b k  too (Jme 14, 2000). 
Marilyn provideâ most of the leadership in developing partnerships for the group. As 
noted, Marilyn sat on many cornrnunity-wide cornmittees dealing with issues of the 
downtown core. One of the police officers described Marilyn's approach with the Police 
Services saying that she was very persistent, and would not take "no" for answer-that it 
just was not in her nature to take no for an answer. He wmt on to say, though, that while 
she likely did not get everythmg she wanted, she was willing to compromise, 
understanding that remces  were limited. He concludeci by stressing that in spite of the 
compromises, the relationship between her and the police quickly developed into a 
positive and productive one ( M y  21,7000). 
One of the municipal staff members who participated in this study comrnented on the 
approach that the women in River Valley took with the municipal planning department. 
He appreciated that unlike some other neighbourhood associations, the group understood 
that the municipal government departments were not a 'them" end the neighbourhood 
group an "us". The members of the River Valley Community Group seemed to 
understand that if they worked together, the solutions would be better (May 3 1,2000). 
Marilyn ofien mentioned that she was amazed that the various agencies had not learned 
that they cannot go into a neighbourhood and "do r d ' .  Rather, the only strategy that 
works is that: "You've gotta' do with" (March 7,2000). 
Communitv Oraanizina Activities Develo~ed bv Women 
Comrnunity organizing activities that were developed by the women in River Valley 
can be categorized as follows: 
a) community building, cornmunity bonding, and community involvernent leading 
towards community empowerment; 
b) community enjoyrnent; and 
C) community mobilization. 
The types of activities that were implemented, and the intent of theù efforts are 
described below . 
Communit~ emoowennent: a result of cornmunitv buildinst. communitv bondina. and 
communitv involvement. Some of the mobilizing efforts of the River Valley Cornrnunity 
Group resulted in a feeling of ernpowerment for the community residents. The Street 
party in 1992 was particularly effective in making the residents feel like they had control 
over their neighbourhood. As wch, it was an effective comrnunity empowerment 
strategy. The block that was most active in dnig dealing and prostitution was closed one 
Saturday night so that an outdoor party could be held in the street. Hundreds of people 
attended. fiom both the River Valley neighbourhood, as well as the city as a whole. One 
of the residents felt that the Street party united the residents, commenting that oddly 
enough, it was the drug dealers and the prostitutes who gave residents the push to 
introduce themselves to each other. In his view, 'mat was when al1 the good things 
began to happen" (lune 13.2000). 
One of the male residents dexribed the street party as making a statement to the drug 
dealers: 
"This hm been your black for some month m. Ym have been irp <ad 
down the srreçt in the ntirldie of the nigh with yoirr knives. and ymr 
pieces of brokw glass in your b r d  Ym *rr intimihting us, but yes. wr 
c m  14se this whm we feel Iik it. " mat wus rhe m~mber orw message: 
" We me sri11 rn connol. Na you " (Septrmber 25. 2000). 
This sentiment was echoed by Gwen who saw the areet party as 'Yaking back the 
areet" (March 13,2000). One of the municipal oficials described the party as "contraq 
to that ganison mentality where you jun son of pulled yourself inside. This was a 
chance to get everybody out on the street and show the dealers that the neighbourhood 
belonged to the families That people were part of that community" (August 29,2000). 
The Street party was effective in accomplishing four goals. The party gave residents an 
opportunity to meet each other, make some connections with others in the 
neighbourhood, show the larger comrnunity that River Valley was a safe place to visit, 
and give residents a sense of control over theu physical environment. 
Another event that proved effective in cornmunity bonding was the annual plant 
exchange. The neighbourhood is characterized by a number of well-established and 
beautifùl gardens that have been cultivated over the years. Held in May of eac h year at 
one of the local schools, the plant exchange was a srnall event that was easy to organize. 
Local gardeners simply brought in potted cuttings firom their gardens and exchanged 
them for other peremials. While everyone got plants for their gardens, the event also 
gave neighbours a chance to see each other afler the winter months and chat about 
cornmon interests. Gwen, who particularly enjoyed the plant exchange, said that "people 
loved it! It just took a couple of hours, and we got talking, you know, and 'where did you 
get that plant fiom?' And you suddenly found that you knew people. That brought a lot 
of people together" (May 14,2000). Again, this event was effective in community 
building around a sense of pnde in theu propenies and their gardens, and community 
bonding in the relationships that were foaered arnong the residents. 
Other programmes and activities planned by the River Valley Community Group 
included a community picnic with a particular focus on family and children activities. and 
an annual folk festival. The children's picnic was held outside of the immediate 
neighbourhood at a children's safety village on the grounds of the police headquarten. 
The organizers wanted to provide an opportunity for the children of the neighbourhmd to 
play in a safe outdoor space-something not available in dl parts of the 
neighbourhood-and for the parents and adults in the neighbourhood to get to know each 
other (Resident, September 27,2000). 
The C hnstmas party is another example w here the residents reclaimed neighbourhood 
space for themselves. Noted previously, the residents gathered together to decorate a tree 
in a piaza usually avoided by residents due to the dmg dealing there. When the tree was 
vandalized, the group set it upright again to demonstrate that this was tkir  
neighbourhood, and that they intended to use the space for the entire neighbourhood and 
al1 of its residents. It is apparent from these various examples that the intent of these 
activities were multi faceted. They provided opportunities to do some community 
building, for neighbours to corne together and talk with each other, and to make 
empowenng statements about theù rights to the physical space in their neighbourhood 
(Gwen, March 13,2000). 
In a neighbourhood characterized by cultural diversity, some of the activities that the 
Community Group planned were done in an attempt to get residents acquainted with each 
other (Sue. May 24,2000). A key activity planned each year was a folk festival in the 
neighbourhood park. This one-day event consiaed of entertainment by various musical 
groups, children's activities, crafts sales, and food venues. The event was offered for a 
number of years and while it was fun for those involved, the group came to realize that it 
was not involving River Valley residents to the extent that had originally been intended 
(Gwen, May 24,2000). It was hoped that the Vietnamese and Pomiguese families that 
cornprised the primary cultural groups in River Valley would participate. While their 
children participated to some extent, very few of the parents atiended. A h ,  the folk 
festival was attracting residents from elsewhere in the city, and while this brought an 
oppominity for others to corne to River Valley and see that it was a neighbourhood that 
took pride in itseif, the event was originally intended to bring its own neighbours together 
so that they got acquainteâ with each other. The event was subsequently discontinued 
because it was not doing the community building that was originally hoped. 
One of the strategies that provided some ongoing bonding of the neighbourhood was 
an informa1 information exchange among the residents. Residents became accustomeci to 
infoming each other of things they observed or heard. Comments like 'Oh, 1 called the 
cops about this, this morning' or 'There was a dmg bua this morning' provided an early 
waming syaem about potential problems for the other residents (Resident, September 25, 
2000). The ongoing communication with each other helped to strengthen the bonds 
between the residents, and as well proved usefùl when addressing specific issues related 
to River Valley. 
Through his involvement in the COP programme, one resident felt that he developed 
relationships with his neighbours that were almost like an extended family. He felt 
co~ected to a larger group, rather than just a few of his friends, and as he said, 'There 
was a common cause. So it brought you together. Sort of like 1 guess guys bond in 
wartime" (Resident, September 27,2000). 
One of the municipal planners described what she perceived to be the intent of these 
various events. She said, 
I don 't thirik any neighbourhood association dws it jim for the leisure of 
I I .  cve~î I I I  the st4burban areas. 1 ihink it 's to biM fhar neighbm~rhood 
cohesior~, su yar krow who 's livi,tg down the sneerfrom you. So ym 
know who ymr kids are playing wifh. Ym how who you con go io for 
heip. 1 rrally rhink it 's fo build that sorî of neighbourhood base and not 
be ~ N S I  be a hrnch of stlcmgers living in fk scune mpo (June 14, 2000). 
Communitv eniovment. Some of the events were organizeâ so that the neighbourhood 
residents could take a break h m  the stress t h  existed in the neighbourhood and simply 
enjoy each other. Sue talked about times when the difficult work that the women were 
doing was stressfùl for them, and that some of the more social activities provided 
opportunities to jus have fun, not think about dl the neighbourhood issues, and simply 
mjoy each other's wmpany (May 24,200). One of the Nice officers expressed a 
similar sentiment, saying that sorne of the social activities that were organized by the 
Community Group meant that the focus of the community went into something that was 
enjoyable as opposed to a constant focus on the problems (July 23,2000). While there 
were certainly elements of community bonding in these activities, the programmes were 
intended to be recreational. 
An example of an activity that was developed for the enjoyment of the neighbourhood 
was a fashion show that Sue organized annually at the school. This event also involved 
the schooi children as models. and was intended simply as a fun activity for the 
neighbourhood redents (Gwen, May 24, 2000). 
Communitv involvement. Residents of the neighbourhood became involved in the 
River Valley initiative through activities that were both formally and informally 
organized. The formal activities consisted ptimaril y of neighbourhood meetings, 
previously discussed. The regular monthly meeting was basically an opponunity to share 
information. OAen, representatives fiom the municipality or the police were invited to 
discuss the issues of concem in the neighbourhood. Held at the local schools, these 
meetings seemed to Vary in attendance depending on the issue. When the COP 
programme was brought to the neighbourhood, 'the gym was filled to ovefflowing with 
people, yet at other times there may be only eight or ten people " (Municipal elected 
oficial, August 29,2000). 
Volunteers fiom the neighbourhood were organized as Street representatives to 
distribute the meeting notices and agendas for the Community Group meetings to each 
household. These volunteers were ofken the children of the Community Group membas 
and this was a way to involve residents of the neighbourhood who do not typically 
become involved in neighbourhood activism. 
A more informal way in which residents became involved in the River Valley 
initiative was through what the group referred to as "porch sitting" (Marilyn, May 19, 
1000). On a nightly b a i s  for a period of several months, homeowners and tenants who 
lived near the block particularly active in the drug and prostitute trade sat on Marilyn's 
porch, or on their own porches, to observe what was occumng. When the residents 
observed anything suspicious, they would cal1 the police to repon the occurrence. As one 
of the residents active in porch sitting described, there would be a different mix of people 
out every night and they included both property owners and tenants who had lived in the 
neighbourhood for a penod of time. Also, the number of people ranged anywhere from 
two to 20. depending on the night (June 13,2000). Jane said that porch sitting would 
only be done by those living in view of the drug dealing. "it's the people that you know 
in that immediate vicinity you're gonna' get out." 'Plus, " Jane went on to say, "1 could 
never sit out till three in the morning which is what they did" (June 5, 2000). 
Communitv mobilization. The ongoing work of  the River Valley Community Group 
was done by Marilyn, Sue, Jane and a few others. Yet when required, the neighbourhood 
residents could quickly mobilize to support an issue or participate in a political activity. 
Jane described how the neighbourhood functioned. When an issue required a 
neighbourhood presence, it was simply a matter of making a few phone calls and a group 
of residents could be mobilited to participate. Jane believed that this was one of the real 
strengths of the Community Group and something the group was geared to do. Jane went 
on to Say: 
We alwqs had the reptatioii of being able to tell people mflcient 
i~>fonnutioo andget people rallied when it was 1tecess4r-y to h m  
bodies.. . Like gour reguiar meetings had eighr or teti people. t h  's just 
fine. But rf it 's al1 issue that egects people. ymc *fi hrive a whole lot 
more .. . So. some ways it 's a bit like a phuntom grmcp in the seme t h  
it S there but irot there. but it recllly js ahuays tlwre. It 3 jiïst most people 
dodt have the stayjng power or the i~icliination to be there on a comtant 
bais, brrr they 're there. 7hey 'fi dways be there rjyoc need them (Jtcne 5, 
2000). 
One of the elected officiais who was involved in the group's activities described how 
residents would be asked to mobilize around an issue: 'Marilyn would cal1 in the 
moming and say, 'You've got to be down at Courtroom 3 at one o'clock today because 
Shabo [dmg dealer and pimp] was arrested last night and he's up for show cause, and 
we've got to be there to . . . ya' know . . . show our part. ' " As he said, "So you'd go, spend 
a half day sitting in coun.. . That son of stuff would happen. You had to be ready to 
mobilize quickly" (August 29,2000). 
It seemed the group's most effective way of mobilizing residents was through making 
connections, and developing a grapevine. They became knowledgeable about who knew 
who, what skills or abilities various people had, and asking for favours. One of the 
municipal staff descnbed it like 'building a nest" and asking individuais to assist by 
contributing their little piece (June 7,2000). 
Communitv Activities as Leisure for Women 
When I asked the community advisors if the community activities in which they were 
involved were a source of leisure for them, their responses seemed to indicate that they 
found the question to be almoa offensive. The women's reactions seemed to suggest that 
by my even asking the question, 1 seemed to lack an understanding of the serïousness of 
the issues that existed in their neighbourhood, and the feus of violence with which the 
residents lived. Their typical view of recreation and leisure seemed to be defined as "fùn 
and games". For these residents, their lived experience over this period of time was not, 
in their view, fun and games. Rather, the experience was one of prima1 fear and survival. 
While we were able to have the discussion about the role of leisure in the initiative, many 
more prompts were needed than was initially anticipated. 
Two reactions were expressed repeatedly. The irnmediate and cornmon reaction to the 
question about leisure was that the situation that existed in the neighbourhood was 
experienced by the residents as being too stressfùl to be consideted leisure (Residents, 
June 13,2000; September 27, 2000). The residents experienced risks to their physical 
safety and their quality of life, and they feared losing their financial investments, their 
homes, and the Fnendships they had gained. 
Even though deep and lasting friendships developed as a result of the group's 
community effons, the women were getting together to address the issues rather than for 
their need for social activities. Jane recalls that for her personally, 
[me work involved with the Commwtiry Groupl was ahvcrys the last thing 
I needud. At thaî time we were togetkr becmcse we werc dealiiig with 
issues. Yotc 're alljust so Ctamn btcsy and grmemi down t h  ymr do11 't t h k  
I I I  tenns of what it ist1 't and whar it is. But ut t h  stage, we worcl't 't have 
been sociaIizing. We weren 't getting togetkr on a social bans jirst to yak, 
becma itone oj rcs haâ any rime for t h  (June 5, 2000). 
Gwen expressed a similar sentiment saying that she would go to the Community 
Group meetings because she felt compelled to do so, in order to keep apprised of what 
was occumng in the neighbourhood. She added, though, that if she did not have to go to 
the meetings, she would not have attended (March 13,2000). 
The second most cornrnon reaction to the question about leisure was that while the 
time, work, and effort that were required to address the problems in the neighbourhood 
were unpaid and done during 'leisure time', the work that needed to be done was 
extensive, exhausting, and of a S ~ ~ O U S  nature. One wornan desctibed how the issues 
presented themselves so consistently that "it wasn't like, "Oh well, we'll scan the 
neighbourhood from six to eight". You couldn't ! Like there's somebody in your yard at 
4: 30 when you got home. You had to address it . . . hirn. . . then You had to. You were on 
cal1 al1 the time!" (September 27,2000). 
The residents' concern for what was occumng in the neighbourhood was very 
pervasive for some and remained with hem even when they were away on holidays. 
Maril yn's husband said, 
There was !lever any leimre for me. Even if we went away ort holiday. we 
were a l w q s  wo~dering what was going on here. We di& 't h o w  what we 
were going to corne back to. We were ne ver j k e  of the grip of this place. 
No matter where we went. we took it with us. We 'd come home and oh my 
gd. I 'djhd oui t h t  there was a bigjight next Joor or there ha/ been a 
drug raid (Sepembet 25. 20001. 
Sue talked about some of the recreation activities like the folk festival and the Street 
dance that the group planned for the neighbourhood. For hm, these events were not 
something she would define as a source of personal leisure. She found the events 
stressful in that she would get really nervous and be going over the checklists in her head 
to make sure that everythng went as it had been planned. As such, the events were not 
leisure for her because of the arnount of work that went into each event and because she 
found the events to be very intense for her. Any fun that she did have was not until the 
event was over (May 24,2000). 
Even with the exhaustion and stress of the neighbourhood issues, the women who 
were involved in the River Valley Community Group acknowledged that they did have 
fun together even though they were working extremely hard to zddress the issues within 
their neighbourhood. The women on the community advisory cornmittee agreed that 
although the group would be planning a project or conducting its business, as Sue said, 
they would ofien joke around and have a gwd time with each other (May 24,2000). One 
municipal staff member who worked closely with the group over the years also 
commented that even though these women were intense about the issues and the job that 
had to be done "they clearly did like each other and enjoyed being together as a group" 
(June 7,2000). 
The fnendships that developed for these women have been described as 'tribal" and 
familial (Municipal elected official, August 29, 2000). One of the residents who grew up 
in the River Valley neighbourhood dunng the tirnefkame being explored described how 
she would now define family on a broader scale. She feels that family also includes her 
neighbours as well, because they were people she could tum to for help if needed 
(October 20,2000). Jane also said that it was the friendships that kept the group together, 
and while there might have been times when it was good socially, that was not the reason 
that they were involved. As she says, "The personal fnendships are sort of what you 
recognke afierwards" (June 5, 2000). 
Sue felt that planning and implementing the recreational events proved to be 
therapeutic for the group. In her opinion, the group needed a balance between something 
social for the group and their families, and the seriousness of the problems with which 
they were deding. While the women did the work of manging and implementing the 
activity, at some point in the event she said they could relax a bit and say, "Ya' know, 
this is good." However, Sue went on to Say, "You usually didn't have time, now that I 
think of it, to have a lot of fun" (May 24, 2000). When Marilyn talked about the 
activities that were plamed for the neighbourhood, she said '4t had nothing to do with 
recreation. It was always a way to keep the community together and to celebrate the 
good things of our community" (May 19,2000). 
None of the study participants defined the work done to address the issues in the 
neighbourhood as leisure. Tbere were, though, repeated refmces to the sense of 
camaraderie between each other that resulted. Sue commented how in the midst of the 
work there were fun times with each other. Some of the social activities gave them an 
opponunity to think about something other than the problems in the neighbourhood for 
awhile and they were able to enjoy each other's Company (May 24,2000). These social 
occasions extended beyond the planned recreational activities that were opened to the 
entire neighbourhood. Potluck suppen and annual Christmas or New Year's Eve parties 
were held regularly for those who were most actively involved in the River Valley 
initiative. These events fostered a sense of cohesiveness and camaraderie in the 
neighbourhood and between the people most directly involved in the initiative. Jane 
seemed to sum up the sentiments expressed by the various women in the neighbourhood 
when she said, ' l t  always came down to the tiiends. It was always the friendships. 
Yeah, it was fun. But it was more a job to be done" (June 5,2000). 
Communitv Work as a Site for Resistance to Traditional Planning Processes 
The public oficials who participated in the study acknowledged that the women who 
were involved in the River Valley initiative took on roles that began to challenge the 
traditional practices within various political and social service institutions. It was with 
the municipal Planning, Parks and Recreation Department, and the regional Police 
Services, that the women were most active. Those involved in this community work were 
demanding that there be resident involvement in finding solutions, and in changing 
policies and practices to be more inclusive of community members. The women assumed 
a role of holding the agencies accountable for the work they were mandated to do within 
the cornmunity-a role that is not typically done by cornmunity citizens. 
One of the police oficers who was interviewed described his reaction when he began 
to hear from Marilyn and some of the other residents how they experienced the police in 
their neighbourhood: 
A cttrally. I was a bit e m h m s e d  to hem Rom their perspective. how rhe 
police hrid treated t h .  cnte~t I started tu r e a k  some of thefnsttatio)u 
thar these popk werefactg ,  fhis wanr ' f  righ. We Ze nrpposed to be 
hrre to work with people, not to k an impedirnent to them getting whut 
they wmt .  We shouldn 't bu .ying, "Give me 12 5 miI1iott of ymtr tm 
dollars, birt don 't tell me tu be accmmtable ori how I 'm going to spend i f .  
I 'l/ tell yozr h m  I m go~tua'pol~ce you (Jirtly 23. 2000). 
Another police officer talked about the Cornmunity Group's attempts to develop a 
partnership with the police to find solutions to the problems in the neighbourhood. He 
described the traditional approach used by the police, which was tint the cornplaint 
would be taken and the police would decide how they wanted to address it. Having the 
community participate in determining how an intervention wodd be managed was not 
typically done. The women fiom River Valley knew that the usual f o m  of intemention 
were not effective. The existing state of the neighbourhood was proof of that. The police 
officer described Marilyn's approach, in particular, in her persistence with the police 
saying "No, this is a together thing. This is not about you doing something for us. It's 
about us doing something together for us7' (July 2 1,2000). 
As the women fiom River Valley described their interactions with the community- 
wide agencies, it was again a situation where the women knew that in order to see any 
change occur, they would need to be active and assertive in their liaison efforts. Gwen 
said eventually they were able to develop a rapport with staff in the municipal Planning 
Department where the staff would listen, and respond to, what the women were asking. 
While a positive relationship emerged from their efforts with the Planning Department 
staff. Gwen felt that the women involved in the initiative had not had a p w d  relationship 
with the Parks and Recreation department. In fact, she said, "1 think we've been a thom 
in the flesh of the City quite a bit" (May 24,2000). Sue made a similar comment saying, 
" They didn't like us very much, 'cause we were telling them that they weren't 
accountable and that they weren't doing anything that they were supposed to do. And 
Parks and Rec.. . l  don? remember them ever being on board with usy' (May 24,2000). 
The River Valley residents who participated in the audy described the interactions 
with the public agencies and organizations as 'ker). antagonistic" (Jane, June 5,2000), 
"fighting" (Gwen, March 13,2000), "hostile" (Sue, May 24,2000), "abusive" (Jane, 
March 2,2000), and with "roadblocks set up for us to succeed (Sue, March 2,2000). In 
recalling the early years of the River Valley initiative, representatives fiom the 
community-wide agencies described the relationships as "adversariai" (Police officer, 
Jul y 23,2OOO), in cccomplete conflict" (Municipal bureaucrat, June 7,2000), and 
"hstrated" (Police oficer, July 2 1,2000). These descriptors suggest that the women 
were assuming roles that were atypical from the usual working relationships that the 
bureaucracies had with local constituents. In their attempts to suike a more livable 
balance within the neighbourhood, Marilyn and Sue moved out of their traditional roles 
as full-time homemakers. twk the time to l em  about the organhtional structure and the 
operating practices of the local bureaucracies, and fight for changes that would make the 
neighbourhood safer for their chiidren, families, and neighbours. 
A further example of women moving outside their traditional roles was in regard to 
their participation in the COP programme. One might stereotypically think that the COP 
programme would have had primarily male participants because the patrols commonly 
went into the middle of the night. Yet, approximately half of the patrollers in the 
programme were women. As one resident said, "in the old days, the man's supposed to 
be the proteaor and go out there and physically protect" (September 27,2000). 
Obviously, though, the women in the neighbourhood moved into this protective role as 
well. 
The Role of Women in a Communitv Initiative 
The discussion above provides the context for the analysis of the grand tour research 
question: What was the role of women in a community initiative, situated in their 
residential neighbourhood? This discussion will continue in the following chapter. The 
social leaming process, which has been useâ as a theoretical fiamework for the study, can 
be applied to the findings of the research questions that have been discussed above. The 
schematic below is an application of the social learning Wework to the River Valley 
case, discussed thus far: 
Social Learning Proccss 
Theories of Realitv 
History of minimal resident involvement in previous 
planning initiatives 
Increase in rental properties and neglect /deterioration 
of rental properties, primarily by absentee landlords 
Increase in residents who could be termed wlnerable 
(e. g. mental health issues, substance abuse) 
lncrease in prostitution, crack houses, and crime 
Stigmatization of the neighbourhood by the local press, city residents, and public 
agenciedorganizations 
I 
Vision and Values 
Belief in and cornmitment to the neighbourhood 
Strong sense of community values 
Frustration and anger towards bureaucrats 
Values of the River Valley Community Group 
Political Stratemes and Tactics 
Developing networks and building linkages 
Becoming informed about the issues and the political processes 





Acting out of resistance to traditional political strategiedtactics by public oficials. 
The gand tour question relating to the role of women in their comrnunity initiative 
will now be discussed. 
CHMTER FIVE: ANALY SISmJTERPRETATION 
The Role of Women in the River Vallev Initiative 
There were two key roles played by the women who were involved in the River Valley 
initiative. One role was that of 'protector-defender' of the people, the relationships in the 
neighbourhood and their values. The other role was that of 'political activist-leader'. A 
key feature of both roles is the significance that relationships and values held for these 
women. The following discussion describes these roles in greater depth. 
Protector-Defender Role 
Using Merriam-Webster Dictionary definitions, to protect is defined as "to shield from 
injury" and to defend is hefined as 'io repel danger or aîtack tiom; to maintain against 
opposition". These definitions were used with the women involved in the River Valley 
initiative during the mernber checks held to verify the findings. At the core of their 
protecting and defending work, these women shared concems for their own families, the 
fiiendships that they had developed while living in the neighbourhood, chiidren, other 
people's families, their sense of community, their homes, and their values. 
In a discussion with Marilyn and Gwen, they described the importance of these 
relationships by saying that without their families being whole and together, they would 
be unable to survive. For them, farnily was defined using a broad definition: "as al1 
relationships that really matter" (Gwen, Novernber 18,2000). In their views, it is not the 
houses or the buildings that allow societies to sunive. It is the people, and it was the 
people in the neighbourhood who were their primary concern. 
The fiiendships that developed between the women involved in the neighbourhood 
initiative were almoa familial. Commonly, these women had moved into the city Born 
distant communities or fiom other countries. As such, their extended families were not 
easily accessible to them. Over the years, the women in River Valley developed a system 
of social support that consisted of things like sharing child caring responsibilities and 
celebrating family holidays together, as well as offering support and consolation in times 
of stress and fear. When the activities of the drug dealers escalated to levels of violence, 
information was quickly passed along to each other with offers to help if the need arose. 
Children were moved out of the immediate vicinity where risk was most likely to exin 
and were cared for by women who lived a couple of blocks away fiom the "hot spot" 
(Sue. May 24.2000). Oiher women often protected Marilyn's children when events 
made aaying in her home dangerous. Marilyn's home was particuiarly winerable. due to 
its location in the middle of the drug deaiing activity, and it was common for dealers to 
be on Marilyn's front and backyard properties. As a result, Marilyn would take her 
children elsewhere for their protection. 
The people that the women were protecting and defending extended beyond their own 
families, neighbours. and neighbourhood fnends. They w ere also concemed for the 
prostitutes and their children, and the johns7 wives and their children. While the women 
residents were appalled and at times disgusted by what the prostitutes were doh~g, tthere 
was also a strong sense of compassion, understanding that the prostitutes were substance 
addicted and working to feed their habits. At times, the residents would cal1 the police in 
an effort to protect the prodtutes aiter they had been beaten up over dmg deals that had 
gone bad. The ethic in the Community Group was that the prost i~es were treated like 
anyone else in River Valley (Marilyn, May 19,2000), and they were protected fiom the 
name-calling and threats to their persona1 safety that were common in an adjacent 
neighbourhood. 
In regard to the wives and children of the johns, the residems involved in the River 
Valley initiative were often conflicted as to how they should manage the information that 
they had about these men. On one hand, they were concemed that the johns would carry 
sexuall y transrnitted diseases home to their families, and on the other hand, they were 
concemed about the hun that they would cause for the wives and the children by 
disciosing the information they had. In describing how the Community Group members 
wrestled with this conflict, Maril yn's husband discussed the differing reactions between 
the males and females who lived in the neighbourhood: 
I remernber mmy times the discussion as to whether or ~tot-especiuily 
~+ieti the doctors mtd detttists w m t  b - w s  tu whether or r~ot we shofdd 
phone the wives und 1 think that the maies woirld have. Like "Yeoh. Let 3 
do it. The sons of bitches. '* B~tt it was aiwqs the wown thut wocdd sqv 
"No. It S gomu' be devastating to the wrje ard t k  M. ''h other words, 
the side effect was y011 il hirt the loved o~ie aiso. so that was the topic of 
J I S ~ L Y S I ~  a lm h d  we codd ~jevur gei owseIves to corn tu grips with 
t h ,  'cause ya ' know, as much as we disatssed it, wr always moved ru, 
becat~se we cmdd aiways . . . we always saw othrr wuys (Septrember, 25, 
2000). 
In addition to protecting the individual people who were impacted by the events in the 
River Valley neighbourhood, the women involved in the neighbourhood initiative were 
protecting and defending their fundamental sense of community. Jane taked about the 
terror that she felt whenever she thought that one of her fnends would becorne defeated 
by the entire situation and decide to move out of the neighbourhood. For Jane, the River 
Valley neighbowhood provided a secure place for her to live. A l  of these women had 
their young families together and their children had gone to the same schds.  As she 
said, "This is what makes my life possible is the fact that I've got a solid base here and if 
anyone attacked that-if that gets taken away from me, I'd have to create that world al1 
over again. 1 cati '1 even think about that" (November 22,2000). 
The women were also protecting their homes. When they defined "home", it was 
apparent that they were not mereiy referring to their own four walls. Gwen's home 
consiaed also of Sue's home, and Madyn's home, and Jane's home (Gwen, March 13, 
2000). For these women, their homes extended into their neighbourhood and the 
community as a system provided their experience of 'borne7'. One of the other residents 
who participated in the study said that her home was her sense of peace-her sense of 
place-and when she had dealers pulling knives on police officers in her back yard, her 
sense of home was threatened. To protect their home, her husband becarne heavily 
involved in the COP programme (September 27, 2000). 
Finally, these women were protecting the values that they wanted their children to 
learn as part of their family upbringing. These women were concemed that if they treated 
the dealers and the pronitutes with a lack of dignity and a lack of humanity, what were 
they in fact teaching their children? If they simpiy packed up and left the neighbourhood 
rather than discuss the problems, and deal with the problems head on, what would they be 
teaching their children (Jane, June 5,2000)? These women believed that it was by 
watching theù actions that their children would learn about their values, and that to act in 
accordance with their values was to teach. 
Marilyn spoke about how easily the residents could have fallen into blaming the 
Jamaican community for the h g  dealing problems in the neighbourhood. Her concem 
was that the residents could easily become racist in their attitudes-an attitude that was 
incongruent with their persona1 values base. In order to protect these values, she 
discussed her feus of becoming racist with the local race relations oficer. When 
Marilyn went seeking help for her neighbourhood, she said, "You've got to help us 
because we run the risk of becoming racist in this. 1 mean, we're raising children. 
Recognize what we're dealing with here. We can't be dealing at al1 these levels. It's just 
too hard. It 's jtcst too hard " (November 1 8,2000). 
It is apparent fiom the discussion above that the women involved in the River Valley 
initiative acted out of a strong values base, and out of a strong cornmitment to the 
relationships that existed within their experience of reality. In addition to their 
protectoddefender roles. their neighbourhood activities aiso involved their roles as 
political activias. 
Political Activist-Leader 
Under the broad umbrella of political activist-leader, the specific roles that the women 
assumed in regard to the political aspects of the River Valley initiative were that of 
organizer, political spokesperson, negotiator, and neighbourhood animator. 
Orr~anizer 
It was primarily the women who participated in the community advisors group who 
were involved in the Community Group during which the political organizing occurred. 
The strong presence of these women in this role was cornmonly identified by the study 
participants. 
Many of the professionals in the community cornrnented on the attention to detail, and 
the regular follow-up that was done by the women in the Community Group to ensure 
that any commitments that were made were in fact implemented. One of the police 
officers spoke of the accountability that the Community Group members insisted upon if 
something had been promised from his office (July 2 1,2000). It was his experience that 
the p u p  would remember the exact date that had been discussed for follow-up and 
contact him on that specific date to get the information or action that had bcen promised. 
What is apparent fiom the data is that the organizing work that was done was closely 
meshed with the skills of the various women involved. Marilyn was particularly effective 
on city-wide cornmittees. In addition to organizing her own neighbourhood, she was also 
responsible for mobilizing the other downtown neighbourhood associations around 
cornmon issues so that their presence would be greater at City Council. Gwen enjoyed 
research and letter writing, and Sue had the ability to involve others, make phone calls, 
and do a geat deal of the work required behind the scenes to implement the political 
activity. Jane's skill, in addition to wnting, was clearly that of the primary political 
spo kespenon. 
Political Spokesperson 
As lane explained, 
I was ki~zd of the "rent-u-rno~~th". I wmdd write the letters, do the 
presentations, but I ahvays cmsidered people Iik MariM~ and ihen hter 
Sur as doi~ig the real labour. nie dog work. ntey t e  constant. 1 mean, 
M(vi!vn? Cot~stant hard work. Btcr w h  yar tweded a delqatrion af 
Council.. . r h t  hmi of thi~zg I would go ycp (November 22, 2000). 
As noted, Jane's soie interest in the River Valley initiative was the political activity, 
rather than the recreational programming and cornmunity building aspects of the group's 
work. Her academic background and previous training provided her with the skills to 
identify problems and issues, consider alternatives, identify solutions, liaise with 
bureaucrats, and address members of City Council with ease. Jane's training also 
provided her with the ability to dr& correspondence or give feedback on what should be 
included in correspondence that the group was generating. Marilyn referred to Jane's 
"pedigree" and said, 
Yoic know. tiiey wotdd see her as viable. She c m  mb a noun curd verb 
together su fhat by the time s k  'sfir~ished. they 're goi,,g. " Whai was thut 
di abotît? " I love t h  look on their faces. beccase they think. "Oh. Here 
cornes this sttrpid mighbourhood again. " And then they go, 'But oh my 
gai. I3gy've got Jmie! " lMqy 19. 2000) 
Marilyn generally acted as the spokesperson with the media, and as a result, was 
regularly identified as River Valley. She understood the media as far as the 
neighbourhood was concemed. Marilyn realized that she was not necessarily liked by al1 
the reporters, but she felt respected by them. Marilyn was also the spokesperson with the 
Crown Attorney's office and suggested that in that environment, Jane's pedigree wouid 
have been a liability. Yet, Marilyn had credibility in that office and was able to liaise 
comfortably with the lawyers in that role (May 19,2000). 
Neaotiator 
In reference to advocacy strategies, negotiation refers to direct communication and 
liaison with public officiais who have the ability to make changes due to theu official 
mandates within the govemment organization (Mattison & Storey, 1992). The women 
involved in the River Valley Cornmunity Group used this strategy with great regularity, 
and as such, developed theü skills as negotiators. 
The main govemment officiais with whom they negotiated within the local municipal 
structure were the planning staff, Parks and Recreation Department personnel, and upper 
level management. As well, they were in active negotiation with the local police service, 
the Crown Attorney's office. the local school boards, and several of the human service 
agencies . 
On the municipal govemment level, the group negotiated such issues as increased 
property standards enforcement, secondary plan amendments, safe city initiatives, and 
various park improvements. With the local police services commission, the group 
negotiated additional enforcement resources within the neighbourhood. innovative 
policing approaches, and programme partnerships. Their negotiation with the Crown 
Attorney's omce focused on the impact of their experiences in the neighbourhood, the 
acknowledgment of their v ia im impact aatements as legitimate evidence during coun 
hearings, and sentencing issues penaining to the johns and crack dealers. In regard to 
school issues, the women in the Community Group were active negotiators in a number 
of issues related to school closures or school services. The residents of River Valley 
neighbourhood knew that if they loa their downtown schoois, the residential mix in their 
neighbourhood would be threatened. They did not want their children to attend school 
outside of their neighbourhood, but just as importantly, they negotiated around school 
closure issues to maintain the integrity of their neighbourhood as a place to live, play, and 
leam 
Marilyn and lane were padcularly effective at negotiating - Jane most actively with 
the planning department, City Council, and the school boards; and Marilyn with both 
those as well as the others noted above. Some of the institutions with whom they 
negotiated have traditionally been resistant to input €tom the public. The police, for 
example, are highly wedded to a standardized, centralized mode1 of control over policing 
policy decisions (Bass, 2000). That Marilyn was able to work with the police services in 
the way that she did was commendable in view of the police culture that existed at the 
time. 
The Community Group developed a number of different negotiating arategies. They 
actively sought out the people with whom they needed to communicate, either through 
direct liaison effons or through membership in city-wide cornmittees and task forces. In 
so doing, they leamed to speak the language most commonly used by the various 
organizations. They presented themselves in an infomed way because they had done 
their homework and knew both the issues at hand and the solutions they were seeking 
(Municipal planner, June 14,2000). They simply refùsed to "back off' until they were 
able to find solutions that were mutually agreeable to both sides. They did their lobbying 
with City Council and the other relevant decision-making officiais pnvatel y and ahead of 
time, and were seasoned through a previous school closure initiative on how to lobby 
effectively. It was this combination of approaches that made their negotiating effons 
effective. 
Neiahbourhood Animator 
The fourth key role that these women played in the neighbourhood was that of a 
neighbourhood animator. The term "animator" is being used to encompass activities 
such as neighbourhood mobilization, comrnunity building, and neighbourhood 
communication and networking. 
As discussed in the previous chapter, there were a number of strategies that were used: 
a) to educate the neighbourhood residents about the actions being taken for the River 
Valley initiative (e.g. newsletters. meeting agendas and notices); b) to build a sense of 
community among the residents (Le., recreational activities such as festivals and picnics); 
and c) to mobilize the residents when a strong presence was needed for a City Council 
meeting, a school closure issue, or a court hearing for one of the dealers. Numerous 
examples were provided regarding these activities in the previous chapter, and again, 
these activities were primarily led by Marilyn and Sue. Both women devoted much of 
their time outside the home to their unpaid volunteer work related to the River Valley 
initiative. Being located for the moa part within their neighbourhood, they made the 
time for, and had the flexibility in their work schedules to take leadership in these 
activities. 
Discussion of Grand Tour Ouestion 
Unlike many wornen who are active in grassroots, working-class neighbourhood 
activism, the women in River Valley have not typically been restrained fiom having a 
voice as individual women in their own right (Jane, November 22,2000). Ma~ilyn had 
the personality, physical presence, and personal charisma that translated into a sense of 
persona1 power that was apparent to others. Jane came from an educational background 
that provided her with the skills, knowledge, and codxdence to speak out on behalf of 
issues in which she believed. As she explained, 
Wr Le come from a psitio,i w h m  of course yar -y yow m i d  Thrrt 's 
rhat yoci do! You 're a participant in this world like ewrybady e k  and 
ymc do ymr thing. l t  's not a coincidence thar we 're ail wornen. I 'm not 
.ying thclr isn 'r an issue. Jusf be catefld how you capture us. because I 
s11qect we 're women of privïkge in some respects (November 22. 2000). 
Clearly, Jane had privileges that many women do not have. This sense of privilege 
became most evident in the level of self-confidence that typified Jane's involvement with 
the initiative. Would Sue or Gwen have said the same thing about themselves? Perhaps 
not. For Sue, there was a great deal of ieaming that resulted âom her involvement in the 
initiative over the years. Her expenence with River Valley allowed her to develop a 
political astuteness and understanding of bureaucratie obstacles and action strategies, but 
her starting point as a community activist was far less experienced and confident than 
Jane's. As for Gwen, while she had paid work outside her home throughout her career, 
her experience in community activism was hrther developed through her involvement in 
the River Valley initiative. 
The River Valley case is not a story of women who have been marginalized, finally 
finding a voice. As Jane said, the educational level of the initiative's participants was not 
highly sophisticated, nor were their economic levels, but they enjoyed a degree of social 
privilege grounded in the solid marital relationships that they had (November 22,2000). 
Certainly Jane's training was an asset to the group. Her knowledge and confidence 
allowed the group to have a voice-a voice heard by the community officiais to whom 
she was speaking. Marilyn's tenacity and cornmitment to the neighbourhood and the 
support that she received fiom the other women involved in the initiative gave her the 
confidence to ask questions, to l e m  how the community institutions operated, and to 
insist on help for her neighbourhood. These women had the confidence to act, and as 
such, were able to provide the leadership that resulted in positive change within their 
neighbourhood. 
Gendered Nature of Men's and Women's Roles in the Neiahbourhwd Initiative 
Of those residents involved in the River Valley initiative, the roles played by men 
were distinctly different than the roles played by women. Where women were the 
organizers of the political and recreational activities, the men generall y followed the 
direction set by the women. Where the women planned the arts festival. the men 
provided the manual labour required to set up the booths or transport the refieshments. 
Where the women attended various committee meetings and strategized the political 
lobbying that the group undertook, the men escorted the women back to their homes and 
acted as bodypards or protectors of the women's personal safety. Repeatedly, the strong 
moral and physical support that the men offered the women emerged fiom the data, and 
yet it was clearly the women in the initiative who assumed the active leadership roles in 
River Valley. 
Jane stressed that an important point to remernber was that unlike many women 
involved in neighbourhood activism, al1 the women involved in the River Valley 
initiative had intact maniages that had weathered the stress produced by the 
neighbourhood issues (March 7, 2000). Unlike some women-led initiatives that have 
resulted in divorces for some women involved (Krauss, 1 W8), the women active in this 
initiative had spouses who shared responsibilities on the home front. Their experience 
was more in keeping with Mattison & Storey's (1992) finding that families and fnends 
oflen give advocates the support they need to do their political work. Having childcare 
and other household responsibilities covered by their husbands, the women were free to 
attend neighbourhood meetings, do the planning and organiring, and attend various 
meetings out in the community. for some reason, the women could not attend the 
neighbourhood meetings, their partners would. Jane spoke further about the privilege 
that the women involved in River Valley enjoyed: 
73re privilege is the fact that we had supportive rrlatiomhips in the s e ~ w  
thut it was riever qtlestioned a i r s  wus very m c h  a ptnership trhr~g 
with the males. It may be that we fell into roles, m d  if niay be thut the 
wonetz were the ones ».ho me  more tenacious and persistent, btrt do!? 't 
have my do~rbt. like I corthh't have donr what I had dom withortt Eric 
a / w s  be i~ig  st~pportivu. and pitching in and never questioning. Mmilvri 
certain. cotrldh % Nune of trs carld have (November 22, 2000). 
This analysis will now turn to a discussion of the key themes emerging out of the 
River Valley case. 
CHAPTER SIX:UNDERST.WIlINGS AM) LESSONS LEARNED 
Case studies. pmicularly single case studies, are not intended to produce 
generalizations. Seldom do case studies result in entirely new understandings of the issue 
under study. Rather, the intent of case studies is to refine or increase our understandings 
of a phenornenon or theory (Stake, 1995). 
In this chapter, I will examine the assertions and understandings that have emerged 
from the study on the role of women in the River Valley Community Group. It is the 
lessons Iearned from this case, which are of value in this inquiry (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). 
As such, this chapter will explore the following topics: 
1. the leadership style demonarated by women in the River Valley initiative; 
2. the way in which relationships and fiiendships fostered the development of 
social capital within their neighbourhood; and 
3. the way in which relationships and fnendships infiuenced social learning in 
their task group. 
This discussion will show that because these women defined their neighbourhood in 
hurnan tenns-as the human relationships that existed there-their approaches to 
addressing neighbourhood issues centred on relationship building. As a result, the 
friendships formed and tmn established between these women were key factors in their 
ability to sustain their social leaniing process over time. Concunently, social capital 
development was fostered. The following schernatic depicts the understandings which 
will be disnissed in this chapter. 
Womcn's Understanding OC Community - 
Key elements of Community 
Identitication of Ncighbourhoad h u e s  
Need to restore balance in neighbourhood diversity 
Devdopment of Community Organization 
Key principles of  the organization 
Diversity and Inclusion Relationship building/ 
Resident Cornmitment 
Friends hips 
Key element of Friendships 
Trust 
Sustains Social Learning Fosters 
Social Capital Development 
Women ' s le ad en hi^ A~oroaches 
The style of leadership demonstrated by the women in the River Valley Community 
Group echoed the way in which they defined "community" as a "human" community, 
(Dominell, 1995; Kaplan, 1997). Unlike the male study participants, who referred to 
their neighbourhood in geographic and physical terms (e.g., the land and the buildings), 
these women defined "community" as the friendships and sense of "fmily" that they 
experienced with each other. 
These women valued the diversity of the neighbourhood represented by various 
immigrant groups, differing educational levels, and various socio-economic levels. As 
Jane said, gentrification-a phenomenon of new people, generally with higher incornes, 
rnoving into a neighbourhood and dramaticall y changing the area's essential character 
(Gratz, 1989)-was not a goal. The women in the River Valley Community Group 
celebrated the diversity of the neighbourhood and hence chose leadership styles that were 
interactive, relational, egalitarian and inclusive (Belenky et al. 1997, DomineIli, 1995, 
Ianello, 1992, Rosener, 1990). It was relationship building and connectedness with 
others that were central featum of their leadership styles and political strategies. As 
noted, relationship building included the following: 
1. Networks and linkages with various community-wide organizations to address 
the issues in the neighbourhood; 
2. Community activities organized for al1 residents within the neighbourhood for 
the purpose of community building, community bonding, community 
mobilization and consequently community empowerment; and 
3. Cornmunity Group activities, which mobilized residents of River Valley to 
address the political issues in the neighbourhood. 
Terms such as "conduit", "interaction", and "network" have been used to describe 
women's leadership styles (Helgeson, 1990). Centrewomen are women at the centre of a 
social action initiative and primarily responsible for network formation (Sacks, 1988). 
Marilyn's role as the centrewoman in this initiative was critical; she was instrumental in 
eathering information and facilitating networks and connections. These linkages, temed 
C 
by Marilyn as a "relationship web, (March 2, 2000) reflected non-hieraschical 
approaches common in women's leadership approaches (Gittel et ai, 2000; Frazer & 
Lacy, 1993), in that partnership development and shared leanllng between the residents 
and practitioners was the implicit goai. 
-4s the network developed, over time the leadership demonstrated by the women in the 
Community Group was shared, based on needed skills and knowledge (Sacks 1988). 
The women's roles as "negotiators", described in the previous chapter, reflected skills 
typically learned by women in their mothering roles (Ribbens, 1994) and it was these 
skills that proved effective in bringing groups together to find solutions (Mattison & 
Storey, 1992). 
Of relevance to the role of women in the River Valley Community Group is Gilligan's 
(1993) theory of identity formation and moral developrnent. Gilligan's findings suggea 
that because female children are similar to their mothers and therefore less differentiated, 
they lack any need to separaie fiom their mothers in order to develop their gender 
identities. As a result, Gilligan found that fernales value nurturance, comectedness with 
others, and relationships as they attempt to locate their position in the world. It is 
isolation and standing apart which are dangerous for fernales, and due to their tendency to 
take care of others. women maintain a web of human connections so that no one is lefi 
alone. 
The women involved in the River Valley initiative made conscious decisions to 
include others as much as possible in the activities of the Community Group. One 
example of this was the choices made regarding the organization's structure and ways of 
work. Acting out of an ethic of care, these women believed that organizational structure 
often encouraged the "elite" of a neighbourhood to participate and hold the key 
leadership roles, leaving those with less education, expenence, or privilege intimidated 
and outside of the leadership process. As Gwen said, "The minute you make it formal. it 
seems to be the people 'with '. . .[the people] that 'have ', that become the leaders and we 
didn't want that" (March 2,2000). From the outset, the women who started the River 
Valley Community Group wanted it to be accessible to, and inclusive of, al1 residents in 
the neighbourhood. Morally, the women wanted to include everyone in the 
neighbourhood so that no one was lefl outside of the process (Gilligan? 1993). 
By welcoming civic engagement from al1 residents the diversity that existed in the 
neighbourhood found expression and involvement in the Community Group as well. The 
women in River Valley created a space where al1 residents could be heard, ideas 
exchanged, and mutual support could emerge (Gittel et al. 2000; Piche, 1988; South 
London Comrnunity Health Projects, 1982; South Wales Association of Tenants 1982). 
These women intuitively knew that involving residents in the initiative was the key to 
their eflectiveness and success. It was this involvement that contnbuted to the 
development of social capital within the neighbourhood. 
Relationships and Civic Partici~ation: Im~act on Social Capital Development 
When the literature on social capital is reviewed, it is apparent that what is central to 
social capital development is trust, network formation, reciprocity, and civic engagement 
(Putnam, 1993, 1996; Wilson, 1997). M a t  will be shown in this discussion is that out of 
their ethic of care, the women in River Valley focused on relationship building activities 
that, subsequently, enhanced social capital development within their neighbourhood. 
Like many community action initiatives, the River Valley Community Group 
intentionally brought people into the solutions (Mattison & Storey, 1992). One resident 
involved in the Community Group explained its decision-making process: Wumber one, 
we discuss it as a group before we do anything. Nobody does anything in the name of the 
neighbourhood on their own" (June 13,2000). Out of this consensus and inclusive 
approach, al1 members of the Community Group participate in the decisions and actions 
of the group-itself, a form of civic participation. 
When the political activities of the Community Group required a large show of 
support, a network of residents was readily available to participate. Relationships had 
been cuitivated for this purpose. Mi le  these particular residents may not have attended 
the regular meetings of the Community Group, they actively participated when asked. 
Like other networks of civîc engagement, a niccess in one collaboration provided the 
encouragement and template for f i e r  engagement (Putnam, 1993) and this core of 
residents was repeatedly called upon to act. 
The Community Group's use of recreation and leisure activities as comrnunity- 
building activities was also instrumental in developing relationships and social capital. 
Detailed in Chapter Four was a discussion of the community building activities that the 
Community Group implemented in the neighbourhood. These activities were developed 
to provide residents with an oppomullty to become acquainted with each other, to leam 
more about th& neighbourhood, and to take pride in where they lived. The leisure 
activities were planned and organized entirely by volunteers from the neighbourhood, and 
resulted in a sense of connectedness, empowerment, and commitment to River Valley. 
Sue explained that by getting people involved in their own area of interest, more 
commitment and co~ectedness to the neighbourhood was fostered, a tinding similar to 
that found by Arai and Pedlar (1996) in a Healthy Communities project. 
Planning and impiementing the various leisure activities required many hands and 
many skills. While some residents of the community may have lacked confidence 
participating in some of the political activities (e.g., making a formal presentation to City 
Council; letter writing). the tasks involved in implementing the festivals, community 
picnics and street parties could easily be done by any resident (e.g., canying ice, setting 
up tables, handing out flyers). Social capital is "built in a very humble, piecemeal way" 
(Wilson, 1997. p.746) and as mentioned, once involved in a successfùl collaboration, a 
network is fomed which tends to be cumulative and self-reinforcing (Putnarn, 1993). As 
well. networks in suppon of human capital development became multi-layered (Gittel et 
a1.2000), spreading out beyond the women most actively involved in the Community 
Group to the various residents who participated in both the leisure and political activities. 
The relationships developed among the residents in the neighbourhood were also 
instrumental in sustainhg the Comrnunity Group's social learning process. How these 
women overcame the weaknesses commonly observeâ in the sustainability of the social 
leaming process and pushed its usual limits will now be discussed. 
The Role of Relationshi~s in Social Learning 
Friedmann ( 1987) suggests that obstacles exist that can prevent groups ftom sustaining 
a social learning process over tirne. Two of these obstacles are particularly relevant to 
this case study: 
1. Social leaming groups tend to fonn out of a concem for a particular issue or 
task. Once this task is complete, the action group typicall y disbands. Two 
things occur at this point. Fira, the learning-action-learning-action cycle 
breaks and no funher action is taken. Second, once the group disbands and the 
members dissipate, the learning that has occurred is 10s. 
2. Social learning groups typically engage in a dialogue that occurs "face-to 
face7'. This is one reason why social learning gmups are particularly effective 
in neighbourhoods where members reside and are accessible to each other. For 
a social learning process to be effective, however, this dialogue requires 
interpersonal communication skills, trust, and a willingness to make oneself 
vulnerable with other mernbers of the group. To develop trust, there must be 
"a willingness to suspend rank and a responsive approach to the needs of 
other gmup members (Friedmann, 1987, p. 187). As such, collaborators within 
the social learning task group mua undentand that actors and learners are 
considered to be one and the same and be willing to step into a level of 
mlnerability and trust that supports a social leaniing process. If group 
members are unwilling or unable to do so, the social leaming process can no 
longer be effective or sustained. 
What is of particular relevance to this case study is that the women involved in the 
River Valley initiative not only sustained their social leaming process over the six years 
of the initiative under study, they are-at the tirne of this writing (200 1 Fstill  active 1 2 
years later. 
How these women have pushed the usual limitations of social leaming beyond its 
typical practice, will now be discussed. 
Temporary Nature of Social Learninp Task Grou~s 
For the women most closely involved in the River Valley initiative, the friendships 
that emerged through their participation provided them with a valued emotional 
attachment to each other. When asked how the group was able to sustain itself, lane said 
'9t always came down to the fnends. My rwts are here. My fRends are here. The 
personal fiiendships are son of what you recognize afterwards. Ya' know, you suddenly 
realize 'Hold on. This is what kept us together.' " (June 5,2000). 
Involvernent in the various activities of the community group-be they related to 
leisure or political activism-provided these women with an experience of camaraderie. 
The women's involvement in these neighbourhood activities provided the oppomuiity to 
both develop and maintain fnendships (Freysinger and Flanneiy, 1992). 
Raymond (1985) suggests that fiiendships, traditionally considerd to be personal and 
intimate, are not generally understood to be political. Yet, it is fnendship that provides a 
common world and a common space for women-a place where values and concems are 
shared. Raymond goes on to say that "both politics and ûiendship are restored to a fuller 
meaning when they are brought together, Le., when political activity proceeds from a 
shared affection- vision, and spirit, and when fiendship has a more expansive political 
effect" (p. 166). lane mentioned, "We couldn't do it without each other because 1 don't 
think we have ever su& to the point where we haven't been able to pick the other one up. 
To which Marilyn replied: That's right.. . We've never al1 been down together. We can 
always figure out a way ." (March 7,2000). By finding this cornmon space where these 
women's experiences were constantly afirmed by each other, a "grounding for their 
social and political existence" (Raymond, 1985, p. 165) ernerged so that they did not lose 
their anchor or focus. It was this form of grounding that was being expressed by Jane and 
Marilyn when they spoke about the friendships and support that they provided each other 
when things got dinicult-fnendship and support that enabled them to go on. 
Intemersonal Communication in Social Lemina Task Groups 
The women in River Valley, because of the deep and sustaining friendships that they 
had with each other, shared a level of trust and vulnerabiiity that enabled them to step 
into wnflict in problem solving discussions (Wrigley, 1998). As Jane said, even if the 
relationships were tested ai times, the group knew two things. First, they knew that 
ultimately, they would always fight "Io the death for each other". Second, they knew that 
it was always more important to get on with the task that needed to be done (June 5, 
2000). 
The women involved in the initiative were un&aid of conflict. One of the residents 
who was familiar with the women said: 
They jght al1 the tirne. Al1 the tinte. But I think thm i t ~  those fghts I see 
so mmty things I 've gained becairse they 're not pushovers. If they 
disagree with ya ', they '11 tell ya '. niey won 't just nod their head and go 
"'oky" to avoid conjkt. Corflict is nui seerj as a negative with these 
romeii. It 's not a negative thi~lg. 1 pess you cadd define fmily as those 
people y m  c m  go thrmgh conjlict wirh a d  l e m  something. (October 
20, 2000) 
These women developed a culture of trust as a nom within theu group-trua that is 
essential to both social capital development (Putnarn, 1993, 19%) and social leaniing 
(Friedmann, 1987). As the community advisors al1 agreed during one of the focus group 
interviews, they argued regularly and had their banles as they tned to determine the bea 
approaches to use on an issue. The presence of trust, however, ensured that they knew 
unconditionally "where each other was coming from" (March 7,1000). 
The fiiendships that the women had with each other allowed the group to push social 
learning past its usual limits and was the glue that sustained the group over time. Of 
fùrther interest, however, is how social leaming became part of the day-to-day activities 
of these women, and how social leaming became internalized into their relationships as 
fiiends and neighbours. 
As noted, it is the women's fnendships with each other that have made their leaming- 
action-learning-action cycle durable over the 12 years. Their leaming is not 
compartmentalized to occur once a month at their Community Group meeting, but 
emerges seamiessly within their work, leisure, and social lives. These women interact 
with each other several times per week because they are niends, and it is during these 
day-to-day interactions that the neighbourhood work gets accomplished and the social 
learning process continues. 
As well, these women were able to develop linkages and nen~orks between 
community-wide organizations in a way that practitioners had previously been unable to 
do. Friedmann (1987) suggests that professionals who are involved in a community 
group's political struggle often play a role as change agents. What occurred in the River 
Valley Community Group, however, is that these wornen initiated the change in the way 
policing was provided in the neighbourhood, how property standards and by-law 
enforcement was implemented, and how planning initiatives were detennined. The social 
learning process was not inninitionalized and embedded in the bureaucratie infiastucture 
of the broader community. Rather, the social leaming process was located where these 
women lived with their families, their neighbours, and their aiends 
Areas For Further Exdoration 
Significant to the women in the River Valley Community Group was the tenuous 
balance in their neighbourhood between elements that made the neighbourhood livable, 
and those that could make it unlivable. Gwen referred to this tenuous balance as "the 
archetypal battle between good and evil" (November 18,2000). When the women were 
asked why they did what they did-why they put numerous hours of volunteer time into 
restoring balance in their neighbourhoocl, at personal risk of their own safety, their 
investments in their real eaate, and time away fiom their homes and families, Sue replied 
by saying "it was the nght thinq to do7' (November 18,2000). They felt that the elemems 
that made the neighbourhood unlivable involved people who were wlnerable due to h g  
addictions and poverty-people without the benefit of loving families, homes, and 
fnends (March 7,2000). These women understood a basic prernise of feminism that 
power does not exist equally in society. Like other ferninias, these women attempted to 
not only right the balance for themselves as women, but to right the balance for the 
empowered as well as the disempowered (Code, Ford, Martindale, Shenvin, & Shogan, 
1991). 
Twelve years later, now in 2001, these women sometimes question what they have 
accomplished. There are still crack houses in River Valley and the presence of 
prostitution and dnig dealing is being observed once again. Like many advocates who do 
not stop merely because their own problems are resoived (Mattison & Storey, 1992), 
Marilyn knows that the prostitutes are still on the streets and NI1 fieezing cold in the 
middle of winter. The johns are still circling around and around in the area. Meanwhile, 
no one in the broader comrnunity is addressing the needs of the prostitutes. What really 
has been accomplished? 
Typical of women's activism is an interest in the broad perspective (Code et al., 199 1 ). 
In that vein, the concem that Marilyn expressed above, in regard to what has actuaily 
been accomplished, extends beyond the River Valley neighbourhood to the broader 
community conte*. This macro perspective echoes Gittel's et al. (2000) finding that 
women have the ability to move fiom the individual to the community, from the persona1 
to the politicai. Helgeson (1990) notes that while men tend to focus on day-to-day tasks, 
women tend to focus on broader societal impacts. These women believed they had a role 
to play in the world, and an ability to make a difference. Even if their work focuses 
initially on the local level, feminists believe that women can leam about their arengths, 
and gather their confidence about their ability to make change. By seeing their successes 
on this level, accomplished on their own terms and using their own approaches, they can 
work toward change on a broader, global level (Code et al., 199 1). 
In regard to fùnher study, the most compelling question that emerges out of the River 
Valley case is how community-wide planning processes a n  be integrated into the 
?elationship web" so that resources are allocated in response to community needs. 
When Marilyn was asked what she thinks is the next step in the action cycle she replied, 
I hink what reuliy mw!s 10 be d e s s e d  is how everytrhng is 
ir~terdrprndm on everythirtg else. Thrre is enmgh pie to go amund md 
commrcnities caid the residents me absoiuteiy d e p h t  on ail pieces of 
the pie bei~lg euteri together. Ail the awfirl problems that we contirmally 
r e d  ami watch mui 1ut-tl11 over me simply not indeperider~t probfems. 
&y ore )lot problems O/ inner cities, outer cities, the cmnny. 7hey are 
problerns with anà of society. And ody we M d  the k y  to solutiotis. 
Sot~~ids simple. We how it im% But there me reai renwns why we 
cannot get a grip on powrty, homefessmss. child prostitution, dmgs etc. 
7he resources car there. The wiii ain't (Yu& 13, 2000. 
A funher issue that needs to be more thoroughly examined is the role of leisure and 
recreation activities as resources for social capital development on a neighbourhood level. 
The role of leisure in this regard is not well understood in Our academic institutions, 
governance structures, or in communities. In my obsewation, many municipalities are 
ail1 using direct programming planning models which are expert-dnven with the 
professional in charge of what is offered, where it is offered, and when it is offered. 
Moving to community development models of planning for recreation and leisure 
activities furthers the potential for leisure to play a key role in social capital development, 
and hence in addressing the health and vitality of our communities. Wornen, in 
partjcular, have a leadership role to play due to their ability to develop networks and 
build relationships-two of the key ingredients for social capital developmem (Putmm, 
Understanding the concept of 'community ' continues to be a challenging focus of 
study. The understanding of community that existed among those involved in the River 
Valley initiative resembles many of the elements identified by theonsts such as Poplin 
( 1 972), Mason ( 1 996), and Bellah ( 1998). It could be suggested that the nature of 
"community" experienced in the River Valley initiative is similar to Poplin's (1972) 
moral community in that those patticular residents share a sense of belonging to the 
group (idtinrtrfica~io~~), the pursuit of common goals (mord unity), a desire to participate 
in the group (im~olveme~~f), and a regard for each other as whole and integrated people of 
intrinsic wonh and value (wholr~wss). However, if one considers the River Valley 
neighbourhood beyond those who were involved in the initiative, as Mason (1996) 
suggests. residents experience differing levels of social cohesion, as well as varying 
degrees of isolation, aiienation, and social conflict. Bellah's ( 1998) understanding of 
community has elements that partiy describe River Valley, in that conflict and argument 
exist in the comrnunity, but not to a greater degree than community values and goals. 
Bellah dexribes a continuum along which both conflict and values reside. The difficulty 
that these understandings present. however, when considenng the River Valley 
neighbourhood, is that they do not allow for the d y m i c  nature of the close relationship 
and tenuous balance that exists between elements that make a neighbourhood livable and 
those that rnake it unlivable. It is the tenuous nature of this balance in a neighbourhood 
that requires ftrther study. 
Limitations of This Study 
As noted, the lessons learned from a single case stud y, are not intmded to be 
generalizeable. Rather, they become a source of knowledge that may transfer to other 
cases that are explored for fûrther study. 
The women who were the focus of this case study considered themselves to be women 
of privilege. Theû marriages were intact, they owned their own homes, and while they 
had varying levels of education, they al1 had successfully completed highschool. 
The women in the River Valley Cornmunity Group did not reflect the ethnic ongins 
that were represented in the residential mix of the neighbourhood. They were either bom 
in Canada or were immigrants from other British Commonwealth countries and as such, 
experienced a degree of pnvilege as members of the mainstream culture in the Canadian 
context. 
The tàct that River Valley exists in a mid-sized city allowed the women the 
opportunit y to make contact with local bureaucratie officiais due to the proximity of these 
institutions to their neighbourhood. As well, because this particular municipality tends to 
involve residents as volunteer members on various city-wide cornmittees, the women 
were able to dialogue relatively easily with the professionals in the broader cornmunity. 
This proved to be an advantage for the women in this initiativean advantage which 
may not always be evident in larger metropolitan centres. In pursuing further case 
studies, these limitations should be considered, particularly if the findings from this case 
are to be considered transferable to other sites. 
Im~iications 
Having been a practitioner for over twenty-five years, I can gratefùlly say that 1 have 
leamed a great deal fiom the organic wisdorn of the residents with whom 1 have worked 
in neighbourhoods. As professionals we seidom use our voice to share what 
neighbourhoods teach us. The members of the River Valley Community Group have 
much to offer practitioners. Hopefblly the following provides them with a voice. 
Recomizinn Women's Leadership On The Nei~hbourhwd Level 
First, leadership development on a neighbourhood level requires a gendered 
understanding and should allow for a focus on women who live there. Being located 
close to their home places and the human relationships that shape their understanding of 
community, women have the ability to identify issues that are most relevant to their home 
communities. They participate in relationship building, and develop social capital which 
is due in large part to their values of respecting others, caring for community, and seeking 
social justice for themselves, their families, and their fnends. Women typically are the 
leaders at this level. Resources for leadership development should logically be directed 
to them. as women. 
Recomition of the Unique Characteristics of Neiahbourhoods 
Al1 neighbourhoods are not the same, and yet practitioners, particularly those in 
municipal govemment, attempt to treat each neighbourhood as if it were. Under the guise 
of equitable planning and an equal allocation of resources, there is little effort to 
recognize that neighbourhoods differ or that their needs and issues differ. Some 
neighbourhoods require differing levels of resourcing than others. Al1 too ofien, 
bureaucratic policies and organirational cultural noms compel practitioners and elected 
officials to "cookie-cutter" the approaches used to suppon neighbourhoods. This study 
suggests that neighbourhoods can be quite diverse in both their composition and their 
needs, and practitioners should take leadership in educating decision-rnakers about the 
relevance of uniqueness. 
Exclusionaq Policies 
Many munici palities have affiliation policies with w hich comrnunity groups need to 
comply in order to receive municipal services or support. OAen, these policies require 
groups to have constitutions and by-laws. Such requirements are exclusionary for some 
mernbers of the population (e-g. residents from other cultural backgrounds, those with 
literacy issues). lnsisting on these procedural practices ignores the differences arnong 
neighbourhoods. Innovative ways must be developed to balance bureaucratic 
requirements (e.g., accountability for funds) with ways of work that respect the 
uniqueness of neighbourhoods and the residents who live there. 
Ada~ting Practice to Women's Wavs of Work 
Practitioners mua understand women's ways of work and incorporate these in 
practice. For example, building relationships and friendships is typical of women's 
approaches to their work. As well, women l e m  through experimentation, discussion, 
and evaluation. Meeting agendas should allow time for these processes (e.g. socializing, 
discussion). As well, women's concems will be deeply anchored in values and their 
concerns will be fiamed in this manner. Women's use of values language and their 
interest in relationship building will thnad through their debates and in how they put 
forth their arguments. This gendered difference should be respected, welcomed, and seen 
as credible and legitimate by practitioners and decision-maken, panicuiarly in domains 
that tend to foais on "hard fa&' issues, like budgets and rational planning processes. 
Re-defining Lei sure 
Parks and Recreation practitioners need to broaden theû definition of recreation and 
leisure to understand that leisure activities c m  enhance a comrnunity's ability to address 
political issues. Leisure activities can support community building and resident 
empowerment. As such, these activities may require different and unique levels of 
municipal suppon, tailored to the residents' needs. Further, resident control over 
decision-making, operating procedures, and planning processes will be required. 
Attempts b y practitioners to insist upon consistent approaches such as, programme 
pricing formulas, will constrain residents' efforts and intent for programmes and services. 
Practitioners mua relinquish control and tma the orgenic wisdom of residents. What is 
needed is a genuine cornmitment to developing equitable and balanced relationships 
between residents and cornmunity organizations so that trust can be strengthened between 
them. Througb dialogue, reciprocal relationships, and trust building neighbourhoods can 
be shaped to be livable, diverse, and inclusive communities for those who live there. 
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APPENDIX A - INTERVIEW GUIDES 
Inteivicw Guide Questions 
Individuals to be Interviewed: 
Community advisors (4) 
- Neighbourhood residents - supporters of comrnunity group - Neighbourhood couple - previously active, but no longer in neighbourhood 
Generai Review of Consent Procedures 
To aart. 1 would like to thank you for agreeing to be interviewed. The interviews 
generally take about an hour and a half, but each one differs depending on the people 
involved. 
Before we begin, 1 would like to ask for your consent to be interviewed. This is part of 
the ethics procedures that researchers at the university follow and would require you 
signing some forms. There are a number of things related to consent. The first thing 1 
am asking you to agree to is your participation in the study. What this involves 
specifically is panicipating in the interview today. As well, 1 may want to chat with you a 
second time to go over what you said today, in the event that 1 feel 1 need clarification or 
more elaboration on something. 
My general practice is to tape the interviews. 1 do this for two reasons. First, the "data" 
in the kind of research that 1 do are the actual words that people speak. I want to make 
sure that when I am working with the data that 1 have y w  words rather than my 
interpretation of your words. Second, while 1 keep notes as we go dong, (just in case 
there are some technical glitches), generally what 1 do is uanscribe, word for word, what 
is said on the tape so that nothing is missed. ha taking notes would not allow me to get 
down everything that you say. 
There are a number of ethical procedures that I want to tell you about regarding who sees 
the data and where it is stored . The only people who would actually see the data are my 
two co-advisors and possibly, the transcriber. Generally, though, I prefer to do my own 
transcription. The tapes and records are kept in a locked file cabinet and 1 am the only 
one who has access to it. Al1 of this information will be destroyed once 1 no ionger need 
the data. 
The names of individuals who participate in the study are not used. 1 have a coding 
system that I use so that I know who provided the information, but it is that code, rather 
than any names, that appears on any of the written trmscriptions. 
As we go through the interview, there may be questions that you do not have comrnents 
about, or that you would rather not m e r .  In this case, please feei free to "pass" on that 
question. 1 also want you to know that you are free to stop participating in the study or 
this interview at any tirne. 
The second item for your consent is the use of your quotations in any repons, articles, or 
the final thesis itself. Again, it is your words that tell the nory and in the kind of research 
that 1 do. the use of quotations is very imponant. Your identity would be kept 
anonymous so that no one would know who made the comment. 
1 have a letter for you that outlines these various points and provides you with the names 
and phone numbers of my CO-advisors in the event that you would like to contact them 
for some reason. The phone number of the Office of Research Ethics at the university is 
also included. 
Do you have any questions that you would Iike to ask me about any of this? 
If not, would you be willing to sign the consent foms: one agreeing to participate in the 
nudy, the other allowing me to use quotations? (If so, consent forms are signed at this 
point). 
Introduction to the Interview Format 
1 have a number of topics that 1 am interested in explonng in relation to the River Valley 
neighbourhood initiative. The specific time period that 1 am studying is fiom 1989 when 
the community group firn organized itself, to 1995 when they were more cornfortable 
with what was going on in the neighbourhood. 
The general topics that I am interested in leaming more about are: your general 
impressions of the neighbourhood and the community group during that time period; the 
role that women who lived in the neighbourhood played; some of the ways that the 
residents organized to act on the issues; some of the activities or strategies that the 
neighbourhood used to address the issues; and some of the relationships that existed with 
other agencies. While 1 have some questions noteâ to guide us along in the interview 
process, 1 am interested in hearing about anythng else that you think would be usehl to 
my understanding of this pmicular case. 1 hope that we can use this time as an 
opportunity for a dialogue, and not feei restricted by a question and answa type of 
format. 
Would you like to begin now? 
Is it okay if 1 tum on the tape recorder? 
Interview Ouest ions 
1. How long have you lived in the neighbourhood? 
2. When you think back to 1989 and through to 1995, what were your impressions of the 
River Valley neighbourhood? 
Prompts: How was it talked about here, within the neighbourhood, by the 
people who lived here? How did that make you feel as someone 
who lives here? 
How do you think people in other parts of town viewed the 
neighbourhood? (If a negative-type response), how did that make 
you feel as someone who lives here? How did you think the 
residents felt about living here? 
How was the media portraying the neighbourhood at the time? (If 
a negative-type response), how did that d e  you feel as someone 
who lives here? How do you think that made other residents feel 
about living here? 
How come you moved into this neighbourhood? 
What are the things that you liked best about your neighbourhood 
during that period of time? 
Were there things that you did not like about the neighbourhood 
during that period of time? If so, what were they? 
3. Were you involved with the community group at al1 dunng the years l989- 19% when 
they were actively addressing some neighbourhood issues? If so, can you please 
describe your involvement? 
I'm interested in your impressions of the community group during that time period. 
Prompts: What seemed to be the main concems that the community group 
was addressing back then? Did you feel that they were addressing 
them? 
Was the group addressing issues that in your opinion were the key 
issues facing the neighbourhood at that time? 
What would you say the group was trying to accomplish in the 
neighbourhood during this tirne period? 
What strategies did the community group use to address their 
concerns? 
The group seemed involved in some Street activities such as 
barbeques and Street parties. What do you think the group was 
attempting to do there? Why do you think they were organizing 
t hese t hings? 
(For those involved in the community group) Your involvement in 
the group was done on a volunteer basis, and likely done in your 
spare time. Did you experience any of your involvement in the 
group as a leisure activity? 
Who seemed to be the leader@) of the community group during the 
neighbourhood initiative? Were any of them women? How did 
that happen, do you think? And why do you think that happened? 
Were there any men in similar roles? How did the roles between 
men in the neighbourhood and women in the neighbourhood seem 
to differ, if anything? Were there any differences in the activities 
that the men and women did? 
How did the cornmunity group keep the residents infonned and up- 
to-date on what they were working on? 
Do you think that most residents were aware of the efforts of the 
community group? 
How did the group seem to be operating at the time? (e.g., small 
number of committed people only; broad resident involvement; 
resident consensus). 
What would you say were the group's mengths? 
Did you have any concems about how the group was operating? 
How would you describe the rapport between the community 
suoup and the municipality at that tirne? And the police? 
C 
(e. g., working as partnas; adversariai; resistance)? 
4. As 1 mentioned, 1 am pmicularly interested in the role that women played in the 
neighbourhood initiative during that tirne. 
Prompts: In regard to the women who acted in a leadership capacity, how 
would you describe the type of leadership that they provided? 
(e-g., one leader primarily, shared leadership, rotating leadership 
depending on the issue). 
Were there any characteristics, in particular, of the leadership 
provided by these women that you noticed? 
Was there any leaming, in partjcular, that the women had to 
undenake in order to act upon these issues? If so, how did they go 
about leaming what they needed to leam? Were comrnunity 
organizations asked to help in any of this? If so, how did they 
respond? 
In your opinion, were the women effective in mobilizing the 
community residents ro ad  on these issues? Do you recall how 
they got the residents involved? 
Were there particular values that seerned to be at the root of how 
the group operated? (e.g., ensuring that al1 mernbers of the 
community had a voice; infonning residents about the issues or 
activities). 
5. Do you have any other thoughts or comments that you would iike to share that you 
think might be useful to me in this study? 
Thank you for your participation. 
Sampk Intemiew Guide Questions 
Communitv Onicers and Oficials 
Individuals to be Interviewed: 
- Senior municipal managers and elected officiais ( 5 )  
- Senior managers in the local police service (3) 
General Review of Consent Procedures 
To start, 1 would like to thank you for agreeing to be interviewed. The interviews 
yenerally take about an hour and a half, but each one differs depending on the people 
involved. 
Before we begin, 1 would like to ask for your consent to be intewiewed. This is part of 
the ethics procedures that researchers at the university follow and would require you 
signing some fonns. There are a number of things related to consent. The first thing 1 
am asking you to agree to is your participation in the study. What this involves 
specifically is participating in the interview today. As well, I may want to chat with you a 
second time to yo over what you said today, in the event that 1 feel 1 need clarification 
or more elaboration on something. 
My general practice is to tape the interviews. I do this for two reasons. First, the "data" 
in the kind of research that 1 do are the actual words that people speak. 1 want to make 
sure that when 1 am working with the data that 1 have y m  words, rather than my 
substitution of your words. Second, while 1 keep notes as we go along, (jus in case there 
are some technical glitches), generally what 1 do is tranxribe, word for word, what is said 
on the tape so that nothing is missed. Just taking notes would not allow me to get down 
everything that you say. 
There are a nurnber of ethical procedures about who sees the data and where it is stored 
that 1 want to tell you about. The only people who would actually see the data are my 
two co-advisors and possibly, the transcriber. Generally, though, 1 prefer to do my own 
transcription. The tapes and records are kept in a Iocked file cabinet and 1 am the only 
one who has access to it. Al1 of this information will be destroyed once 1 no longer need 
the data. 
The names of individuals who participate in the study are not used. I have a coding 
system that 1 use so that 1 know who provided the information, but it is that code, rather 
than any names, that appears on any of the written transcriptions. 
As we go through the interview, there may be questions that you do not have comments 
about, or that you would rather not answer. In this case, please feel free to "pass" on that 
question. I alsa want you to know that y011 are free to stop participating in the study or 
this intemiew at any Ume. 
The second item for your consent is the use of your quotations in any reports, articles, or 
the ha1 thesis itself. Again, it is your words that tell the story and in the kind of research 
that 1 do, the use of quotations is very important. Your identity would be kept 
anonymous, though, so that no one would know who made the comment. 
I have a letter for you that outlines these various points and provides you with the names 
and phone numbers of rny CO-advisors in the event that you would like to contaa them 
for some reason. The phone number of the Ofice of Research Ethics at the university is 
also included. 
Do you have any questions that you would like to ask me about any of this? 
If not, would you be willing to sign the consent forms: one agreeing to participate in the 
nudy, the other allowing me to use quotations? (If so, consent forms are signed at this 
point). 
Introduction to the Interview Format 
The way the interview will work is that 1 have a number of topics that 1 am interested in 
exploring in relation to the River Valley neighbourhood initiative. The specific t h e  
period that 1 am studying is fiom 1989 when the community group fira organized itself , 
to 1995 when they were more cornfortable with what was going on in the 
neighbourhood. 
The general topics that 1 am interested in leaming more about are: your general 
impressions of the neighbourhood and the community group during that time period; the 
role that women who lived in the neighbourhood played; some of the ways that the 
residents organized to act on the issues; some of the activities or strategies that the 
neighbourhood used to address the issues; and some of the relationships that existed with 
other agencies. like your organization. While 1 have some questions noted to guide us 
along in the interview process, I am interested in hearing about anything else that you 
think would be usehl to my understanding of this particular case. 1 hope that we can use 
this time as an oppominity for a dialogue, and not feel restricted by a question and 
answer type of format. 
Would you like to begin now? 
1s it okay if 1 turn on the tape recorder'? 
Interview Ouestions 
1 . W hat was your professional relationship with the River Valley neighbourhood during 
the years 1989 to 1995? 
Prompts: What was your job title at that time? What did this mean in 
regards to your relationship with the neighbourhood? With the 
community group? 
Can you describe what kind of interaction you had with the group 
and what your interaction with them was like? 
What would you say were the key issues facing the neighbourhood 
at that time? 
2. When you think back to 1989 and then through to 1995, what were your impressions 
of the River Valley neighbourhood? 
Prompts: How was it talked about here within your organization? 
How do you think people in t om viewed the neighbourhood? 
How do you think that was for the people who lived in the 
neighbourhood? 
How was the media portraying the neighbourhood at the time? 
How do you think that made the residents of the neighbourhood 
feel? Were there any changes in how the media was pomaying 
the neighbourhood over time? What do you think was the reason 
for those changes? 
3. What was the role of your departmentlorganization with the neighbourhood at that 
time? 
Prompts: Did yow staff have any specific concems about the neighbourhood 
at that time? If so. what were they? 
Was any staff member specifically assigned to the neighbowhood? 
If so, what was Mattempting to acmmplish? 
What activities was staffconducting in the neighbourhood? (e-g., 
information sharing, consultation activities, parricipating in public 
meetings). 
How would you describe the rappon between the community 
group and your department/organization at that time? (e.g., 
working as partners; adversarial; resistance)? 
4. What were your impressions of the community group, again thinking back to the 
penod from 1989 to 1995? 
Prompts: What seemed to be the main concems of the group? 
How was the group liaising with your department/organization at 
that tirne? (e-g., meetings with staff, requests for information). 
How did this interaction get initiated? Who initiated the 
interaction? When did this occur? Was it in any way viewed as a 
parinershi p? 
What would you say the group was trying to accomplish in their 
neighbourhood during this time period? Can you comment on the 
safety issues that exiaed in the neighbourhood ai the time? 
What strategies did the community group use to address issues 
related to the work of your depaxtment/organization? 
The group seemed involved in some street activities such as 
barbeques and street parties. What do you think the group was 
attempting to do there? Why do you think they were organizing 
t hese t hings? 
Do you think that any of the residents who were active in the 
community group would have experienced their involvement as a 
leisure experience? 
Who seemed to be the leader(s) of the community group during the 
neighbourhood initiative? Were any of them women? How did 
that happen, do you think? And why do you think that happened? 
Were there any men in similar roles? How did the roles between 
men in the neighbourhood and the women in the neighbourhood 
seem to differ, if anything? Were there any diffmnces in the 
activities that the men and women did? 
How did the group seem to be operating at the time? (e.g., srnail 
number of committed people only; broad resident involvement; 
resident consensus). 
What would you say were the group's strengths? 
Did you have any concems about how the group was operating? 
Were there panicular values that seemed to be at the root of how 
the group operated? (e.g., ensuring that al1 members of the 
community had a voice; informing residents about the issues or 
activities). 
What hstrations do you think exiaed for the neighbourhood in 
their relationship with your organization? What mistrations 
existed for you in dealing with them? 
Was this neighbourhood group different fiom any other 
neighbourhood groups that you were working with? If so, how 
were they different? Why do you think that was the case? 
5 .  As 1 mentioned, 1 am particularly interesteci in the role that women played in the 
neighbourhood initiative dunng that time. 
Prompts: (If women are among those named as leaders in response to the 
question above): In regard to the women who acted in a leadership 
capacity, how would you describe the type of leadership that they 
provided? (e.g., one leader primarily, shared leadership, rotating 
leadership depending on the issue). 
Were there any characteristics, in particular, of the leadership 
provided by these women that you noticed? How was this 
different, or the same, do you think, as men involved in leadership 
roles? 
What do you think was the motivator for these women to get 
involveà? What do you think were the issues from theù 
perspectives? 
Was there any leanllng, in particular, that the women had to 
undertaLe in order to act upon these issues? If so, how did they go 
about leaniing what they needed to lem? What ways did your 
organization help them to leam what they needed do leam, if any? 
In your opinion, were the women effective in mobilizing the 
community residents to act on these issues? Do you recall how 
they got the residents involved? 
What suaiegies did these women use to address issues related to 
the work of your department? 
6. In your opinion, did recreation activities or leisure play a role in this neighbourhood 
initiative in any way? 1 am thinking here of perhaps its role in bringing residents 
together, or in addressing the issues within the neighbourhood. 
Prompts: Could you comment on what you think the group was trying to 
accomplish with some of the leisure activities like the arts and music 
festival and the Street parties? 
7. Do you have any other thoughts or comments that you wouid like to share that you 
think might be usehl to me in this study? 
Thank you for your participation. 
